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Inis L. ClaudG, Jr. 
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La decision de mettre 1 1 etud0 des organisations international os a 
l 1 ordre du jour du Congres de 1964 de l'A.I.S.P. est une reconnaissance de 

l 1 importance croissante des institutions intarnationales dans lo monde des 

hommes politiques, et de l'analyse do ces institutions dans le monde dos 

savants. L'objet de nos seances n 1 ost pas uniquement, n8anmoins 9 d'octroyer 

uno reconnaissance a ce domaine de la reali te et a cettr> branche de la con-

naissanco. r:rres concr8temt~nt 9 nous cherchons ii faire progresser ~ 1 analysG 

comparative des organisations internationales, en mettant l'accent sur leurs 

aspects poli tiquas : los phenomenos poli tiques qui se pro dui sent dans leur 

cac4'e 9 l 1ef£et poli tique des forCGS qui a.giss8nt sur elles 9 lGS oons8quences 

p0li tiqU88 quI 8Dtralfl6 li3Ur fonCtiOlll1effi0llto 1~UGlqUGS-Ull8 dOS rapportS 

soumis a notre Congr8s pr8sdntent los r8sul t,·:l.to, encore provisoi~es, d·'€tudes 

comparati ves ' d' autres cherchont plutlit a poser lcos fondements de tell os 

etudes, ou encore a suggeror duG possibilites do recherche. L'etude compara

tive des institutions interne tional us 8 tan t rola ti vemen t reconte et peu de

velopp8e9 nous pouvons surtout, A ce stado 9 oxaminor ses possibili t8s 9 ap

pr8cior la naturo dos probl8mus auxquGls ell•:) se hourte 9 et stimul.er tous 

ceux qui s 1 offorc.::mt d0 la faire progrossoro 

Los progres realises au cours dos dornieres annees· dans le domaine de 

l'etudo comparativG do la vie politiquo (clu'on appdlo do moins en moins 

souv0nt 9 Gn anglais 9 "compaxative govormnent" 9 et de plus on plus souvoot 

"comparative politics") peuvent a certains egards servir a la fois d'exom

ple et de modelo pour une tcllo tontativo. Lo changement d'appollation 

dans ce domainG Pt;3Ut9 an lui-m6me9 GtrG significatif g 1 1 etude comparative 

pout commencer- doit commencer- en mettant l'accont sur les structures 
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et los procedures insti tutionnGllos, mais ello attGint son but en met-

tant 1 1 accent sur la dynami•CIU•' Gt sur L"s uffots poli tig_uGs des institutions 

8tudi8eso Il restG,cer·tes9 a rassomblor bL:.:aucoup de donnGes comparativos de 

base concornant L;s organisations intornationales. Un dos problemes les plus 

urgents est celu~- de la r·8parti tion la m0ill8U1'f-J possible de cet effort 

de description Gl8mGntaire 9 il ost dans J.0 dornain0 cles organisations inter

nationales des terrains on fricho qui d.oivont Gtr8 labour8s par la recherche 

de donn8es avant que l' on puis se y plan tor utilGmont la somence dG l 1 analyse 

politiqye comparative' c'est la condition d'une co:r,prehcmsion politique 

approfondieo Nous avons devant nous 1 ~ oxGmple d.0 la mise en culture du do

maine de la vio poli tique compare8 cicos divers 1:tats ; cela doi t nous permet

tro do mettru .au point une campagne Gfficace d' agronomie intullectuGlle dans 

lo domaine de la comparaison entre inst;_tutions internationalGs. Peut-8tre 

le Congres del 1.ii..I.S.P. peut-il irriguor co terrain suffisamment pour mon

trer g_u' en diipi t do son aridi te actuoll0, il est cultivable. 

On pout sans doute, comme je l 1 ai fait~ affirmGr que la mise en route 

do 1'8tudo comparativo dos institutions internationalos peut s 1 inspirer u

tiloment do 1 1 evolution do }_ 1 analyso poli tiq_uo comparative portant sur les 

ph8norn8nes nationaux 7 j0 voudrais ajoutor a cola uno hypoth8se : les deux 

voies peuvont cosser d'Gtre para2.ll0los<j o-t [-J8 cro:i..ser , En d 1 autres 

termes, il pourrait y avoir non soulcir:>Jnt analogi~c:: 9 mais ra];:port .. Nous savons, 

bion entendu~ qu 1 il oxiste des lions 8troits ;:m-C?>?- la politique int8ri(~ure 

et la poli tig_uo etrangino dos .f':-catso Nous supposons generale111ont quo la 

nature du syst8mo poli tiqu0 d~ur :.stat donn8 in:fluenco dans une rnosure ap

preciable 1 1 atti tudG do COt )~tat a 1 1 egard d0s organismes internationaUX 

dent il est mambre et son action rlans ces organismos ? mais nous n' avons 

gu8ro r8ussi a d8passer l:.~ stadEJ dos affirmations t~jint8es de pr8jug8s, et 

n 1 avons pas beau coup progress8 da.ns la voie de l' analyse objective de ces 

rapports" Il est g8n8ralemont suppose quo l es acti vi t8s dos organisations 

intornationalos oxercont une influoncJ consi.d8rable sur las modE:les de d8-

veloppement- economique, social, poli tig_uo -- de lou_1's membres, et particu

lierement de ceux qui n'ont att,3int quu recemment Lo stade de l'Etat. La 
encore~ nous sommes mieux pourvu.s Gn hypotheses que v8ri tab] emunt inform8s .. 

Voila quelques problemes parmi d' 'l.utrGs, dont los solutions so trouvent 
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peut-otre au point d' intersection dG 1' etude comparati v8 de la viu poli tique 

et de celle de certain•3s insti tntions intornationales. La IJOssibili te de re

soudre ces problemes et d' autres oncoro a ce point d'intersoction nous incite 

8. llOUS engager dans CGtte voiCo 

Laissant de cOte lo rapport on-br,-.: 1 1 etude dGS organisations interna

tional os c:t cello de la vir, poli tiquc,, tel o,ue co rapport s 1 est developpe 

et continue a lo faire~ nous devons nous poser 9 on turm0s plus g8n8raux 9 los 

questions CTUGiales g 8. quoi bon comparer lGS organisations intornationalGS ? 

B. quelles fins ? dan8 quel C!Spoir ? 

Une des justifications de Cro type d 1 etudG ost la possibili te d 1 eohange, 

entre organismes intornationaux 9 de leur 0xp8rience dans la solution de cer

tains problemes. Un prucede ou une procedure qui so sont reveles efficaces 

dans la solution d'un problem•; pose a une organisation donnee peuvoot etre 

utilis8s dans UllG autrGa Cf est ainsi quo la plupart des organismes interna

tionaux doivent vraisomblablomont trouver des moyens pour equilibrer la 

proclamation offi ciolle do 1' egali te des j!;ta ts mombres et 1' acc:3pta tion prag

matique des consequences dGs inegalites de fait ; la recherche d'un schema 

raisonnable et applicable d 1 institutionnalisation do l'inegalite pourrait 

commGncer par illH:J onqu8te concornant l;) vote pond8r8 et d' autres procedures 

analogues, telles qu'ils sent utilist~G dans divorses organisations interna

tionales. Cetta optiqua · refl8tc unc conception m8cani ste des institutions 

international os, et un d8sir d' amDliorer l(~s m8ca.nismeso Nous pouvons cartes 

CODSid8rer Ce"ttG CODCCption COillL10 SUlJl~rficiollo, et r8sistor 8. l 1 impulsion 9 

mais nous devons admettrc-:! quG los orga.ni smes internationaux se heUl"'tent a des 

probl8mes importants do n8-ture m8caniqwJ, et que les hommes poli tiquas de 

chacun des Eta ts i taut comme l '-c.:s fonctionnairos intorna tionaux, acc_epten t en 

fai t9 a_ tort OU 8, raison9 de fair<::! des Gmprunts de proc8d8s insti tutionnels. 

La comparaison la plus supsrficiollD dos textes consti tutionnels des orga

nisations internationales r8Wlo la fr8qu"Jnce de cott0 pratique. 

Nous pouvons rejetE!r la conception rnecaniste en faveur d'une concoption 

plus biologig_uo dos institutions internationales, 8ubsti tuant au de sir 

de "bricolage 11 1 1 ambition plus sciontifique de comprendre les tendances d' e
volution de cos institutions. L'etudo comparative deplaco alors son centre 
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d 1 interet du probleme du transfert possible des ;Jrocedes insti tutionnels a 
celui des ressemblances entre les tendances consts,t8es da.ns le fonctionne

rnent des organismes internationaux. Nous. nvus derno.,nderons par exemple si 

1 1 existence de bloCS a 1 1 occasion des scrutins' constatee a 1 1 Assemblee 

generale des Nations Unies, J'est 6galement a l 1 0rganisation i~ondiale de 

la SantG. Alors que le "m8ca.nj.cien 11 cherche a presorire~ le "biologiste 11 

cherche a prGdire. 

On peut objecter que le rnecanicien, tel QUe nous venons de le decrire, 

a des activites analoGues au stade le plus rudimentaire de 1 1 analyse corn

parati ve des institutions, et non au stade avance de 1 1 analyse comparative 

de la vie politique; il se borne simplement, et de fagon simpliste, a 
recenser des formes institutionnelles, sans chercher a approfondir les 

processus poli tiqueso Meme le biologiste,q_uelle que soi t sa preoccupation 

d 1 etudier les tendances poli tiques, peut etre accuse de manq_uer de raffi

nement, dans la mesure ou il parait se contenter de chercher dans diverses 

institutions des analogies de developpement. Si l 1 un cherche a etudier les 

possibilites de transplantation des procedures d 1 une organisation a une 

autre, le deuxieme cherche a discerner la diffusion des tendances entre les 

institutions internationales. 

Ces critiques peuvent 0:trc3 fondlcs?rna.is elles ne le sont pas obliga

toiremento L I etude du transfert PG ssi.bl C! doro experi•onces de solution de 

c8rtains pro.bl8rnes de 1' organisation X 8. l 1 organisation Y encourage de 

toute evidence a 1 1 analyse GOmpa:rati V8 des J.eux organisations 9 en termes 

poli tiQueso La solution insti tutionnell0 adoptee clans 1 'organisation X est

elle realisable dans le contexta :poli tique de l'organisation Y ? Aurai t-elle 

dans l' organisation Y la mGrru.:') fonction poli tique que dans l' organisation X ? 

Existe-il entre 1 es o bj ectifs poli tiquos do!l t s 1 inspirent X et Y des di f

ferences t"lles C!UCl la solution 8l;t adeq_uate a l 1une des organisations, mais 

pas a 1' autre ? De mEnne 9 lE: biologisto doi t exwniner c3n :profondeur la vie 

politiq_ue des Organisation,; qy 1 il et·cldiCJ afin d 1 c,xpliq_uer lGS uniformites, 

ou leur absence, dans les tendanc•as QU 1 il constate. Notre ideal est de 

former des analystes des institutions internationales q_ui s 1 engagont avec 

enthousiasme et intelligence dans ces voieso l:lais nvus deVons 9 car nous 

sommes r8alistes 9 admettre qu'ils ne l1;. feront pas tous 9 non sans quelque 
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cynisme 9 nous pouvons ajouter qu 1 aucune discipline n'a encore r8ussi a ins

tituer un syst8me de protection 8., touto 8pr<3UV8 Contre l'intrusion de l 1a

nalyse simplisto. 

L'optique comparativ::o. n'a de i.3: .. ms qu'ap}JliquE:c~ a des mat8riaux pr8-

sentant a la fois des simili tudos at dus difft'?ronces elle est impo ssi blG 

lorsque l<?S obj,3ts sont totalc,mcnt differcmts, et inutile lorsqu'ils sont 

identiques. Le progres de 1' etuclo comparative des institutions internationa

les doi t done etre fonde sur 1 'hypo these selon lag_ucllle il existo clans 08 

domaine des uniformi t8s fournissant un8 base d' analyse 9 et d.es diff8rencia

tions suffisant8s pour laisser entrevoir des r8sul tats int8ressa..l1ts et si

gnificatifs. Braf, une telle etude dovrai t refleter au mains autant d'in

t8r~t pour la dcicouverte de dissemblances que pour la mise en lumi8re des 

ressemblances, et autant de scepticisme g_ue cl' enthousiasme g_uant a la pos

sibili te de transplanter los procedures insti tutionnelles, ou la probabi

litB d 1une diffusion des tendances de fonctionnement d'une organisation a 
d' autres. Sous-tendant toctt cela, il faudrai t un8 apti tud<3 a 1 1 analyse po-

li tique pour l' explication des phenomenes observes, 

Je souhaite pour ma part qu8 danE Qc3 domaine les 8tudGs comparatives 

mettent l' accont sur la variGtG GOIDI_Jl·3X8 des ph8norn8nos anglob9s sous le 

·terme g8n8rique d'organisation intornu.tionale·o Los premiers r8sul tats de 

tolles etudes pourrai,ent etrco d:Ji] sch8mas de classification- des precedes 

permettant de r,wttrG on lumiere d8s model"s de sim:tli tude et do differen

ciation~ fond6s sur dos cri t8ros jue~8s r~ignificatifso Nous px-oc8dons 9 d8s 

a_ pr8sen t 9 il 88 t VTCLi y 8, des Ca"t8gori satiOllS des institutions in ternationa

les 7 l'analyse comparativu syst8matiqu.G p-:;ut nous pormottre de mettre au 

point des syst8mos de classification plu.s significatifs qul) nos 

sys t8mes actuel s" 

Cette insistence sur la classification tradui t un de sir d' evi ter les 

grandes g8n8ralisations dans le. domaine de l'organisation internationale, 

ou a faire rnarche arri8ro par rapport a de tGllos g8n\~ralisationso Placer 

les institutions international os clans c_, s categories clifferentes, o' est 

limi ter la g8n8ralisaiion a ces catAgoriGs 7 sugg8rer que coci est vrai d0 

tGlle organisation Gt cela de tr::lle· autro~ mais que rien d~3 v8ri tablement 

important n' est vrai de toutes les organisations. Un mouvement clans cette 
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direction peut sembler une regression a. notr13 Gpoquo passionn8e do genera

lisation en science politique 9 maiG on pourrait soutenir 9 avec arguments a 
l' appui ~ que ce qui fait lo plu.s d•~faut a notre disoipliDe - et non ssule

ment da.ns le domainG i~ternational ·- c' est la d8- 1'J.:0!n8ralisation ~ il fau

d.Tai t d'.une part brisor los g·:?n(~ralisations injustifi8es et inGxactes 9 et 

d 1 autre part adJ11ettre qu' une bonnc; parti (3 ~u domairlG auqual s' applique la 

sciDnce poli tiquo est trop diffus pou1~ p(:;:rmGttrc dos g8n8ralisations 9 sauf 

pour los aspGcts los :plus sup,Jrficicls des phGnom8n.es 8tudi8s .. Cette affir

mation parait certg,inumc-;nt justifi8o dans lG domaine int(~rnational~ Toute 

phrase qui commence par "tous los . .:itats 7 dans l:Jurs relations internatio

naleso ... ~" so termine vraisem.blablmnont par une erreur ou par une banali t8o 

Il ost peu d' afl.irmations ayant llUOlq_uo importrmce CJ.UG l'on puis se faire a 
propos do toutos les organisatio:Js internationales.Le plus grand service que 

puis se rendre. l' etude compara·oi ve des institutions international es 

pourrai t Otro de briser l:.~s faussos g5n6raJ.isations, et dG concentrer l 'at

tention cri tig_u:J sur l es car:3.Ct(_~ris tiques. propres i certain s -organi smes ou, 

tout au plus, B. certains (STUUpas d 1oT·ganismOSo 

Pour illustrGr cette th8se~ jo vouJ.rais signaler le dangor de la 

trmdanoe, tres repc.nduG, a paS.SGr dG l'obsorvation CJ.UG lo droit de veto a 

tendu a paralyser le ConsGil de S8curitcj d~1s Nations Unies~ a le conclusion 

QUE.> l 'exigence de l 1un.:1..nimi. te cunsti"tuc un obst.::::.clv importe.nt au fonctionne

mcnt effica.CE: d.o ·Gout\3 organi~3G.tion i:n.turnationale. Cette these conduit a 
affirmer <'1.U8 le ciegrS auquel la r8glo du V8"t0 a 8t8 I'GI!Lplac8e par les prin-

cipes majori tair•::s consti tue un;: m;;::;:;uru signi fi cati ve du progr8s ins ti tu

tionnel d'une organisation donn8o" Une connaissa.1:1ce mGme superficielle du 

fonctionnGmant d 1 une gral'lde va.ri8t8 d' organisations internationales indique 

quG ce jugem•ant d'ordro general ~J.~~ff'cots de la r8gle du veto est hautement 

contestableo L' examen attentif des processus poli tiques se d8roula dans 

un 8chantillon convenablement choisi d.'orga.nismes internationaux devrai t 

rendre possiblll un jugoment plus fin ooncornant la signification politique du 

droit de veto et ses effets sur lG fonctionnoment des organisationso 

Pour prendre un autre exemplo, dGux points de VUll sun t sou vent exprimes 

concernant l' autonomie d'objet Gt d'influunce des organisations internationaleso 

PGJ."'fois, les organisations sont consid8r8es curnme des acteurs de la sc8ne 

internationale 7 des Gnti tGs jouant Ul1 r6le relati.vement autonomeo A d' autres 
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egards, on ne l"ur accorde pe,s un statut aussi significatif, maj_s on les 

considere comm,~.~ de simplvs instrum·::;nts a la disposition des :tDtats ffi•.3mbrese 

C'est la, pour l'ossontiel, w1 d3bat au sujot de l'idontite des organisations 

internationales ~ ont-elles unG i:lonti te proprc ? Si elles en ont une~ qui 

sont-elles ? Quels indiviJus incarnent l1.:mr P'.~rsonnali t8 morale ? Qui fixe 

laurs objectifs 9 c~xprim(·) lour poi.nt do vue 9 0xerce l' influence qui est la 

leu_r? C'est 13, un probl8mG d'une trGs grande i;nportanco~ sa...VJ.s aucun doute~ 

et qui devrai t Gtra discut( ci un niveau d8passant celui de la g6n8ralisation 

vague et des j.rnpressions approximativesn Il devrai t int8resser des compara

tistes do l 'organisation internationale 9 dus sp8cia1istGs prGts a creuser 

profond8ment pour trouvGr lus r8po2.1sos aux QUestions fondamentales dans un 

grand nombre d'organismos internationau~. Le Secretaire General (ou le 

fonctionnaire e:x:er<;:ant des fonctions analogues), avec sels principau:x: col

laborateurs:~ est-il Gn rr~esure d'incarner l'organisation dans une raesure si

gnificative, tout en travaillant pour elle ? Dans quelles mesures les repr8-

sentants des Etats membres cuntr6lent-ils efficacement l'organisation et 

d8cident-ils de son usage ? Los rGprGsentc:.nts pt:::rrnanents des membres sont-ils 

devanus un college g_ui dirige 1 'organi2ation comme l 'organs d'une communaute 

plus vasto~ ou demeurent-ils dos d818gu8s nationaux~ so faisant concurrence 

pour explol ter l' appar•:;il international dans 1 1 int8r8t de lo.. poli tique de 

lour gouvGrnemont ? Une 3..nalys~.:, compru.'ati V•j de tels problGmes nous montrerai t 

probabl •::;munt qu 1 il :_.;xis te entre organi r.:ations ln terna tionaJ . .as de grandes dif

f8ronces concernant des factGurs tols qt;.:J la composition poli tiquG de leurs 

mmnbres et la nature de leurs fonctions~ qui (l{;tcrminent l,3ur capaci t8 

a acqu8rir UDG identi tl~ propreo Slle })8Ut montrer aussi quo 1 '8panouissemen t 

de ce processus ':::st f'ort8mGnt affGct8 par les circonstancos du miliGu po-

li tique intGrnatj.onal .. 1 'analys0 comparative peut nous pGrmettre de savoir 

quelles sortes d'organisations internationales? et tlans quellcs circunstances, 

tendent a J;Janifestc3r un certaln degre d' identi te propre et d' importance au

tonomo pvur la sph8re des relations intornatiunales .. 

En derni8re analyse, il n'est pas n8cessaire d'opter entre g8n8ralisa

tion 0t d8-g8nc§ralisationD On peut choisir d.e rn0ttre l' accGnt sur l'unG ou 

sur l'autre 9 0t loin d 1 8tre v8ritabloment antinomiquas, clloJs sont 0n fait 

les doux aspects d 1un mGme processus- l'affinement de notr~ compr8hension 
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dans un domaine donne. Il i'aut gener,2lisEJr 9 maie1 avec prudence, sans faire 

violence aux particularites d'Lm cas) ou d'un groupe do cas appartenant a 
uns cat8gorie t:-JpC:~cialu :; il faut spt)oifi,3r~ mais oans nGgliger lids liens 

entre cas ut entre catrjgories. 

Appliquant cette forrnule 21. J. r e·tl:;.dc compara,1.;ive cl:JS organisations in

ternationales, nous cGssuns dG mottro l'a.cc~-mt Gnr la dif-f(jr;Jnciation puur 

reconnaitre qu'il est important do L;;itue:c l:3s organisations interna.tionales 9 

au pluriel 9 dans l\3 contoxto de l 1organisation inturnntionale 9 au singulier .. 

Les organisations internationales ne:: sont pas, .:;m fin de compte, des ph8no

m8nes isol8s 9 des r8ponS8S dODi:H~OS OD Ol'clr'G dispers8 cl dGs manifestations 

isolees de besoins insti tutionnels particuliors dans le domaine des affairos 

internationales., Elles sont li8es los Ull•)S aux autres9 et li8es a luurs an

cBtres insti tutionnels, sous clt"1S a8pGcts fondarnentaux 9 prises ensemble 9 elles 

repr8sentent un aspect significa,tif clu syst8me modorne d'Etats multiples~ le 

mouvement vers 1 1-insti tutionali8ation des ro.pports entre ::~tatso Il Gst peut-

8tre permis d'esp9rer quG le pror;r8s do 1'8tude comparativr:J de certaines 

organisations intel~nationales contribuera dans une m~~suro appr8ciablc a 
notre connaissance du phGnom8nc, g(~nGral de l 'organisation internationaleo 
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As a nev1. class of international orga1iization ·international non-governmen

tal organizations originated VTi th the United Nations. It has' been recognized as 

such by other intergovernmental organizations and by many regional international 

organizations, both general and special; Of the more than tVIenty maintaining rela

tions Vli th non-goveriunental organizationB this paper discusses some of the relations 
. . . 

of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the Council of Europe, and the 

World Health Organization (viHO) VTi th the 114 non-governmental ·organizations VThich 

have been granted consultative status. To illustrate i 1;s purposes and nature the 

IAEA; the Council of Europe, 

1dth a subject largely under 

and v/HO have heen selected, the first because it deals· 

the control of governments ; the 

regional' scope and popular origin ; and the third, because of 

with the United Nations. 

second, because ·of its 

its special relations · 

THE IN'.:'ERNATIONAL A~'Oj•1IC ENERGY AGENCY ;.riD !IJON-GOVZRli!JIJENTAL ORGAl'iiZATIONS. 

Article XVI, Section A, of the If~ Statute authorizes the B~ard.of Gover

nors to conclude agreements "establishing an appropriate relationship betVIeen the 

agency and the United Nations and any other organizations the Hark of which is rela

ted to that of the Agency". Under this authority the Board, guided by rules approved 

by the Agency's General Conference at its second regular session (1958), has aocorded 

consultative status to nineteen· non-governmental orgru1izations. Consultation has 

three objectives, first, to systematize the procuring by the Agency of expert infor

mation or advice ; second, to promote knowledge of the principles and activities of the 

the Agency ; and, third, to make it possible for certain organizations to express 

their views. 

By Agency decision consultative status is not the result of an agreement 

with but is a privilege granted to a non-governmental organization, hence can,be 

withdraVIll at the. Agency's will. In this Hay consultative status differs from agree

ments with intergovernmental organizations, l<hich can be terminated only Vli th the 

consent of both parties. 

To be f;Tanted cm1sultative status an organization's workmust be directly 

related to and be able to make a significant contribution to 'me Agency's work : and 

the orgru1ization must be of recognized standing and have authority to speak for its 

members. 
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Consultative status includes the follo1;ing privileges : receipt of the 

agenda of each session of the General Conference ; observer status at all of its 

sessions ru1d tbose of the Board of Governors and attendance at all public meetings ; 

circulation of written statements of. not more than 2.000 words to all members of 

Agency organs and making of oral statements at. public meetings of the main committee 

and any other committee or subsidiary organ of the General Conference under speci

fied conditions, and to the Board on its invitation. Organizations in consultative 

statu~ also receive non-restricted documents ; they may consult .~ith the Secretariat 

on matters of mutual interest; and,.on request of the Director-General, may under

take studies ~r investigations or prepare papers. 

By inviting some of the nineteen organizations in; consultative. status, and 
• . . ti '• 

others, to attend scientific and tecl1llical conferences the Agency obtains expert 

advice and the organizations have a chance to express their views, Most such con

ferences are sponsored by the Agency itself, but sometimes they are sponsored by 

the Agency on the initiative of one or another non-governmental organization, and, 

sometimes, they are sponsored jointly. Thus, the Agency and the International Coun

cil of Scientific Unions, a non-governmental organization in consultative status, 

jointly sponsored a Symposium on·Isotope Mass Effects in Chenistry and Biology in 

Vienna in 1961, 

Invitations from the ;;gency to attend and participate in conferences are 

reciprocated by non-governmental organizations. The rules on consultative status 

do not require this ; it is a matter of courtesy and reciprocity. 

Provision of expert advice and inforuation is.also covered in working 

agreements with non-governmental organizations, as, for example, those 1·1ith the 

International Comrrussions on Radiological Protection (ICRP) and Radiological Units 

and Measurements (ICRU). 

Not all international orgacuzations desiring relations with the Agency 

have been granted consultative status. v/ithin the Board, its Non-Governmental Orga

nizations Committee, a11d the General Conference sharp differences arose over whether 

the \lorld Federation of Scientific vlorkers and the Horld Federation of Trade Unions 

were sufficiently interested in the Agency's work and could make a sufficient con

tribution to it to be accorded consultative status. The decision ;ras in the nega

tive. The Uorld },ederation of !~ental Health is another non-governmental organiza

tion whose application for consultative status was not approved. The differences 

J 
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over non-governmental organizations have .extended to intergovernmental orgruiiza

tions as well. Failure to grru1t .the l·iorld Federation. of Scientific 1.e/orkers the 

desired consultative status touched off apolitical controversy \<hiCh resulted 

in rejection of a formal agreement between the IAEA and EiJRitT011, the .Atomic Energy 

Agency of the European Co'!'lluni ty. 2 

_ .. ·c. TJ:lus, beneath the surface relationship of expert opinion expressed syste-

J!!B.tically to !AEA' s organs according to recognized rules is a secondary ;tayer of 

relat~OllS ~f a poli ticaleharacter Gild with ideological motivati~n~ Ho:oie:Ver~ no 

formal rejection of an application for status can.effectively insulate !AEA from 

·.the ideology of the ilorld Federation of Scientific ilorkers and the World Federa-. . ·. - . . - . - ' . 

tion of Trade Unions. The technical views. which they are able to supply the Agency 

are sought by the Secretariat informally in a manner not formally sanctio~ed by 

the Agency. At. the same time the formalization of relations between the Agency and 

EURAT0!1 is precluded. 

The politics of atomic energy illustrate the deeper issue of public. versus 

private control. The extension of state authority into social and economic areas 

is not denied. Nor is the expansioil of non-governmental organizations, both natio-

.. nal and international, open .. to. question. Hhat is disputed is whether these develop

ments, nationaly and internationally, represent .an increase in power of the private 

individuals and groups compof!ing ther.on g:>vernmental organizatians vis-vis govern

ments or ,a holding operation of private enterprise and individualirnn against en

croaching state authority. Eminent authority can be marshalled on both sides. Clear

ly, the question is not open or shut. But its existence shows the deeper significan-
. ' ... . . . . ... . ' . . . . . . - •) . 

c.e of non-gov.-;rnmental-intergovernmental relations than is often thoug:ht._ 

.. 
•THE COUNCIL OF EUROYE: AND NON-GOV8P.NMENTAL_0RGJ\i'!IZATIONS • 

.•. 

The origin of the Council of E1irope differs from that of .the !ilEA. The 

Council of Europe came into· being because of the weight of the European ~ovement 

on and despite the opposition of' governments. The IAEA is the product. of United 

States' initiative shaped by and through intergovernmental negotiation under UN 

·auspices.· 

\iithin three years after the establishment of the Council of -Europe in 

1949, non-governmental organizations in considerable number had been brought into 

formal relationship and Bany more enjoyed an informal working relationship. For 
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two trade union federations (International Confederation of Free TradeUnions, 

ICFTU, ~ the Internatio!lill Federation. of Christian Trade Unioris, IFCTU) and 

five others in Category A, as well as two in Category B, status was in effect 

as of 1954. Also, at that time the applications of seventeen other non-govern

mental organizations were pending before the Council. A larger group of thirty

nine European non~governmental organizations listed in the Yearbook of Interna

tional Organizations had occasional relations, while forty non.;.st,;tus· non-~vern
mental orgamzat:i.ons sho;red interest in Council activities and had unofficial 

working relations 1·rith it. Thereafter, the Committee of liJinisters acted o~ appli

~~tioris. ~~ t!ley wer~ re~eived. By 1964 forty-eight non-governmental organizations 

had been granted consultative status. 

In redefining consultative status (1960) the Cotincil of Europe emphasieed 

that it was giving something to non-governmental organizations they would not 

otherwise have ; that the grant was for the purpose of facilitating the tighter 

European union among the Council's members which is their aim ; ·that non-govern

mental organizations granted such status are divided into two ·categories I and II 

(corresponding to old A, and B and C respectively) ; and that ea'ch Category I 

organization is representative and has wide competence in at least one important 

area of the Council's activities, 1;hile each Category II organization is competent 

in a restricted area of the Council's activities. Onae an organization has status 

'the initiative for consultation comes from the organs of the CounCil, - the Assem

bly dolllllLittees, the l"linisters' Committees of Governrrient Experts, and the Secreta

riat, not from the non-governmental organization. In addition, the 1960 revision 

spells out the several ·steps in the process of receiving consultative status. 

Every three years the list is reviewed by the Committee of Jllinisters, including a 

review to determine whe'ther any in Category II have become eligible for ·considera

tion for placing in Category I. An application rejected cannot be resubmitted 

· short of three years. Absorption of an. organization with status .into a larger or

ganization which is authorized to represent it causes loss of status. 

The rights and duties of consultative status·were also redefined• The 

rights are : to send observers to public meetings of the Assembly, but vrithout 

the right to speak; to receive agenda and public documents of the.Assembly, thus 
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terminating the earlier customary right to receive confidential documents of the 

Asser.;bly ; ·to present opinions orally to Assembly ColTIDi ttees, at 'their request.; 

to submit written observations to committees of both the Assembly and the Commit

tee of Ninis ters (the previous ·1000 word limit 1'1as removed ; also,. 1'1i th consoli

dation of former.B and C into new Category II, the submission of written observa

tions, hitherto denied C; organizations; is now granted ; however, the right to 

enlarge orally on a written statement, specifically granted before, Has dr<'pped); 

yeoposal of agenda items remains limited to Category I organizations, 

The duties of orgaclizations in consultative statu·s are : to give maximum 

publicity to Council aims and accomplishments and to report annually to the 

Secretacy-General how this duty has been fulfilled (the last is new) ; accept 

the principles and aims of the Council ; keep the Secretary-General informed 

·of scheduled meetings and admit his representative as observer when. the' Secre

tary..:C.eneral so requests ; be ready, on the 'Secretary-General's request; to 

fUrnish information, documents, and opinions, in the several fields (formerly 

there was a positive obligation to furnish them) ; and keep the Secretary-, 

General informed of activities of probable interest to the Council, 

Both the· Cormni ttee of Ministers and the Consultative Assembly make use 

of non-governmental organizations, Expert colTIDittees of the Ministers have re

ceived the views of non-governmental organization representatives on a wide 
. . 
variety of subjects, In i963 an expert committee studying the proposal for·a 

European convention covering the production and sale of wine and beer met · 

. prof~ssional organi-zo.tions, In 1959 an informal agreement covering the exchange 

. of television pr~grams was worked out with Council of Europe legal experts by 

international professional organizations, thus dispensing with the necessity of 

recommending either an international convention or domestic legislition, The 

International Union for the Conservr.tion of Natural Resources, an international 
' . ' 

.non-governmental organization in Category I, has worked with a Committee of 
' . ., . . : . . . . . . .. 

. Experts on the. protection of nature and the· countryside, In: a related matter, 

observers from non-governmental organizations atten<l;ed a meeting in 1963 of 
~· ' ~ . 

a. fourteen-country committee of experts on camping, car£l;raning, .ani motoring, 

Europa Nostra, an international federation of private associations for the 

protection and preservation of historic sites and monuments, grew out of stepe 
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initiated by the Assembly. At its direction the Secretary-General organized mee

tings, under the auspices of the Assembly's Cultural and Scientific Gollllllission, 

with private organizations which resulted in federating eighteen interested asso

ciations from eleven European countries. One of the earliest uses made of a non

governmental organization 1<as in the resettlement of refugee agricultural workers, 

The expertise of the European Association for the Study of Refugee Problems ~ras . . ' 

tapped on several occasions by the Social Section of the ·secretariat's Assembly 

Services Directorate, Use of the Naison de l'Europe in Strasbourg for meetings has 

been acco.rded regularly to such groups ilS the Permanent Corm;U ttee of the Congress 

of European Youth and to the Youth Model Assembly. 

On the other hand, the Consul ta ti ve Assembly in 1961 >varned all concerned 

and particularly local authorities of the activities of the Fede"ration IJLOndiale 

des villes .iumelees_: (FJI!JV) and its vatious branches on the ground that they were 

contrary to the objectives of the Council of Europe, and, in addition, recollllllended 

that all member governments refrain from extending any assistance, direct or indi-
4 

rect, to any of these groups • 

. ~!!~?.: 1;/0RLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION AND NON-GOVERNJ!iE.li!TAL ORGANIZATIONS 

The relations with and utilization of non-governmental organizations by the 

World Health Organization underwent expansion· in 1962, '!lhile the earlier principle 

of not differentiating between non-governmental organizations for consultative pur

poses was retained, closer relations and more utilization are clearly seen in the 

action of the Executive Board, Both in general and in particular terms it authori

zed and envisaged an extension in the collaboration bet\;een UHO and non-governmental 

organizations, 

· Generally, an increase in the number of technical areas within which \'!HO 

operates and non-governmental organizations are interested is noted, 

Specifically, new technical areas into 1;hich eiHO is moving offer opportuni

ties for more intensive relations with non-governmental organizations , which can 

take the form of listing technically qualified organization officials on panels when

ce \IHO expert committees are drawn ; exchanges of views between \'IHO technical person

nel and that of non-governmental orgenizations on the progress of technical matters 

--:, 

' 
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are ·authorized ; and invit,;·l;ions . to non-governnK;ntal organizations :specializing 

in teclmical areas· are to be given to· be represented .at meeting of expert .. commit

tees recruHed from sCientific groups and at technical. meetings, local e,nd inter-

. regional conferences, seminars, and sympos.iums ·organized by\"HO. Easier. recourse is 

provided for collaboration in achieving the.best results in nomenclature, unifor

mity of methods, and in similar kinds of activity, Greater use can be made of non

governmental organizations to spread information and technical directives origina

ting with \>/HO and to promote health education and raise health .standards. Coopera

tion is made easier in obtaining information about professional groups and indivi

duals about whom documentation is desired, in making investigations, and sharing 

in research, A more liberal policy ;ra~· authorized in supporting periodicals and 

. publications published by no~;_governmental organizations~ in furnishing technical 

information fo.r use 'iri their publications, and supyorting conferences sponsored 

jointly and held more frequently than before. In some cases, \VHO might make grants 

or otherwise cover expenses of studies and investigations made by non-governmental 

organizations. 

v/ith the grant in 1962 of consUltative status to the International Asso

ciation of Distributers of l•l,;,_ter the number of' non-governmental organizations in 

this relationship r;oached fifty-sFEin. One·use made of these organizations io as a 

recruiting agent, \'/hen Em' acute need for doctors' and nurses arose in the Congo in 

1960, one hundred and fifty from twel1ty-five countries responded to appeals made 

by Red Cross Societies, .theil1ternat:i.onal Committee of the Red Cross, and national 

governments, WHO saw to it that the best possible lise· was made of these teams, The 

Int~rnational Union for Health Education teD.IIled up ;lith WHO to sponsor an interna.

tione,l conference on health o11d health education in 1962. Humero'us organizations 

in consultative status are aiso liclred indirectly i·ri th other organizations similar-
--.,:---:: 

ly situa.ted, either in l/HO or in some other intergovernmental organization, One 

such is the Internatio:mf Organization 'of l1icrobiological Societies. It has consul

tative status with vnio and is also related to UNESCO througt, the International 

union of Biological Scienc~s which i.<3 a member of the Inter:ria tional Co.£llcil of 

Sci~ntific Uni~~s, which has consultative status with UNESCO, The practice is now 

more extensive than ever before of filling 'lHO's forty advisory panels, from which 
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expert committees are selected, from technically-quali-fied and professionally

positioned experts identified through non-governmental organizations. Even before 

the recent revision of the principles governing consultative status, \IHO had made 

use of expert committees in studying, investigating, and solving new public health 

problems. The success already attained is one reason for extending the use of this 

method. 

SOME COMPARISONS 

Consultative status for some non-governmental organizations does not mean 

that all others are frozen out. In the International Atomic Energy Agency relations 

are not limited to the nineteen in the consultative status. Invitations are exchan

ged with others, which supply information and expert views, as do those in consul

tative status. 

A similar situation exists at the Council of Europe. In the first few years 

after its establishment, when numerous non-governmental organizations had applica

tions for consultative status pending, close relations developed, of an informal 

character, with the Secretariat. Nor have all non-governmental organizations desi

red to enter into consultative status. Many have been satisfied with a working 

relations classification. One, the European Movement, out of >rhich the Council of 

Europe is evolving, has never attempted to formalize its reiationship with the 

Council, "the clumsy instrumentation of formal consultative relations", as the 

historian of this relationship describes it.5 

The I'Torld Health Organization, with its sixty-seven non-governmental orga

nizations in consultative status, draws upon a much larger number for expert opi

nions and, slinultaneously, benefits from publicity from them. WHO's redefinition 

of consultative status was aimed at intensifying its relations with non-govern

cental organizations. i;t the same time, the purport of the revised· principles im

plied an invitation to many other organizations to collaborate in helping l'ffiO to 

promote its program in new fields. Nothing like a closed system can be detected 

in the attitude or formal rules of VTHO in its relations with non-governmental 

organizations. 
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So far as consu~tation is concerned the international secretariat is the 

organ of~ higl:jest~importimce, In fact, if not in· theory, consultation mea1-:ts not 

only~ observation Cif the formal procedures prescribed by the regulations but also 

informal day-to-day contacts. In tlus respect the international secretariat cor

responds to the staff of a congressional committee in the United States - a com

munications channel, a pressure point,. a source of information, an·ally of some, 

an opponent of or ·neutral to other, group representatives. Both authors on IAEA-

a.nd Council of Europe-non-governmental organization relations agree.6 

Acquisition of new rights not provided for formally sometimes results from 

cultivation of the international secretariat, ari additional similarity between 

it and the staff of an American congressional committee. In the Council of Europe, 

for example, several non-governmental organizations acquired tl1e· right to speak 

as well as to observe at Assembly Committee meetings when considering agenda items 

pertaining to the organizations' interests, This was done with the acquiescence 

·of the Committee Chairman concerned and, obvioUsly, as the result of having cul-

. tivated and gained the confidence of the secretariat, 

Rationalization of relations is another function performed by the interna-

. tional secretariat, Using the Council of. Europe again for.illustrative purposes, 

the ·social section of the Secretariat's Assembly Services Directorate attempted 

to get the ICFTU and the IFCTU to form a ,joint body for consultation when their 

applicatioris for status >;ere being considered; The attempt uas not successful. 

Ori the other hand, the Agricultural section succeeded in a similar attempt with 

the'European Confederation of Agriculture m'd the International Federation of 

Agricultural Producers, although each sends its own delegate to Assembly and to 

Assembly Committee meetings. 

No obvious connection appears bet.;eim the extent of use of technical com

mittees;' ad hoc and permanent,· and of non-goverrtmental organizations, even for 

extracting expert advice, If ~a:n;J, it would not be apparent from this limited. 

examination of the IAEA, the Council of Europe, :and \\IHO, each of VThich presents 

a special case for analysis, 

. As a rule intergovernmental organizations have no legislative power, hence 
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create no obligations either to enforce or to observe law. The International 

Atomic Energy Agency, the Council of Europe, and the \<lorld Health Organization 

are no exceptions to this rule,.As a consequence compliance with resolutions 
i 

adopted by their representative assemblies is not compulsory bl t voluntary. In 

such a situation the obvious step would seem to b.e to call to their aid non-· 

governmental organizations and their natio11al affiliates to assist in carrying 

out, or even to carry out, such resolutions, However, in the three organizations 

under discussion such a step seems no.t to have been taken. Thus, they differ from 

the United Nations which in the lBth session of the General Assembly placed the 

implementation of its resolution (1934) on a World Campaign against Hunger, Disea

se, and Ignorance squarely on non-governmental .organizations, 

In several respects this Resolution illustrates the many-faceted place 

and most of the problems of non-governmental in their relationships to intergo

vernmental orgro1izations. Aside from the unusual origin of the idea embodied in 

the Resolution .(the British delegation out of a non-governmental organization 

offi.cial), the General Assembly's purpose is to place on national and internatio

nal non-governmental organizations the obligation and responsibility for effec

tuating a program which intergovernrJental organizations are unable, and their 

membership unwilling, to effectuate themselves. This is open to different inter

pretations : abdication of responsibility ; irresponsibility ; shifting from 

intergovernmental to no;c-governmental organizations of a responsibility which 

governments themselves are politically unable to carry into effect ; frustrat:ion 
' over insufficient authority to execute the program itself ; or·transferring to 

non-governmental organizations a responsibility they are not designed to discharge. 

Perhaps it is a political bid for the good will and support of the less developed, 

newly-independent countries. It has raised questions of coordination with the Food 

and Agriculture Orgenizntion's Freedom from Hunger Campaign, the \i{orld Food Pro

gram, and the Development Decade, Closely related is the baffling problem of coor

dination of non-governmental organization efforts, not only in the United Nations 

but also in those of the specialized agencies, all of which are generally, and 

some, like FAO, WHO, UNESCO, directly involved, while one, FAO, is handicapped 

because of the absence from its constitution of an article authorizing consultati-
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ve status for non-governmental organizations, 

·The nnusi.lal spectacle of the United Nations relying on non-governmilntal 

organizations to implement its most sweeping resolution touches problems deeper 

than mere administrative feasibility. To involve international non-governmental 

organizations, morally if not legally, in an administrative task, with none Of 

the authority or resources required for effective administration, is anothe.r way 

of posing the basic question of freedom and. authority in the modern world, Alrea

dy alluded to in another connection (above p, 3), this question cannot be separa

ted from the question of the relative va.lue of .intergovernmental and non-govern-

. mental organization in international cooperation •. v/i thin the territorial state, 

the basic unit ·Of intergovernmental organization, state authority continues to 

expand in the economic and social fields, while, at the same time, national non

governmental organizations, in various forms, are involved in various ways in 

the process, Generally speaking, the stronger the.forces of individualism and 

free enterprise, the more resistance to the expansion of state authority, with 

the corollary that where resistance is overcome the non-governmental organizations 

are ~ually drawn into the admivistrative process, there to continue the resistan

ce or to minimize the effect of state authority on individualism, The same ques

tion as to the wisdom of such a development domestically is raised internationally 

·with the projection of non-governmental organizations, willy-nilly, into .the midst of 

of the international intergovernmental process, and 1;ith little consideration of 

the value and effects, Ot the three intergovernmental organizations here discussed, 

one, the Conncil of Europe is not directly involved ; the second, IAEA, is invol

ved in a remote sense ; and only one, vmo, can be said to be involve.d directly. 

Since the Conncil of Europe is less than the other two in the. traditional mold of 

intergovernmental .organization, it is not surprising that it is wi t!l'tltnncil of 

Europe that the same <J.Uestion of freedom and authority has been raised in another 

form, How to interpret the. problem of power of non-governmental organizations in 

Europe and in world politics confronts observers of the relations between such 

or~anizations .and the Conncil of Europe,7 

In their relationships to and their use of non-governmental organizatic ns 

the IAEA, the Conncil of Europe, and vffiO fall into different categOries, by virtue 

of their origins, their authority, and their structures. As far as non-governmen-
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tal organizations are concerned practically the only thing common to the three 

is the practice of consultation accordii1g to more or less systemtized procedu

res. Probably the matter on >~hich there is most variation is the nature of this 

consultative relation, both theoretical ru<d practical., Is this variation a re

flection of the different grades of esteew in 1·rhich the three organizations are 

held by governwents m1d peoples ? IAEA is a disappointment ; the Council of Eu

rope is in a transition state ; HEO is burgeoning, not .completely free of inter

national politics, but not seriously embarrassed by it. To tie the relations of 

non-governmental organizations to theze organizations to the far larger matter 

of the extent to ;rhich. they live up to, or fail• to live up to, public expecta

tions is completely justified,, in vie;r of the determining role of. public opinion 

in contemporary international organization politics, Fuller recognition of this 

functional relationship is long overdue, 8 

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGAHIZATLl'!S AND J1_1'l.IDICATJ STA.crr!.'l. 

For many years inten'lational juridical recognition has been sought by 

non-governmental organizations. To an undetermined extent they have a status in 

their own right and independent of that of intergovernmentc.l organizations, such 

as consultative status, 1·Jhich governments may grant~· For non~governmental orgm1i-

. zations and for their leaders Artic~e 71 of the United Nations Charter was but 

the first step to;rardn a higher goo~ .. A seconC. step vras ir;lplementation of Article 

71 by the UN Economic and Social CoracE, by ten Specialized Agencie6, and by at 

least a dozen other intergove=ental organizations. A third step, vrhich would 

reach the goal; is acceptance by governments of an international convention defi

rdng the rights, privileges, and itmmmi ties of non-goverlimental organizations and 

their representatives, Such a step is thought to be nec0ssary because consultati

ve statlis, ho1-iever. much it is to be desired, nevertheless provides no juridical 

basis for non-governwental organizations as a class of inter-.'lational organization • 

. The Union of International Associations (Ulu) has provided leadership of the Con

'ference of Non~overnmental Organizations in Consultative Status with UNESCO in 

this ~tter, Other similar conferences have supported their efforts. Building on 

early efforts of the UAI, of the Institute of Inten1ational Lavr, and of a commit

tee set up by the Conference of Non-governmental Organizations in Consultative 
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Status with thir UN; and, following extensive consultations with non-governmental 

organizatiOi1S generally, the UAI Secretariat prepared a draft convention to faci

litate their activities and for>~arded it to UNESCO. On motion of its Director

General the project was. discussed in the UN (and specialized agencies) Adminis

trative Committee on Coordination. The UAI President ~ms advised by the uNESCO 

Director-General that the opportune moment did not seeo to have arrived for-pres

sing the ·idea of improving the situation: of non-governmental organizations by 

means of a convention or international reconmJendation. UNESCO has taken no action;. 

Linuted measures favoring the development of non-governmental orgru1izations 

haw been t8.ken. by lJNESCO and the Council of Custoos Cooperation. Meetings orga

nized by international organizations benefit from the advantages of the interna

tional convention, adopted in 1961, according theo facilities for free importa

tion of goods destined to be presented or used._at an exposition, fair, congress, 

or a similar spectacle. 

This was a step backw-ard from the international convention dra>l!l up in 

'1956.&t -the 7th session of the Conference of International Private Law-,. according 

to which legal .recogaition was extehded·to societies, associations, and foreign 

foundations. Although it was opened to signature by twenty states few .have ·rati

fied it. 

For a while it appeared as if a·lorig step to;rards the goal had been· taken 

·· b:V the Council of Europe, Operating under a directive from the Cornmi tte€iirf funis

. tl'>rs·; ·. an expert corrmuttee undertook the drafting of an international convention 

covering societies and other profi t-maki.ng organizations possessing legal persona

. lity ·or which, lacking capacity to sue and to have legal relatiorui With third par

ties.; have been set up <iii the tern t<iry cif one of the contracting states ; as wdl 

as societies and· non-'profit-rnaldng organizations~ After ·meeting •. eight times the 

experts• committee decided in 196lto exclude :f'rom the scope of the convention so

cieties and. other. non-profi t-rnaking · orgmU.zatiohs. Iti its opinion such groups 

constitute a ·ea tegory raising questions different .from those· to· be' covered ii:i a 

·convention on .the establishment. o:f' soCieties and other profi t.:..rnak:ing. organizations. 

The Committee of Ministers. acquiesced in the abandonment o:f' the endeavor,: thus 

underlining the UNESCO failure to act on the draft of the Union of International 

Associa ti011So 
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The unwillincaness of governments and of their intergovernmental organiza

tions to perfect the consultative relationship further may be explained, in part, by 

the heterogeneous composition of the non-governmental 'organization movement and by 

the failure of some of its members fully to utilize the status they already have. 

When the President of the Conference of· Non-Governmental.Organizatio~s in consulta

tive status with UN ECOSOC organized a luncheon for the Secretary-General in 1962, 

it. was found that only seventy-five out of 134 organizations in Categories A and B 

Lad registered representatives at UN Headqtiarters. 

Headquarters agreements between host states and intergovernmental org<u~a

tions, with privileges and immunities of representatives of non-governmental organiza

.tions varying from one headquarters to another, continue to govern their juridical 

status. 

THE INFLUENCE OF NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 

The question of the influence of non-governmental organizations arises out 

of their presence in the intergovernmental process but with no way of measuring this 

influence. In theory and in practice, too, so far as the rules go, non-governmental 

organizations are brought into relation with intergovernmental organizations for the 

benefit of the latter. The former are not supposed to be pressure groups, importu

ning officials and delegates to accept the program or tre policy of the non-govern

.mental organization in question. No one, I am sure, is taken in by this way of 

thinking about the intergovernmental process. Its vocabulary is finding room for such _ 
. . 9 

phrases as, groupes de pression internationaux, international pressure groups. And 

the system of nation-states organized intergovernmentally has likewise had to accom

modate itself to international pressure groups. The camel got his nose under the 

tent via Article 71 of the United Nations Charter, Non-governmental organization re

presentatives, in consultati'7e statue- £rc:1. otJJ.T·C!rke; hmro spread to include the United 

Nations, the specialized agencies, regional organizations, and others in large number. 

Are they welcomed ? tolerated ? listened to ? resisted ? scorned ? No yes or no answer 

to these questions is possible. The range of variation among non-governmental organi

zations is as wide as. it is among individuals, andtheir reasons for existence are as 

numerous. If, sometimes, they forget their decidedly junior status in the intergcvern-
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mental system and try to "pressure" delegates and officials, more frequently they 

adhere to the role cast for them by consultative status. Nor is the propriety or im

propriety of their behavior a satisfactory test, for in international relations what 

is ethical is even less well defined than it is in domestic affairs. Neither can 

the intergovernmental process be simplified by the metamorphosis into governments of 

politically-dependent groups with aspirations to independence. After these petition

ers to the United Nations and to world opinion are satisfied there remain hundreds 

of other non-governmental organizations, diverse, varying in resources, strength, 

and leadership, of whom too few select for their focus of attention the development 

·of the promising path of procedural innovation. But, regardless· of aim, all these 

non-governmental organizations have the common characteristic of wanting to influen

ce, in one way or another, the course of intergovernmental life and the life of the 

world's peoples. Their representatives constitute an elite in terms of status, if not 

of influence. Repulsed by intergovernmental organizations in their efforts to acqui

re international legal status, they are, nonetheless, permanent factcrs which cannot 

be overlooked and insiat on being listened to, In the ever-changing kaleidoscope of 

forces they are .indeterminate, varying in size and value, elusive, yet never.absent, 

a concomitant of contemporary international organization still waiting to be accorded 

the attention they deserve, 
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NOTES 

1, - As used in Article 71 of the Unit:d. Nations Charter, a non-governmental 
organization has been defined as ",, any international organization which 
is not established by intergovernmental agreement.,." ECOSOC Resolution 
288 (X) Paragraph 8. · 

2, - Rodgers, Raymond Spencer, "Commentary on Consultative Status and Special 
Privileges at IAEA," International Associations, 1959. N° 2 (February), 
PP• 152-53. 

3,- See the views of Gunnar Myrdal, as quoted in Tew, E,S,, "The Organizational 
lvorld," International Associations, 1960, N° 12 (December), pp. 732 ff and 
those of David Mitrany, Ibid., 1961, N° 2 (February), p, 122 ; also under 
the title, "International Cooperation in Action," Ibid. 1959, N° 9 ~Septem
ber), PP• 644-48. 

4. - In reporting this action International Associations appended the following 
footnote (translation from the French) ; "It is doubtless very unusual, if 
not unique, for an intergovernmental organization to use such unequivocal 
language to indicate a position unfavorable to an international non-govern
mental organization, v/hatever the basis of the problem, a position as clear 
as this can only vivify relations be'hreen the pr.i. va te international and the 
public intergovernmental sectors, Too often disapproval, which dare not be 
expressed, and praise, full of double meaning, stifles the atmosphere." 
1961, N° 11 (November), p. 729. 

5. - Rohn, Peter H., Relations between the Council of E~Bf!<l. International 
Non-Governmental O.Eganizations, Thesis submitted to the University of the 
Saar, 1955. Reprinted by the Union of International Associations, Brussels, 
1957, P• 68. 

6, - ilhetton, Lawrence L,, "The Relations of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency with International Non-Governmental Organizations," International 
Associations. 1963, N° 7 (July), Po 411 ; Rohn, Op, Cit,, p, 48 

7. - Rohn, .Qb Ci t,, p, 69 and. ftnt 1. 

8, - Speeckaert, G,P,, "International Organization anl. University Education, 11 

International Associations, 1960, N° 2 (February), pp. 89-92, also p, 93 ; 
Meynaud, Jean, Les Groupes de Pression Internationaux, Lausanne, 1961, 
Ch, IV, esp, p. 412. 

9. - Meynaud, Op, Cit, 
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The experience of intergovernmental organization.s in their relationship 

to non-governmente.l organizations is mixed and inconclusive. Success varies ~rith 

the fortunes of the particular orgru1ization concerned, In three selected cases 

analysis sho>~s that all make use of non-c;overntJ.ental organizations but subject 

matter hss affected the success attained, Strict governmental control of atomic 

energy has limited the usefulness of the nineteen non-governmental organizations 

in consul.tative status Vli th the International Atomic Energy Agency largely to 

collaboration in formulating health and safety standards, although not >~ithout 

the intrusion of some politics. The theoretically apolitical nature of consulta

tive status has not been completely realized at the Council of Europe, Vlith >~hich 

forty-ei~t orgru1izations are connected, although the structural separation of 

governmental from consultative functions in this case has not prevented significant 

use in promoting the unity of Europe, In the case of the \'/orld Health Organization 

success Vli th fifty-seven non governmental organizations has led it to intensify the 

relationship Vlith them of supplying expert personnel and advice and disseminating 

information. To make the most of consultative status tre international secretariat 

is the Jr·· organ for non-governmental organizations to cultivate, Legitimate uses 

of them by the United Nations do not include faddling them >1ith administrative res

ponsibilities, Despite sustained efforts non-governmental organizations hsve not 

succeeded in obtaining international juridical status, In the relationship of inter

governmental to non-governmental organizations similar questions to those raised 

by pressure groups in national societies are encountered. Extension of them to the 

international field constitutes another dimension of the question of fixing the 

frontiers dividing state authority from individual freedom. 
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RESUME 

L'experience des rapports entre organisations inter-gouvernementales et 

organisations non-gouvernementales ne permet pas d'aboutir a des conclusions net

tee. La reussite de ces rapports depend du sort de !'organisation etudiee. Dans 

trois cas precis, l'analyse montre que les organisations inter-gouvernementales 

font usage des organisations non-gouvernementales ; le domains d'activite est ea

pendant un des facteurs de plus ou moins grande reussi te. Le contr8le troo strict 

que les gouvernements exercent sur l'energie atomique a limite l'utilite des dix

neuf organisations non-gouvernementales a statut consultatif aupres de l'Agenoe 

Internationals de l'Energie Atomique a une cooperation dans !'elaboration de nor

mes sanitaires et de regles de reussite, non sans que certaius facteurs politiques 

jouent. Le caractere theoriq_uement apolitique du statut consultatif n'est pas inte

gralement preserve au Conseil de l'Europe, auquel se trouvent liees quarante-huit 

organisations ; la separation structurelle des fonctions gouvernementales et des 

fonctions consultatives n'a cependant pas empeche dans ce cas les organisations 

non-gouvernementales d1etre utilisees de fagon significative pour promouvoir 11uni

fication eurcpeenne. Dans le cas de !'Organisation Mondiale de la Sante, le succes 

obtenu dans les rapports avec cinquante-sept organisations non-gouvernementales a 

conduit a intensifier ces rapports ; les organisations en question fournissent du 

personnel et des avis, et diffusent des informations. Pour rendre aussi efficace 

que possible leur statut consultatif, c'est le secretariat international que les 

organisations non-gouvernementales doivent surtout "cultiver". Dans leurs rapports 

avec les organisations non-gouvernementales, les Nations Unies devraient ne pas 

les charger de responsabilites administratives. Malgre leurs efforts repetes, les 

organisations non-gouvernementales n 1ont pas obtenu la reconnaissance de leur sta

tut juridique international. Des probleiOOs analogues a ceux poses a 11echelon na

tional par les groupes de pression se posent a propos des rapports entre les orga

nisations inter-gouvernementales et les organisations non-gouvernem:mtaleso ~ 

extension au domaine international ajoute ~ aspect nouveau au problems des tron

tieres entre l'autorite de 11Etat et la liberte de l'individu. 
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In the comparative study of politics, we now seek more general bases 

in terms of which political institutions and nations may be studied. In 

the Inter-Nation Simulation (Guetzkow, et al., 1963), an effort has. been 

made to provide a somewhat general framework for the study, of internationa+ 
1 systems. To what extent is it possible for this theoretical tool to serve· 

as a heuristic in the comparative study of international organizations ? 

The Inter-Nation Simulation is an operating model ·of an international 

system, including nation-states and international organizations. It re

presents political, economic, and military facets of the international 

scene, through interlocking sets of computer-based programs and manned 

decision-making units. Within this milieu, international organizations 

ma,y be posited as part of thCJ initial conditions, of the sfumulation9 or 

they ma,y develop as a conseq_uencc of the simulated activity itself; Such 

organizations may be unifunctional, emphasizing one set of activities, or 

they may consist of some complex mixture of force, trade/aid, and poli

tics. 

An example of the inclusion in the Inter-Nation Simulation of a 

un·i versal international organization as part of the initial conci.i tions 

is found in an experiment conducted in 1960, involving sixteen replica

tions ; later in this essay a detailed description will he made of the 

ways in which two of these organizations waxed an·d waned. An example of 

a partially inclusive, limited functional organization was developed in 

an exploratory run conducted with skilled policy-makers at Asilomar in 

1959. In this instance, international political leaders succeeded in 

creating an international bank, which served as a vehicle for economic 
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growth by some small nations and simultaneously permitted the large 

powers to disengage partially from their competition for hegemony. 

This essay indicates ho1f a wan-computer simulation of internatjonal 

systems may be of heuristic value for the development of theory in the 

comparative study of international organizations. As groundwork for the 

analysis, a brief overview of the man-computer simulation developed at 

Northwestern University will be presented. Then, examples of the opera

tion of the sixteen international organizations which existed in the 

Brody-Driver-Guetzkow runs of 1960 will bo presented. Finally, the po

tential' usefulnGss of man-computer simulation for comparative work in 

international organi'zations will be assessed in terms of thG 'framelfork 

which Claude has developed for the analysis of international organization. 

An Overview of the Inter-Nation Simulation 

The man-computer system is composGd of nations and one or more in

ternational organizations ; these groups, along with their decision

makers, constitute the units of the simulation. Let us examine how these 

components function, thereby constituting an international system. 

Nations in an International Slfstem : In various runs of the Inter-Nation 

Simulation, the number of nations represented in the simulate has varied 

from five to nine. Each nation consists of decision-makers who operate 

computer programs constituting the capapilities of, the state. Differences, 

in the development of a nation are represented in differences in its basic 

capability (symbolizing such characteristics as the nation's human and 

physical resources and its ability to utilize such capacities for the 

generation of further capabilities), in its consumption standards, and 

in the force that it may, apply in external and internal activities. The 

political constraints under which the decision-makers hold office within 

their nations are simulated, in that the probability of remaining in 

office depends 011 the extent to which their political validators, whether 

such be oligarchic elites or democratic masses, are satisfied in terms of 

their standards of living and their national security. As office-holders, 

the decision-makers may lose their prerogatives through orderly or disor-

J 
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derly transfer of po~<er to others. In office, they have varying degrees 

of decision latitude, as they develop their national budgets, making al

locations among competing demands for internal programs and improvements 

as contrasted ~<ith allocations to such external activities as economic 

aid and involvements of force • 

In order to handle the volume of decisions ~<hich must be made in o

perating each nation, the t~<o to six individuals constituting a nation 

may differentiate q_ui te specialized roles. For example, one may serve as 

a "decision-maker-for-force," being responsible for the establishment, 

maintenance, and utilization of the nation's military forces, both in

ternally and externally. Another may ~<Ork as the "internal decision

maker," being responsible for the "yearly" budgetary allo c~ tions and 

. developing guidelines for the nation's economic intercourse 1<i th other 

nations. Of special interest are the participants in the simulation ~<ho 

serve as "external decision-makers" (EDMs), conducting the nation's foreign 

affairs and constituting its representation ir. international organiza

tions. Usually these decision-makers are coordinated in their activities 

by heads of state, the "central decision-makers" (CDMs) in ~<hom authority 

is lodged during their continuance in office. 

Once the experimenters and participants begin operating the nations, 

an international system takes form. By communicating bilaterally and mul

tilaterally, elaborate nets of interaction are erected among the nations. 

The "world ne>rspaper" serves as a vehicle for pronouncements by states

men in addition, it provides. statistical information about the develop

ments within each of the several nations, Trades are negotiated and aid 

agreements are developed. Military and political alliances may be formed. 

The decision-makers soon become thoroughly embedded in the programmed 

and unprogrammed relationships ~<hich develop l<i thin and among the nations, 

as the run continues· inj;ermi.ttently for· five, ten, o·r twenty ho.urs, over 

a period of days, >reeks, or months. 
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International Organizations : In our explorations with the Inter-Nation 

Simulation, it has been customary to utilize an on-going international 

organization simulate ( 10), with one or two persons serving as its se

cretariat. In such cases, one decision-maker in each nation is usually 

designated as the "JO Delegate," meeting periodically with counterparts 

from other nations. Its operation is usually guided by a "charter," which 

may be modified in the course of the run--either formally through amend

ment procedures, or informally through changes in usage. It is QUite pos

sible, too, for the conferences involved in alliances to develop QUasi

s'tabl e forms, so that in fact they become international organi.za tions. 

And, as was mentioned above, at times nations form new international 

organizations for the achievement of common goals. Tliese organizations 

may designate persons for leadership roles, such as chairmen and secre

taries-general. The nations may also transfer their capabilities (in the 

form of personnel or funds or forces) to the international organizations, 

so that the latter also constitute somewhat automomous units within the 

international system. 

This brief description of the Inter-Nation Simulation indicates 

that these contrived systems ''lay be used for comparative study. In re

peating runs of the Inter-Nation Simulation, one may compare the results 

obtained when there is an international organization against systems in 

which no such organization exists. Or perhaps more interestingly, one 

may contrast systems involving one form of international organization 
• 

1·1i th another form-- other things being hGld constant. It may be most 

fruitful, however, to compare the operation of these synthetic interna

tional organizations lfi th those Gxisting in the international arena of 

the mid-twentieth century. With more than thirty such intergovernmental 

organizations· now in existence, the possi bili tiGs for such comparison 

are ample. 

Description of Simulated International Organizations 

During the summer of 1960, in. the process of conducting a study of 

the potential impact of the proliferation of nuclear weapons within the 
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·Inter-Nation Simulation, an "international organization" was operated 

within each of sixteen replications of the mid-twentieth century "cold 
2 . . 

war." In this essay, two examples of the development of the sixteen 

simulated international organizations will be traced during the first 

half of the experimental runs, 1fhen the international system consisted 

of two blocs, each led by a groat nuclear po1;er, >ri th its t>ro or three 

·smaller associated nations. A detailed descript-ion of the experimental 

arrangements used in the exploration is presented elsewhere (Guetzkow, 

jj_al., 1960). 

In this exploration, the foreign affairs of each nation \fare handled 

under the Central Decision-Maker (CDi~ ) by t·~o individuals, an External 

Decision-Maker (EDlibc) who served as foreign minister and a second External 

Decision-Maker (EDMy) who reported to the CDM and the EDil!x, serving as 

the nation's Delegate in the International Organization ( 10). Operating 

within a framework established by a short document, which constituted 

the organization's charter (cf. Appendix), the 10 met periodically at 

somewhat regular intervals throughout the run. During the first half of 

the simulation constituting about six hours of real time, the 10 convened 

five times in each run, with an extra session occurring once in three 

of the sixt~en systems. These meetings of the 10 spread over two suc

cessive real half-days took place within a rich coni;~xt of bilateral ex

changes and multilateral conferences, as are enillnera ted in Table 1. The 

10 was in session about half of the time during which the international 

system operated ; ·the ad hoc conferences, within and betl'/een members of 

the two blocs; occurred both l'lhile the 10 ·was in session, as well as 

·during intervals ·w-hen the 10 1'/as no.t meeting. There l'IGre about tl'lica as 

many ..§:S\ hoc conferences as there 1'/ere 10 meetings. 

The contents of the 10 sessions included matters of both procedure 

and substance, as are exhibited in TabJ.e 1. Almost 25 per cent of .. the 

agenda of the 83 meetings was devoted to procedural. problems. Over half 

of .the substantive agenda was devoted to the problems of disarmament, 

both at the. general level and at the specific, the latter involving'such 
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problems as inspection, an international police force, and· trade-in-arms. 

Some q_uarter.of the substantive items focused. on economic problems, with 

considerable attention being given to the establishment of an interna

tional trade organization. Although only a small. number of agenda items 

were devoted to the development of general alliances and pacts, of.ten 

involving collective security, almost half of the systems did consider, 

at least once, the formation of alliances encompassing nations in both 

blocs. In all, some 31 votes were taken on the 82 issues developed in 

the course of the meetings of the 16 10s. The depth of the differences 

among the nations, as they composed their opposing :blocs, is seen in 

the fact that although the delegates devoted some eighty hours of real 

time to their meetings, they were only able to bring agenda i terns to a 

vote on the average of about once every two and a half hours. Since each 

period in the simulation approximates a year, it supposedly took almost 

ten months of meetings in the 10 to achieve each resolution. 

It is possible to give descriptions in some detail of the o.peration 

of the simulated international organization for two cases -- the same 

t;m cases for which an overview of the development of the entire inter

national system has been reported. elsewhere (Guetzkow, et al., 1960). 

Each of the sixteen systems, including numbers "IV" and "V" lfhich are 

reported. herelfi "\h, started. lfi th identical initial conditions, except for 

the attitudes of the senior high school students 1;ho served as the "de

cision-makers." As \fas mentioned. above, the q_uasi-abstract nations lfere 

divided into t\fo blocs ; each nation lfas given a contrived name. OMlifE was 

one of the two nuclear powers, whose allies consisted of ERGA and YORA ; 

UTRO was the other nuclear po1;er, lfith whom INGO and ZENA were associated. 

The seventh nation of the system, ALGO, had lfeak initial ties to the 

UTRO-INGO-ZENA bloc. 

SYSTEM 8-IV 

Context : The bloc-alliance system, being viewed as a cause of world. ten

sion, had prompted the nations to attempt to re-align themselves in an 

all-against-the--aggressor pact of mutual security. However, despite the 
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existence of this pact and. of disarmament, discussions in and out of the 

10, level.s of arms continued to increase through the first half of the 

simulation run. Trade-aid activity was low. ~fforts to reduce conflicts 

were not successful. 

A Chronology of the 10 

After establishing "ground rules" for the operation of the organi

zation at the first meeting of the 10, the chairman called for the ·in

troduction of agenda items. The D8legate from YORA suggested that they 

begin "to· discuss breaking of the two blocs •.• to decrease world tension". 

The delegate from ALGO urged that, "••. steps should be taken in order 

·to insure nuclear disarmament ••• " These two items were considered through

out the first half of System 8-IV. 

At the second meeting of the 10, UTRO introduced the non-aggression 

plan which was at that time being negotiated by her Central ·Decision

Maker in bilateral talks outside of the 10. The "peace" plan included 

guarantees of assistance ~-o any nation against whom aggression was being 

carried out, regardless of bloc membership. The UTRO Delegate went on to 

·state her nation's willingness to disC1iss a ·plan of "partial disarinament" 

(i."e. ::~ reduction 9f arms to agreed upon "rnax.imum force l~vels 11 ). The 

debate hot~ever, >~as to be kept separate from that on the non-aggression 

p·act. The discussion during the following meeting on these proposals 

brought tt~o themes into focus the small nori-nucloar nations favored 

disarmament with some sort of inspection system supervised by the 10 ; 

until almost the end of the first half of the run, the tt~o nuclear na

tions ( OMNE ·and UTRO) favored proportional reductions with their reten

tion of their nuclears FCns as a "guarantor of peace. 11 

At the end of the second mGeting, the suggestion was a·dopted that 

the CDMs should be invited to participate in the next 10 meeting with 

regard· to a seven-nation non..: aggression pact. The third meeting found 

the CD!Ils together 1-1i th their delegates (JDDiviy's) at the 10. :tn discussion 

of the non-aggression pact,·YORA pointed out that "any nation attacked 
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could expect the assistance of five other nations ; since no attacking 

nation could 1<i thstand the combined counterattack of six nations, the 

pact would prevent aggression from taking place. 11 The Delegate from 

ALGO questioned whether this analysis was correct, "as long as the blocs 

existed," UTR0 1 s Delegate replied, "In forming this seven-nation non-

aggression pact, the two oxisting blocs 1<ill be dissolved so there 

would be complete cooperation between all other nations." To ING0 1s 

assertion that the way to "break the blocs" was through disarmament, 

10RA reiterated its. view that non-aggression and disarmament should be 

discussed separately. At this point, six of the nations endorsed the 

pact, with ALGO abstaining. Although all but one of the CDMs failed to 

take the rostrum at the 10 meGting, after further discussion among them

selves, they eventually signed a non-aggression, collective security 

pact. The CDM from ::~RGA refused to participate in these early conferences, 

inaamuch· ae she believed "this non-agression pact should be made in 

the world peace organization instead of by sGparate countries"-- but ERGA 

was finally induced to join a pact developed outside the 10. 

In the fourth meeting, the 10 suspended debate on the non-aggression 

paot because of the special conferences being held by the CDMs. Discussion 

now centered on disarmament. At both this session and the following one, 

OMNE reaffirmed her stand that complete disarmament was impossible ; her 

Delegate again asserted the importance of retaining her nuclear weapons, 

The distrust exhibited early in the fourth meeting of OiiJNE' s position 

was muted by turning of attention to discussion of the development of 

an inspeotion force, as w0ll as by a move by the presiding officer, the 

Delegate from ALGO, to consider improving economie relations among the 

nations. 

During the fifth and final meeting of the 10 in the first half of 

the run, however, the early attempt to discuss special provisions for 

the retention of internal force for use in domestic matters no longer 

served to by-pass the critical diff.erenc.es between Oii!NE and UTRO. The 

opposition between the great powers had been GxacerbatGd by UTRO's shift 
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from a position favoring partial disarmament to one favoring complete 

disarmament, with the exception of forces used by Gach nation for the 

maintenance of internal ordGr. Despite the existence of a non-aggression 

pact, there was prolonged public discussion b0tween the Delegates .of the 

two great nuclear powers, exhibiting their distrust of each other, as 

in the following exchangG 

EDMyO : OMNE would like to state that it is willing to 

disarm its conventional weapons ; however, not 

i "is nu cl ear weapons. 

EDMyU 

EDMyO 

EMDyO 

. ED!fzyU 

UTRO would like to question OMNE 1 s. bid fo'r peace. 

OMNE would like to ask UTRO to clarify its state-

ment~ 

UTRO wonders if Oii;NZ is for peace, if she would. 

like to re·tain nuclear weapons when there is no 

definite need for them. 

OiiJ!ill would like to state again that the wealth of 

its nation has been used· to build up nuclears · 

in OHNE. :le feel if we disarm them, all these 

resourcGs will have gone to waste. 

In the future Ollilif"ill 1 s ·funds will be saved, be

cause she will not have to k0ep up her nuclear and 

conventional power ••• in th0.future, she will be 

. saving her resources instead of 1-rasting them on·c · 

nu cl e.ar_ ,weapons. 

At this point, ALGO again attempted to mute the impasse by propo-

sing that economic meaq1,1res bG. renderGd .to disarming na tioris ~ to· aid in 

. their transition to partial or total disarmament. The end of the first 

hali'_ of the run was marked by the 10 returning to tlie issues invollring 

internal force and to provisions for inspection; by providing "measures 

of insuring against nations secretly a):'ming• ,. · 

Summary : Although the "10 was but one arena in which interaction among 

the natioris took "place, it reflected signifi'cant differences between the 
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two large powers, despite their ability to consummate a formal treaty 

of non-aggression involving all nations. ·ni versionary efforts to side

·pass the underlying disagre0ment on disarmament 1;ere of two kinds : ( 1) 

those directed toward attemp~s at seeking agreement on ways of imple

mentation, should some form of disarmament be achieved 9 and (2) those 

attempting to focus on new areas of potential agreement, as on wa;y-s of 

increasing world trade. Neither set of tactics s0rved to induce achie

vement of a disarmament agreement. 

SYSTEM 8-V 

Context : During the first half of the run, the bloc-alliances changed 

considerably. Both ALGO and Z;,]N.i!. made political treati0s with nations 

outside of their original bloc. Many of the nations had trade agreements, 

crosscutting bloc demarcations. The focus .of military preparations was 

clearly defensive rather than aggressive in quality. The Central Decision

i~akers of the two bloc leaders, OiVilit and UTRO, were in a cooperative re

lationship with respect to disarmament. In bilateral summit talks, the· 

leaders were discussing potential agr0ements in other areas of concern. 

A Chronology of the 10 : 

In the course of the five sessions of the 10 during· the first half 

. o.f the run, efforts were made to improve thG machinery of the organiza

tion by proposals for ( 1) the formation of a "security council" to con

trol whatever 10 enforcement capability might be developed, and (2) the 

constitution of a "world court." Aft0r failing to establish either, the 

10 turned its attention to the problmn of disarmament, just when the 

spread of nuclear capability became imminent. 

·Early in the proceedings of the first meeting of thG 10, Oii!N;] pro

posed thG formation ·of a Security Council of thrGe nations to govGrn the 

"commitments of force" by the 10. There ensued much discuss:i:ori· concer

ning membership on the '·Council, vis-a-vis the existing alliance structure. 

The plethora .of schemes ranged from a Council composed of one nuclear 

power and two smaller powers (on8 from each bloc)· to two nuclear powers 
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with the 10 chairman as the third member. UTRO concluded the session by 

arguing that the Council should include all seven members of the 10. 

Argument continued in the second meeting of the 10, evolving the 

proposal that the Security Council consist only of two nuclear powers, 

with their actions subject to individual veto by any nation. Typical 

of the view point of the smaller countries wishing protection from .the 

hegemony of the larger powers in th"ir alliances, the Delegate from 

ZE!U argued that such an arrangement would permit the blocking of "any 

movement which would not be advantageous to their country." Yet, even 

this .proposal did not rE•ceive th·e unanimous endorsement. that the 10· 

earlier had adopted as req_uisi te, ·inasmuch as INGO persisted in· its ear

lier opposition to .any scheme by which two nations might "have all the 

power. " 

In the course of the third session, many of the arguments presented 

·earlier were repeated, especially by the small er powers. zm~A ·then· pro

posed reconsideration of a three-nation Council--the two nuclear nations 

with a third nation elected periodically by the 10, with provision again 

for veto power by each of the seven nations. Once again, unanimity could 
. I not be obtained, with ,\.LGO and }JlRGii. opposing a three-nat~on arrangement. 

At this time, it was decided to proceed to other matters. Attention 

turned to the q_uestions of disarmamont and the establis.!iotnt of a llorld 

Court. The. Delegate from UTRO opened the discussion on disarmament with 

the following remarks : 

UTRO would like to put herself on record by saying 
that she desires a ;;orl d whi eh is relatively free of arms 
and therefore, free of distrust and misunderstanding. 
lie ·could start ••• by disarming completely except for the 
conventional arms n·3eded to maintain internal control. 

The. sessio·n adjourned before· the debate on disarmament got under way. 

During the fourth meeting, dGbate on a World Court took precedence 

over disarmament. ,\.LOO proposed the creation of ''a liTorld Court--one 

judge from each' of the fi vo small nations, deciding on £ worldJ pro

blems--not including disarmament and war. n The Court was to be empowered 
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to arbitrate disputes. ALGO asserted that such a body was needed because 

the Security Council "will always be blo eked from effective action by 

the veto power of the opposing nuclear nations." The Delegate from UTRO 

objected; stating that : "just because foHNE and UTROJ are large does 

not mean that they are interested in waging nuclear war with each other. 

~we_? have had many communications £exchanging viewsJ on complete 

disarmament." Oii1NE' s Delegate offered the following remarks 

I consider the vlorld Court a direct attempt to try to limit 
the power of the t1fo most powerful nations ••• I don 1 t 
think 1fe should be expected to abide by the decisions 
of the smaller countries ••• " 

ALGO' s proposal failed to carry, with only .ALGO and. 'TIRGA supporting the 

measure. 

At ZENiJ.' s suggestion the 10 recommended "debating nu cl ear disarma

ment after the t1fo nu cl ear nations had ••• £been gi venJ an opportunity 

to discuss the problem outside of the organization." The suggestion was 

accepted by UTRO and OiVINE, whose representatives met and returned a di

sarmament proposal to the 10 at its next session. 

The final session of the 10 opened 1fith the following statement 

from the Delegate of UTRO 

OMNE and UTRO have decided to give all nuclear materials ••• 
to a bank; ••• we hope the 10 will provide for these 
atoms to be used for peaceful purposes. This will be .. 
our contribution tb world peace. 

ALGO objected--she had become a nuclear po1;er since the last 10 meetings 

-- ''Total nu cl ear disarmament will wreck our economy ; each nation with 

nuclear weapons should be allo>~ed to retain a small number of them." 

YORA'.s. Delegate, after informing the 10 that her nation also had gained 

.nuclear capability, urged support of the UTRO-Qii!J'ffi resolution. The Dele

gate from ,U,GO argued : "If every nation has an eg_ual amount of nuclear 

capability, there will be no arms race." OJv!NE countsred : "There 1;ill 

. . al weys be an arms race as long _as one country has nu cl ear weapons. " 

ALGO 1 s resolution for equalization in nu cl ear >~eapons >ras resoundingly 
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defeated. Yet, the discussion on disarmamGnt continued" OMIB rGi terated 

the big power's proposals that nuclears be stockpiled. UTRO >wndered, 

"why is it necessary for a country to have any nu cl Bar weapons. There 

will be mistrust• 11 Jn. terminating the final meeting of the first half 

of the run, the ·Delegate from !ILGO asserted, "We must maintain our world 

position" ; ZJlNA reiterated that.unless her proposal was accepted, "We 

oan and will block all attempts" at alternatives • 

. Summary : Concerted efforts to improve the machinery of the· 10 met 

defeat in a struggle between the two large powers ·and the five small 

powers, who had trouble reaching common positions among themselves. llhen 

the organization eventually turned its efforts toward disarmament, agree

ment among the great powers .. on stockpiling nuclears was vetoed by the 

·smaller powers .. who were seeking opportunity to axercise unrestrained 

autor~my. In general, the 10 was the scene of more dissension than 

existed in the period-by-period behaviors of the nations constj,:tuting 

the non-10 segments of the system. Even though the great powers coope

rated with each other, no effort was made in the 10 to achieve a general 

non-·aggression pact between t11e blocs. 

Central features of international organization were displayed in the 

two simulati.ons in contrasting and in similar ways. In the one c·ase, 

the 10 became an arena for the struggle of the t•"o great powers ; in the 

other case, the 10 was used by the small powers as a platform from whioh 

to assert their autonomy.But both sets of conflicts prevented significant 

accomplishment within the organization. In each uf the casGs, important 

decisions on the 10 agenda ·,;ere •taken outside. the 10 by heads-of-state. 

In INS 8-IV, agreement on the non-aggression pact was consummated in a 

special multilateral .conference of. the Central Decision-Makers ; in 

INS 8-V 9 the critical decision of the two great powers to "bank" their 

. nuclears internationally. "!3.S .reached in a separate bilateral conferGnce. 

Some readers may be curious as to ,;hat happened to all the countries 

in each system after tho proliferation of nuclear weapons. In general, 
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it seems the new n-country situation 1-ras absorbc:>d ,;i thout discontinuity 

into on-go:lng tensions and trusts which already ~xisted among the nations 

during the bi-nuclear phase of the first half of the two runs. In ~ys

tem 8-IV, the suspicions and tensions 1-rere exacerbated by the coming of 

othe·r nations into nuclear capability. It ie inta.rGeting to note the pro

fessed continued reliance of the members of INS 8-IV upon the internatio

nal organization, even after a small, first 1-rar. The distrust eventuates 

in a series of pre-emptive strikes, ·leaving ERG".A and INGO as sole sur

vivors. In System 8-V , the n-country development of nuclear capa"t>ility 

is regarded merely as yet another problem to be handled through its de

velopment of disarmament machinery. However, despite its success in using 

the 10 for inspection, INS-V turned toward more direct, bilateral rela

tions in the development of its world 1 s well-being, eschewing tendencies 

toward world government (adapted from Guetzkow, ~-al., 1960,pp. 49-50) 

Simulation~.!!: Heuristic for the Comparative Stud.y 

of International Organization 

To what extent does the Inter-Nation Simulation seem capable of 

representing central aspects of· international organization ? Using 

Claude 1 s discussion as a guideline, one notes treatment of such political 

topics as the "peaceful settlement of disputes," "collective security, 11 

"disarmament," and "preventive diplomacy" as si.gnifican t components of 

international organizational process (Claude, 1964a, pp. 197-368), which 

the In ter-N a tion Simulation ·seems capable of representing without further 

modification, However, to study such topics as the "Trusteeship" system 

and the "International Secretariat, 11 one would need considerable ampli

fication of the amount of detail -,,hich is represented in the simulation, 

as it now stands • .Although it would be possible to emphasize the role 

given to such "constitutional problems" as membership, voting, and 

charter interpretation (Claude, 1964a, pp. 77-194), considerably more 

effort would need to be devoted to representation of the details of an 
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10 Charter, with an explicit provision for a judiciary. Thus, in survey 

it seems the Inter-Nation Simulation in its present form would be of more 

heuristic value in representing overall international political processes 

in 1;hich international organization is one central component than in 

providing a vehi.cle for the internal study of the opera-cion of interna

tional organizations per~· 

Let us examine in some greater detail just how the Ipter-l'lation 

Simulation could be used for the comparative study of international 

organizations. In his study of Power and International Relations, Claude 

probes deeply the global question,. "how can the world achieve the degree 

·of assurance that inter-group conflicts will be resolved or contained by 

political rather than violent means ••. ?" (Claude, 1962, P. 271). Having 

representation of both political and force components, the Inter-Nation 

Simulation might be used in exploring three contrasting answers in two 

comparisons. First, contrast the operation of the multi-state system as 

a balance of ·power among autonomous nations with the accommodation of 

political relations among states through ,international organization. 

Second, contrast differing ways of "promoting order through political 

management. of int'er-_group relations" by (a) establishing a monopoly of 

power within a "world government~ 11 as has. been advocat_ed by som_e f~dera

lists, and by (b) focusing the international political process upon a 

constellation of in tern a tional organiza.tions, ranging from. partially 

inclusive arrangements of limi trod scope to a universal, all-coordinating 

structure, as has been suggested by some proponents of world .community. 

The experimental design suggested by Claude' s .exposition is diagrammed 

in Table II, indicating that the first comparison would be a two-fold 

·study, comparing "independent states existing in mutual contact and 

reiatfonship" who "manipulate the distribl.ition of p01;er among themselves, 

and share in the decentralized manabament of the system" with simulations 

in which there are two forms of international"insti tutions equipped to 

exercise central direction" (Claude, 1962,p. 93). The comparison, exhi

bited in the lower two cells of Table II examines a pair of important 
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opposing theories about ways of centralizing international decision

making, through the assignment of a monopoly of force capability to the 

10 as compared with the development of a complex of 10 1 s which.serve 

as foci for processes of political accommodation. By running ten to 

fifteen cases of the Inter-Nation Simulation for each of the three 

cells of Table II, one might assess the extent to which "intergroup 

conflicts" among the natio;os in the three constrasting systems "will 

be resolved or contained by political rather than violent means," as 

Cl aude queries. 

But the scholar· sometimes grows impatient \Vi th general probing 

about wholisti c questions. Often he finds comparison among al terna ti ve 

organizational processes within tlw international systGm of prime in

terest. In Claude 1 s chapter on "The Theory of Regionalism" (Cnaude, 

1964a, pp. 111-125), penetrating insights are presented about the inter

relations between universal and regional organizations, arguing that 

such groupings may be alternatives to each other, or they may minimize 

"their competitive aspects" in d<Jvoloping "a pragmatic sharing of thG 

tasks of international organizaticn"(Glaude, 1964a, p. 120). In his 

theorizing, Claude intimates hew tho partially inclusive groupings of 

states interact with the global, all-inclusive organization, as the 

latter "decentralize their operations on the basis of gGographical seg

mentation" while the former "lose their shape through persistent stret

ching in the direction of uni.versalism." It would seem the Inter-Nation 

Simulation might easily be adapted for the comparative study of rGgional 

organizations vis-a-vis universal organizations by simply increasing 

the number of nation uni t8 involved, so that useful conc'atenations of 

regional and universal organizations might be posi tGd as the initial 

conditions. 

In his brilliant analysis of the interrelationships bGt~Veen the 

Organization ·of American States and thG United Nations, Claude notGs 

that the regional organizations \;hich exist today are "primarily external 
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to provide joint security against 

(Claude, 1,964b, p. 17). They seem 

less viable as a vehiclG for handling disputGs among their own members 

--as has been dramatized recently in the inability of N.tTO to handle 

the Greek-Turkish quarrel over Cyprus as a "family" problem. This 

interesting idea might be proposi tionalized as follows ' 

The greater the extent to which partially inclusive 
organizations are oriented outward in their behavior 9 
serving primarily as security groupings, .the l·ess 
they tend to solve the conflicts among their members. 

By pre-arranging a series of regional. organizations in some twen

ty simulations on a continuum in terms of the extent-- from a little 

to some to a great .extent --:-. they are oriented outward, one could ex

plore the degree to which such an orientation. serves to inhibit their 

. ability to solve conflicts among their members'. using the techniques 

developed by the Hermanns and Robinson (1964) for inducing periodic crises 

of conflict, Comparison then might be made of the characteristics of 

disputes which were handled internally as contrasted with those which 

were referred to the universal organization. lfould the· twenty operating 

models allow one to make an induction of what kind of disputes will 

be handled inside the regional organization versus ~<hat kind of conflicts 

are referred to the global organization for possible solution ? The 

series of laboratory runs also would provide heuristic material for the 

discovery of unanticipated side-effects, not originally hypothesized 

when the runs are undertaken. For example, ~<hat conditions facilitate 

the tendency of partially inclusive organizations .to become more in

clusive ? 

To this point in the essay, discussion of comparative work among 

international organizations has been limited to studies within the si

mulation. Perhaps the most exciting work would take place in making com

parison between the alternative 10 1 s developed in the simulation with 

on-going "natural" international organizations. Of course, as controls 

one would attempt to replicate cont•3mporary, naturally occurring orga-
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nizations within the simulates. Then one would be in a position to assay 

variations in .t'he simulations, as one used the device as a heuristic tool 

to explore the possible outcomes of wide variations in organizational 

arrangements. Such laboratory work might be ·a useful complement to the 

verbal speculations which are being made now -- for example, as to whe

ther and how there might be greater integration among the three insti

tutions of ·the European Community of Six. 

It is in these ways, then, that comparative study-- among simu

lations, and between simulations and existing international political 

structures -- of international ·organization might be accelerated through 

the use of various adaptations of simulation. As cri tic Verba remarked 

in reviewing work which has been completed at Northwestern in using the 

· Inter-'Nation Simulation, "I'f it can continue to develop and change, and 

if it can be maintained as part of a larger process of theory-building, 

in which various modes· of theorizing, simulations, and empirical research 

all work together toward a common goal of understanding international 

affairs, its contribution may be significant indeed" (Verba, 1964 1p. 519). 
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Table 1 
Contexts and Contents of ilieetings of Sixteen Simulated International 
Organizations 
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1-2 Systems 8-IV and 8-V are described in detail in this essay. 

'---~--------~------------,------
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Table II 

Design for the Experimental Study of 
the Management of Power, adapted from Claude ( 1962). 

Classical Multi-State System 
(with complete decentralization of the 

management of power) 

10 Management 
through a 

Monopoly of Power 

10 iJ!anagewent 
through · 

World Community 

I 

. 
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Appendix 

In some runs of the simulation, formal charters have been developed 

by the participants for their international organization, as have been 

described by Alger (Guetzkow,..@..! al.1 j963, PP• 172-173 ; 175-176). 

Because of the focus on the n-country problem in INS-8, a less formal 
' 3 

set of "Rules of Procedure" was given to were used by the delegates 

to the International Organization, as presented below. As is indicated in 

Table I, a~tention was devoted by the delegates in the course of their 

meetings to making explicit aspects of procedure within the 10 which 

are not formally covered in the following rules : 

"1. The EDMy of each nation shall act as its permanent Delegate. 

"2. The Delegates shall choose one of their number to act as Chair

man. The Chair shall rotate among the member nations. ; each Chairman 

shall serve for one period. The order of rotation shall be alphabeti

cal, beginning with the nation selected by the Delegates at the first 

session of the In tern a tional Organization. 

11 3, Each session shall be 30 minutes in length, There 1;ill be one 

regular session each period of the simulation. The permanent staff mem

ber will notify the Delegatas of the times of the regular sessions. 

"4• Extraordinary ·sessions may be called by circulating a message 

to all nations and by notifying the permanent staff member. The perma

nent staff member will arrange a time for the extraordinary session and 

notify the Delegates. 

"5· At the end of 'each session the Delegates will return home for 

instructions from their home government. During the sessions Delegates 

may communicate with their home governments by means of the messenger 

stationed at the Organization. 

"6. If the Delegates so choose, they may instruct the Chairman to 

issue a press release after each session. 

"7. All statements at the International Organization will be read 

into the recording equipment to facilitate the gathering of a permanent 

record of each session. A Delegate may only speak when he has bean reco-
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gnized by the Chair. 'Jlhe Chairman will call for and keep a speaker 1 s 

list which will be the order in which the Delegates are recognized. 
118,. The last five minutes of each session will be devoted to for

ming an agenda for the coming session. The introduction of changes in 

the agenda will require 2/3rds rnajori ty of those present (or by five 

nations voting "ay.e," if all nations ·are present), 11 
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SU!I!Iv!AR Y 

The Inter-Nation Simulation is examined as a device for the compa

rative study of international -organization within nation-state systems. 

·Contrasting wi tli all..:man ·and all-computer ..simulations, the Inter-
\ 

Nation Simulation '(INS) is an operating model involving computer pro-

. grammed "nations" manned by human decision-makers which freely interact 

so as to create an international system. As the INS exists no>V, its pro

grams represent political, economic, and military capabilities. To date, 

· systems consisting of five to nine units ui th widely differing charac

teristics have been employed in exploration of international phenomena. 

Because the INS may be run repeatedly, it is possible to make systematic 

study of the simulated-international system, varying.initial conditions 

as well as inserting conditioning factors en route, for comparative pur

poses. 

It would seem the Inter-Nation Simulation might be used for the 

study of international organizations, operating within the context of 

a larger nation-state system. Two case studies of the functioning of a 

universal international organization are presented as illustrations from 

a larger systematic study of some sixteen simulate systems. In one ins

tance, the international organization became a vehicle for a struggle 

between tuo large powers and a loose congery of small powers. 

Using a frame>Vork for the study of international organization deve

loped by Professor Inis Claude, an assessm•;nt was made of the heuristic 

potential of the Inter-Nation Simulation for comparative work. It seems 

feasible to compare international systems with and without international 

organizations in the INS. Further, comparison may be made among varying 

kinds of international organizational arrangements, contrasting those in 

>Vhich there is world government with those in which universal and regional 

organizations with their nation-states constitute a world community. Fun

damental, of course, is the comparative work involved in the validation 

of simulation as a heuristic, in which international organizations occur

ring in the contemporary, natural world are contrasted with those con

trived in the political simulation laboratory. 

' 

' 

' 
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NOT'ilS 

1. Many of my activities in the development of the Inter-:-Nation Simula
tion, including the preparation of this essay, have been supported 
by grants. From the Carnegie Corporation of New York and offices 
within the Department of Defense of the Government of the United 
States of America, as specifically ackno1fledged below. 

Many thanks are due to Dr. Richard A. Brody, noow of Stanford Univer
sity, and Dr. Michael J, Driver, now of Purdue University, for their 
work in conducting these simulations. Both of them have already 
reported their findings elsewhere, viz., Brody (1963) and Driver 
( 1962). The Air Force Office of SciMtific Research underwrote this 
research in part, through Contract No. AF 49 (638)-742 and Grant 
No. AF-AFOSR 62-63 with the Behavioral Sciences Division, Office of 
Aerospace Research, U.S. Air Force. 

From Brody, .Richard A., International Organization Delegate's Manual, 
Inter-Nation Simulation, Program of Graduate Training and Research 
in International Relations, Department of Political Science, North
western University, Summer, 1960, PP• 1-2. 
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RZSUME 

La "Simulation Inter-Nations" est examinee dans ce rapport en tant 

que precede d'etudes cornparatives de l'organisation internationale dans 

des systemes d'3tats-Nations. 

Contrairement aux jeux de simulation utilisant uniquemt?nt des hommes 

ou des ordinateurs, la "Simulation Inter-Nations" (S.LN.) est un mod81e 

operatoire mettant en jeu des "Nations" programmees sur un ordinateur, et 

dirigees par des individus pr·.mant des d~0isions 9 dont 1' interaction libre 

cree un systeme international. Dans son etat aotu8l 9 la S.I.N. comporte 

des programmes representant diverses possibilites politiques, economiques 

et militaires. Jusqu'a present, des systemes comprenant de 5 a 9 unites 

ayant des caracteristiques tres differentes lGs unes des autres, ont ete 

utilises pour explorer les phenomenes internationaux. La S. I. N. pouvant 

<ltre repetee, il devient possiblG do pro ceder i\ 1' etUd8 systematique du 

systeme international si mule, en faisant varier les conditions ini tiales 

et en inserant de nouveaux facteurs on cours de jeu, a des fins de com

paraisono 

Il apparal:t possible d'utiliser la S.I.N. pour ,1' etude d'organisations 

internationales fonctionnant dans un systeme plus vaste d''~tats-»ations. Le 

rapport presente deux "etudes de cas" du fonctionnement d'une organisation· 

internationale universelle, pour illustrer une etude systematique qui a 

ports sur 16 systemos simules. Dans l'un des cas, l'organisation interna

tionals a vu s'affronter deux grandes puissances et une coalition lache de 

petites puissances. 

En utilisant le cadre d'etude do l'orgdllisation internationale pre

sents par M, Inis Claude, on a etudie 1•3 potentiGl heuristique de la S.I.N." 

pour les etudes comparatives. Il semble possible de cornparer par la S,I.N • 

des systemes internationaux ~ at~ organisation international e. En 

outre, on peut comparer divers systemes d'organisation internationals, no

tamment ceux dans lesquels il existe un gouvernement mondial et ceux dans 

lesquels les orgru1isations universelles ou 'egionales et leurs Etats-nations 

constituent une communaute mondiale. Il est fondamental, pour valider la 

simulation comme h•:mristique, do comparer des situations dans lGsquell<>s 

les organisatioas intGrnationales existant dans lG monde contemporain reel 

sont mises en parall<llG avec cGlles ima,;inees dans le laboratoire de si

mulation politique. 
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THE C0l'li'i0N\IEALTH OF NATIONS 

. by J.D.B,_i'!ILLER 

Professor of International Relations 
'"ustralian Hational University 

The Comm0mrealth of Nations is difficult to discuss in precise terms, 

since.no date ca11 be set for its inception, it has no secretariat or other staff, 

it he.s no 1rri tten constitution, no member pays dues, . and the members admit to 

having very little in common. Nevertheless, although there are arguments about 

whether it is important or effective or being distorted from its original pur

poses or a means of·coloniaiist domination, no-one-disputes that it exists • 

BASIC CHARACTER 

In basic clkc.rcc.cter, the Commom;~al th of Nations (formerly called the 

_British Co~~nwealth of'Natio~s-.;the adjectivenBritish" was tacitly dropped when 

membership was uidened to tOllm in India, Pakistan and Ceylon) is an association 

of ex-colonies with the country 1Vi1ich was once in charge of them, It is generally 

. recognized that only sovereign states can be members ()f the Commonwealth, and that 

self-goyerning colonies, such as Southern Rhodesh, can be admitted to meetings of 

Colllr.lonueal th Prime hinisters only by invitation as. observers, The British Common

wealth Relations Office wss set up specifically (as the Dominions Office) to handle 

Britain's contacts with former colonies uhich, having gained sovereign status, were 

no longer properly the concern of the Colonial Office, Since \Jorld iiar II, an in

vitation to attend a Commonwealth Prime ~li11isters 1 meeting has been one of the 

symbols of independence for ne•ff nationS on their ce1lsing to be colonies. 

As ru1 association between o. former i~p.erial po,.;er 8.nd its exp~pcndencies, 

the nearest comparisons one can fincl vri th the Commomveal th !l.I'e with the arrange

ments made between other imperiecl pcmers, such as France, the Netherlands, and the 

U,S,A,, and their former colonies.. Taking these in reverse order, we can s2.y that 

the ·~xisting. arrangements betwee~ the U,S.A. end the Philippines are not unlike 

those between Britain and some (but not all) other Commom<ealth members : the sys

tem of favoured trade in qertain. commodities and of special niiiita:rj arrange'ments 

is similar to that which exists betweenBritain and Nalaysia, though not between 
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Britain and Ghana. HoVTever, whereas the U,:3,A, has only one ex-colony in this 

sort of relationship, Britain has_ 15 or 16. The U,S, system is essentially 

bi-lateral, the British multi-lateral, with a variety of complications and special 

arrangements ;rhich are necessarily Eebsent from the U .s. one, Also, the US-Philip

pines relationship is essentially a treaty relationship, >rith all its details 

stated in black and white ; in this it differs from the inforr.il£\1 Commom;eal th 

system, in which certain relationships- of Britain with particular ex-colonies 

are goven1ed by treaty, but much else is left to informal consultation. 

The Dutch-Indonesian Union was too short-lived for comparisons to be made effecti

vely with the Commonwealth, though the ideEC of t1vo sovereign states joined by a 

sir1gle constitutional monarch and engaging in periodic consultation clearly owed 

something to the Commom18alth model, The Community set up in the Constitution 

of the Fifth French Republic had rather less in common with the Commonwealth, since, 

while it envisaged considerable autonomy for the oversoas territori-es, it still 

kept them within the close control of a variety of institutions designed to empha

sise French hegemony. The actuai relations which exist now between France and the 

former French colo1ues in Africa south of the Sahara_ have a good deal in common 

with the way in which British relations are carried on with recently independent 

states such as Kenya and Sierra Leone ; nevertheless, the degree of dependence 

upon France for finance and favoured trade nnkes the general relationship very 

-different from that which exists behreen Britain -,, the one hand and Canada or 

Australia or India or Ghana on the other, 

It can be said, then, thd, while the fact of association between a 

former colonial. pbwer ;md its ex-colonies provides the basic characteristic of the 

Commonwealth, the actual form of the associccction is different from what has eventua

ted in other similar cases. i'loreover, the Commom,eal th ex3lllple is the most subs

tantial in terms of the number of states involved, and the most successful. in that 

very few ex~colonies have not accepted it (they include Palestine, Jordan, Iraq, 

the Sudan, and Burma) 1 while only the Republic of Ireland ru1d South Africa have 

-1.- Here I have used __ .a fo.irly free definition of "colony". Jordan and Iraq, which 
uere British mc-mdates, 11ere ahrays envisaged as independent Arab states, though 
this VTould :1ot necessarily have prevented their becoming CorJruonueal th members. 
The politics of the Arab erorld ensured that they, the Sudan and Israel, for 
different reasons, did not enter the Commonwealth. Burma was formally included 
for a brief period, but never took part in the general Commonwealth system. 

.. 
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given up their membership after participating in the general system of Connnomwalth 

relations. :some sixteen states remain members, spreading over ail continents ex

cept South· America.' 

ORIGINS· 

Given the special char2.cter· of· the ·common~<ealth,. it may be appropriate 

to indicate how it bega.n. · · It is the product of the relations of Britain with 

'a .particular group of colonies, those which ~;ere settled by ~lhi te men. and known 

·as' "self-governing". In the latter part of the nineteenth century this descrip

. tion applied ·to the six colonies of Austraiia (New South Hales, Victoria, South 

Australia, Queensland, Taslllt\v..ia,· and,. to a lesser extent,· Uestern Australia), to 

Ne\oi- Zealand, 1o Canada, to Ne;lfoundlail.d, to Natal and t6 the Cape Province in 

· · South .P.frica. The poli tical• ·condition of these colonies was One of· full internal 

self,..goverriment, subject to a rarely-used veto from London •. In external affairs 

they had no independent status ; for purposes or' intenwtional law they were parts 

of the British · Empire, V~hich in turn was regarded as part of the unitary United 

Kingdom. Each 1qas hungry for people and capital from Britain ; each had problems 

on its borders or around its shores v1hich demanded special· attention from the 

· Briti~h government in its relatio;1S with foreign countries. Thus; while each was 

·.··subordinate to B:dtnin and could not assert a foreign policy -of its own (except 

·in the sphsre of trade policy), each· ~ms developing its o'wn view of the world and 

was anxi6US that the British government should know, and if possible adopt, this 

View in appropr:iate situati-ons. ~leans of consultation were found in the 6olonial 

· C'onference of' the 1880's. After the turn of the 20th century, with ·che coi1solida

t:ion of 'the J,ustrai±an and South African colonies into single states; the arrange-

ments became formdized in a body called the Imperial Conference, which met regu

larly to discuss questions of defence, trade( foreign policy and ·mutual.co~opera

tion in technical matters such as communications, This body is the lineal ances

tor of the present meetings of Commom1eal th Prime l~inis ters. _It c.ontinued to meet 

··until 1937 a further meeting in 1946 may be regarded as its final expression, 

So far as form is concerned, the Imperial· Conference meetings were very 

like those of today : they were held. in London, the British Prime 11inister presi

ded,· they vrere attended by the Prime i'linist~rs of the "Dorilinions" (as the self-
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governi1~ colonies began to be called in 1907), and the emphasis was placed. upon 

discussion rather than decision, In the matter of status, however, changes occur

red during the period of the Imperial Conference ~rhich altered the relative posi

tion of Britain and the Dominions 311d enabled the post-\lorld Har II expansion of 

the Corrmonwealth to take place smoothly, The participation of the Donrinions and 

India: in \'/orld 'liar I, and their consequent signature of the Versailles Treaty and 

membership of the League of Nations, emphaeized the anomaly of the orthodox view 

that, as legal entities, they were simply portions of "the British Empire", which 

was an extension of the British Crown, In the 1920's opposition to this orthodoxy 

was particularly strong in South Africa, Canada and the Irish Free State, In con

sequence, the British. government enunciated at the 1926 Conference, and put in 

legal form in the Statute of 1/estminster of. 1931, the new doctrine the.t the Domin

ions and Britain, while portions of the British Empire, vrere equal in status, in 

no IVay subordinate one to another in any aspect of their domestic or external 

affairs, though unite.d by a common allegiance to the Crovm, and freely associated 

as members of the British Commomrealth of Nations, Such an interpretation enabled 

Ireland to be neutral in \lorld \Jar II, Can"tda to declare vrar at a different time 

from Britain, and Australia to declare ~rar on countries vrith vrhichBritain was not 

at 1mr, There could be no clearer demonstration that the condition of a Dominion 

was one of independence, Thus, when Pakiste~ and India became independent in 1947, 

their leaders ~rere prepared to accept the legal stCltus of Dominions, It only rem

ained thereafter to do some juggling of the doctrine in order to accommodate repu

blics within the Cormnomrealth (by accepting the British ~lonarch, not the Crown, as 

a symi>ol of free association between members, not as an object of allegiance) 1 and 

. the way. was clear for the membership of more and more Mrican and Asian states, as 

these gained their independence, 

THE COMMONHEALTH SYSTEM 

As the Gommon~Vealth operates, it is characterised by hClrdly an;y rules 

and obligations, but also by the presence of symbols and practices ~rhich serve as 

indications that the a·ssociation exists, The list -is roughly as follows : 

. a) The Queen is the symboi of tile free association betWeen the me~bers, 

I 

' 
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Acceptance of ·this symbol is necessary for membership, The Queen has no legal 

responsibility for· the Commonwealth as a whole, and no pe.rt in the constitutions 

of those members which e.re republics or electoral mon2.rchies. "The Grown" 111:cs 

·no meaning in relation to the Commomrealth as a >rho le. 

b) Meetings of Commonwealth Prime !!Jinisters and Presidents are held ir

regularly, So far, all have been held in London· and been chaired by the Bri~ish 

Prime Ninister• The meetings issue communiques about the members' joint views on 

the world, decide on the entry of new members, and sometimes agree· to the setting 

up of schemes for co-operation in such fields as education, 

c) Commonwealth member-states do not accredit Ambassadors to one another, 

but call their envoys High Coinmissioners ; these enjoy ambassadorial status, ·The 

·practice, which began because of the reluctance of proponents of the' theory of a 

unitary· Crown to agree that the l~onarch could accredit ambassadors to himself; is 

now retained as a sort of badge of Commom;eal th relations, 

d) The British government is the only one' in the Commom;ealth to operate 

a special department ·for Commonwealth Relations, although some other members have 

corresponding sections in their departments of External Affairs, The Commonwealth 

Relations· Office in London sends out a flood of telegrams to Commonwealth members, 

to'appraise them of British policy and seek their views, There is alsO a· goOd deal 

of consultation between Prime lfJinisters, >ri thout the intervention of their ~linisters 

for External Affairs, In general, it is claimed that' Commonwealth members have a 

less formal relationship ~rith one c·.nother than >Jith no-Commonwealth states, This 

varies from mmber to member, But it is clearly the intention of the British·go

·vernment to encourage such a practice aherever possible, 

e) The rules· are miaimal. I can discern only three : that initial mem

bership of the' Commomiealth does not become automatic upon a former British c6lo

riy's obtaining irtclependence~ but must be requested from the existing members ; 

that the Queen mtist b~· recogni.sed as a symbol of free association ; imd that, when 

·;, member' changes frorii monarchical to republican status, the fact mu.St be notified 

to tli~ other members. 'rhere is a vague obligation to inform other members of ac

tions ~ihich might nffect them •. At various times it.lllis been asserted that Coinmon

>realth members ought to be disti~shed by their observance of democracy or· of 
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the rule of lmq,. but these are pious hopes, not rules. The feeling against So)lth 

Africa in 1961 suggests that members practising blatant racial discrimination may 

not be ~1e lcome. 

f) There are no obligations, except to observe the rules just mentioned. 

g) It is c;;stomary for Commonueal th members to meet informally at the 

U.N. headCJ.uarters in New York, in order to discuss events and tell one another ,qhat 

lines they propose to follow. 

There is no Commomrealth constitution ; no secretarint. exists beh18en 

meetings and the operation of the relationship depends _very much upon the cir-

cumstances of the time and the inclinations of the various members. Such a state 

of affairs should be credited not solely to British pragmntism, but also to the 

fact that, since the Commomrenlth entails no onerous obligo.tions in money, men, 
' promises or time, it is easy for new members to agree to, It v1ould probably have 

~cen impossible to persuade so many Afro-Asian states to join the Commonwealth if 

this· had not been the case. However, one final point of orga;1isation is that the 

example of South Africa suggests that a roember could be expelled from the Common

wealth if its behaviour displeased a large majority of other members, South Africa 

left of its own accord, but the possibility of its expulsion was a real one, The 

expulsion would have taken place, not because any known rules had been broken, but 

because. the balance of political forces ar.~ongst Commomveal th members had tipped 

against white domination. 

_BACKGROUND 

,The durability of the Commomrealth is not umlerstandable simply by refe

rence to its symbols &~d practices. It must be seen against the background of a 

ne~rork of contacts be~veen Britain mad its former dependencies. Some of these are 

matters of language : apart from the United States, the .Commonwealth countr~es are 

. the principal speakers of English, ~1ith all that tl1is implies in terms of litera-

ture and distinctive ways of expression. Others are 11atters of law and government: 

British legal, parliamentary and civil service practices have made a deep impression 

on_all the other members. Some relate to religion, sport and relaxation : such 

institutions as cricket and the Anglican church are widespread, Others again are 
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matters of education : Britain had a considerable impact upon the sys terns of school, 

university and professional education of ·all the members, and numerous ties still 

exist. ~'here are also substontEl economic ties,, By ·far the greater part of Bri

tish overseas investment is in c·ommonweal th countries, which are accustomed in the 

main to hold their international reserves in sterling, Trade with Britain is signi

ficant i!l. all cases, being underpinned in regard to certairt prbdilcts by the .remains 

of preferential arrangements entered into at Ottmm in 1932. \lith the exception of 

·•· Canada, all Commom;ealth countries look first to Britain for development capital 

from abroad. 

·Such contacts as ·fuese reinforce one anothero Political consu:Lte.tion 

fits easily runongst them, It is aided by meetings of officials to discuss various 

technical llliitters, by ·meetings of' the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, and 

by the activities of a great many voluntary bodies. As with all Commonwealth relat

ionships, the' system is bi-lateral rather than multi-latere~, in the sense that 

· each member has more to do 1d th Britain than vli th any other p1U't of the Commonwealth. 

It emphasises the f~ct that the Commonwealth has arisen because of the members 1 past 

connections ;1i th ·ilri tain, and survives largely becnuse of the ·continued strength of 

these· connections, It should· be noted, ho;1ever, that the relationship is at no 

point that of mc.ster ahd servent. TJ.1e ·British -are toO conscious of the other forces 

at work in the Norld to 'tcttempt to ccominate · their associates in the Commonwealth. 

· References' to "neo-colonialism" in this connect:'.on-are wide of the mark,- The:Brit

ishgove~nment 1dshes to pl·eserire the Commonwealth e.s oil insti tutionr because oto do 

' ~o is' to Uil.aerline the importwce of the British connection vli th each member, and 

also to stress the free association which they have vri t'o one another, If former 

colonies refused consistently to join the Comrnom1ealth, or left it i,-, a huff, this 

.would rebound severely upon the British reputation for peaceful and sincere de-colo-
. , -- ,' '. .- .. _, , . I .... 

nisation, Britain's status in internatiorul politics depends to so11leext~nt upon 

itsca_;>acity toke<Jpin intimate touch with countries in Asia 'B.rid Africa ; if they 

. do .not ~<ish to continue i~ such a relationship. Bri'tain has little or no means of 
...• ~ 

<;tltering their vie~1s •. The point can be illustrated from the examples of Bu.:rffia, 

I;aq, and the. Sudan, wi'th allof which Britain had military agreement~ on their at-
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tainment of independence ; none of these agreements has survived, and none of the 

three countries is in in the Commonwealth. But British relations 1rith each of the 

three countries, while tenuous,.have not been embittered, and there has been no 

attempt to apply any sort of discipline to them, 

COHESION OF THE COMMOW.llliiLTH 

It is a matter of discussion 1·1hether the Commonwealth possesses any "unity" 

or "cohesion", and, if so, hov1 much, On the whole, little effort is· novr made to 

assert a unity of outlook runongst Commonwealth countries, although vestiges of the 

assumptions of the early Dominion period are occasionally to be found·, However, 

it is possible to find evidence of occasional cohesion on particular matters, The 

Prime.Ministers' communiques sometimGs include questions of substance on which agre

eDent has been reached, as with .their references to disarmament in 1961, These 

are cases in ><hich the intere:sts of Common><ealth members have coincided for the 

time being, Again, there ~xe the informal discussions at the U,N,, in which, while 

no attempt.is made to achieve agreement, there is an implicit understanding that 

· the.U,N, should be kept going ond that Commom1ealth members, ><hile disagreeing, 

:should notify one onother of their disagreements before announcing them in public. 

There has also been considerable cohesion in the ~:f.st in financial lllatters, espec

ially during the period of dollar shortage in the 1950's, 1qhen the gold and dollar 

reserves of the sterling area had to be husbanded by joint action between central 

banks, .The fact that Britain giveo the first place to Collli."'OU>Tealth countries and 

colonies. in organising its foreign aid and its export of capital is a source of 

cohesion, as is the technical help 1;hich Britain extends to a number of members. 

Once the effort to establish a common foreign or defence policy haS been 

given up (as it had been, in the Cocm10mvealth, by about 1949), it is not difficult 

for countries with unofficial and traditional ties to find things to discuss in an 

amicable fashion, This is now the case><ith the 'common><ealth, It would be fair to 

say that the British government seeks opportunities for co-operation wherever these 

might exist,. either as general Commonwealth schemes (as in the current· scholarships 

.scheme) or as bi-lateral arrangements with individual Commonwealth countries. In 

the latter category fall the defence agreements which Britain has with some of the 

) 
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members. These range from a full-scale treaty, as in the case of l·lalaysia, through 

co-operation for defence research and training, as vrith Australia, to occasional 

help with specific probleras, as with India, Actual alliances can be said·to exist 

only· with Canada,.' Australia, New Zealand,· Pakistan and ~lalnysia; but of these only 

the lhlaysian agr~ement ( v1hich Australia and New Zealand endorse) is capable of 

being called a· Common~malth agreement, since all the others involve other countries 

as well, Britain's alliance with Canada is in NJ,TO, with Pakistan in CENTO and 

SEATO, and with Australia and New Zealand in SEATO, 

My point in mentioning the military arrBngements which Britain has with 

certain other Commomve2.lth members is m t that there is general agreement on milita-,. 

ry matters throughout the association (this is not so), but that there is little, 

if any, objection from other Conm1bmmal tl). members to these arrangements, Hhere 

Commonwealth members have objected to others taking part in alliances, it has usual

ly been on grounds of involvement in the Cold \lar (as in the case of Indian objec-
. . ' ! 

tions to SEi<TO) and particularly in regccrd to alliance vli th the U,S,A, Even the 

neutralist members of the Commomreal th have seen little to complain about in Bri

tain's military.connections with their fellows. 
2 

It is a form of cohesion that 

bi-lateral military connections vli thin the Commonwealth are regarded vli th less sus

picion than those inade by other states with France, the U,S,A, or the Soviet Union, 

LACK OF COHESION 

The lack of cohesion bet;reen Cotmnomrealth members' foreign policies is 

apparent to any observer at the U,N. The Commonwealth displays nothing like the 

same customary ynanimity as the Latin American bloc. Britain, Australia, New Zea~ 

land mid Canada are usually on the same side, though some may abstain v1hile others 

vote in a particular direction. These four countr~es will nearly always be found 

in opposition to the Communist states. The remaining members of the Commonwealth 

are usually to be found in whatever posture distinguishes the Afro-Asirui bloc on the 

particular issue, No Commonwealth country consistently votes with the Collllliunist 

' states, The two major issues on which Commonwealth members have differed have been 

the Cold vlar (1nth its lineup of blocs 'and alliances) and colonialism, 

2,- India and Pakistan, ~d Nigeria a!1d Ghana, are eix~ples of Commonwealth members 
which live in a stcte of mutual suspicion. In both cases each is c'oncerned' · 
about British aid to the other, The British policy, on the .<~hole, has been to 
try not to discriminate in practice between them, 
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The normal posture of the Afro-Asian members is neutralism, though this 

has become rather less absolute since the Sino-Indian conflict began, India, the 

member which set the ,tone for later members 1 enunciation of neutralism, has become 

less dowright about it. Halaysia, a newer lisian member, has remained firmly anti

Communist in any context involving Commu."list China. Sierra Leone and Nigeria have 

been moderating forces upon the anti-,\Iestern declamntion of Ghana, Jamaica and Tri

nidad are not automatically neutralist. Nevertheless, no Commo11wealth member .except 

· Britain, Canada, Australia and New. Zealand has rMged itself wholeheartedly upon the 

Ainerican· side in Cold Vlar issues, This situation arouses little concern within the 

Commom;ealth.· The members have been living with it for much more.than a decade ; it 

has become a fact of life, There has been little inclination on the part of Britain 

to adopt the Dullesian kind of demand that all Commonueal th members stand up and be 

counted on the E!!lti-Communist side. Instead, inuch has been made of the fact that 

the Cornmom;eal th contains not only countries from different continents with diffe

rent ethnic backgrotcnds, but also cottntries which are neutralist and those which are 

strongly committed, A basic hck of cohesion has thus become an opportunity to ex

tol the Cornmommalth as something different from, and by implication either additio

nal to or better 'than, more cohesive intermtional associations. 

On the colonialism issue (with >~hich we may link the issue of racial die

crimina tion in South Africa dnd else~<here) the situation h..'1S been somewhat similar, 

The Commonwealth countries have usuc:lly been divided into two groups on the same 

lines as on Cold Har g_uestions, 1dth the exception that Canada hns been less· firmly 

attached to Britain, Australia, and New Zealand ; each of these three has dependen

cies of its ow, and has had to r~ the gauntlet of criticism in the Trusteeship 

Council as well as in cornmi ttees of the General Assembly. :)hile South Africa was 

a member of the Commonwealth, it suffered even more criticism than the other three, 

since its position c;as much.more Uncompromising and it showed no readiness to take 

advice, Its assertion of its sovereign rights was a constant source of embarrass

ment to the other three, Since they were pursuing policies of gradual de-colonisa

tion, they did not wish to be identified ;Ti th such an unpopular partner ; at the 

same time, they felt obliged for their o;m purposes to make the same assertions 

about domestic jurisdiction as South Africa. The other Co~onwealth countries cou~d 
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'afford ·.to denounce British coloninlism in the comforting knowledge that it, would 

. not·last 'i their complaints never achieved the same c,oncentrated force as similar 

complaints against France, Portugal, the Netherlands and South Africa, 

On most issues of foreigri policy not involving the Cold liar or the. colon

ial issuer 'Britain has usually had either the tacit support or the tacit abote.ntion 

from cri ti'cism cif most other Corinnommalth members; This was not the oas.e in two 

special instances the Suez· affair 6f 1956 and the proposal for British entry into 

· the E;E;C. of 1962. The first fotmd the Commonwealth countries bitterly divided, 

while the second found·all the·overseas Countries criticising the British decision, 

In neither case, however, were there any withdrawals from the Commonwealth, 

A SUJilliJilRY J\liD SOI"IE CO~.PARISONS . 

----------------------. -- . 
The Co~nomrealth is. essentially a loose .association of states, held toge-

ther by the ~ffects of past experience,. and dernD.ndinglittle of its members• rt is 

doubtful whether the association would continue if Britain did not give such atten

tion to promoting it and persuading the mmnbers thnt it is i\rorth retaining. v/hile 
·.-. . . . 

no ~emb~r is dep~ndent upon Britain either politically or militar:l.ly, 3 an''e;ccept 
._·;- . . .. ,' ,._ . ',. ' . . . 

Canada are economically dependent to some extent, in 'that their prosperity arid the 
~ ~ ; ' -...... ·' . 
pattern of their trade can be influenced by Dri tish O.ction. . All riJ±airi the network 

of contacts with Britain mentioned eD.rlier ; these constitute· riot so much.· dependency 

·as: unofficial reinforcement of· existing insti.tuticns, ~b tional leaders find the Lon

don ineehhgi;F c:tmgenial. Some (notably the Canadians) ;telcome the opportunities 

·whicli'commoriwealth membership gives them to I:k"tka effective contact with new nations 

in other c··Jntl.!ients ;' others seem net' to care much· about this, but to· stay in the 

Commohwe·aith: horn habit ;'others again (i10tably .Pakistan) seem to· remain in order 

to counteract the i~fluence of other members of >~hich they. are suspicious. Since 

" no a tteinpt is made to swing all members into line behind particular. policies on 

·.divisive issU:es, it is possible for these various groups to remain in .concert mth 

one another; It suits 'their convenience to do so. The Commonwealth c,ould, if its 

.. 3.- With the exception ·of IIJalaysia, v1hich is at present heavily dependent upon 
Britain for military defence against Indonesia. However, this situation is 
not necessarily permanent. 
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members vrished, take common action ; but there must be fe1q things ~Vhich the members 

could achieve, and 1;ould ~Vish to achieve, only by common action in the Commomqealth, 

Each is involved in a netvqork of other associations from which it can pick the ap

propriate venue for n particular aim. There is in fact little need for common act;... 

ion, if ~Ve are to take the purposes of the individual members as the test of need. 

But if vre take the preservation of the Comwonwealth itself as the test, it is pos

sible to argue that, unless common action is taken sometimes and succeeds in drama

tising the Commomqeal th as an entity in its ovm right, the Commonwealth may die of 

inanition, So far, the member states have shown little inclination to take common 

action on any other ground tlw.n their ovm individua~ interests, 

Some comparison has dready been made behreen the Commomqeal th and other 

examples of post-colonial relationships. However, such comparisons are probably 

relevant only in the immediate post-colonial situation, in <rhich SO>le oachinery is 

needed to adjust relations at the level of sovereign status, and to restore connec

tions 1;hich oay have been strained during the independence period. Once this si tu

ation is established (as it has now been for ;:any years for oast Coooonwealth nen

bers), the forner colonial relationship is not politically important, and connec

tion betvqeen the forner colonial p01;er and its ex-colonies oust be judged in the 

· '.- saLJe terns as any other foro of international association. As an organisation, 

·· how does the Cownonwealth compare ,;i th other international bodies ? 

Cooparison with the U,N, involves nuch contrast, The U.N., envisaged as 

a general security agency, has now becone a forun for the pursuit of international 

political issues and a neans of recruitment of support ~<hen particular issues arise. 

It is also a neans of tackling awklmrd international problens, such as the Congo, 

when no clear responsibility falls upon one or nore of ihe mjor powers,· It is 

also distinguished by a nassive secretariat and by a U,N. "presence" which can be 

oanifested in a given part of the 1;orld, The CoLnJonwealth lacks all these charac

teristics.except that of a means of recruitnent of support for particular countries' 

policies, In this regexd it operates indirectly and without the publicity of the 

U.N. The two are not the sane kind of body. 

There are, ho;rever, sone U.N, bodies 1d th· which comparison cight be closer 

than with the U.H. itself, ECAFE, for exanple, has something in co=on with the 

< 
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CocuJom;ealth in its enphasis upon mutual discussion rather than joint action, and 

its adoption of the occasional joint project (such as the Asian Highvmy) as a 

u1eans of drana tising its existence ( cf, the Counonwealth scholarships schene and 

the Cor,monwealth telephone cable links), Nevertheless, the existence of a subs

tantial ECAFE secretarie,t, ;;hich attenpts to steer the Cotlnission in particular 

directions, nilitates against a parallel ~>ith the CO!ilDOm;ealth ; ~>hile it is true 

that the C.H.,O, in London discreetly atteopts this sort of role, its activities 

are not cooparable, I~oreover, the presence in ECilFE of pm;ers on different sides 

in the Cold \lar has given it a different tone froo the CoiDomrealth's, 

There is little advantage to be gained fron cooparing the ComJonwealth 

1;ith alliances such as NATO or SEATO : its purpose (if one can be divined) is not 

military action, and it is not eet up with any particular enemy in mind, as allian

ces are. To the extent that the terLJ "entente" stands halfway between an "alliance'' 

and "good re:..ations", 4 it might be applied to the CoLmon~>ealth, except that 

India and Pakistan can hardly be said to enjoy even "good relations", 

Perhaps the nearest comparisons with the CoDBomrealth are provided by 

such bodies as the Organisation of Ar1erican States and the Nordic Council, ~>hich 

are essentially consultative in their operation. But, .apart froLJ the problem of 

coraparing an association ~>hich has no obvious constitution with others of which 

this is a chare.cteristic, there is the difficulty that these others are essential

ly regional in chargcter, arising frorJ the needs and aims of states in a geographi

cal area 1;hich provides theLl ~>i th cocmon dangers and probleLJs from neighbours, with 

certain COl:Jnon econonic problems, and 1;ith siDilari ties of cultural ru1d economic 

development, These particular aspects ere absent froo the CoclL!onwealth, 1;hich is 

emphatically non-r.egional in its operations. Certain ConnomJeeilth members in the 

same regions, such as India and Pakistan, ®d Ghana and Nigeria, displo;y the very 

opposite of the ;;ish to co-operate on regiollCil issues. The ComBomrealth, it seems, 

is sui generis, 

4,- Harold Nicholson, Diplomacy (London, 1952), p. 235. 
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1. In basic character, the Commomvcalth of i''ations is an association of ex-co
lonies with the former colonial pc>~ er ; as such, its nGarest comparisons are 
with the arrangGm<mts attemptad between Franco, the Netherlands, the USA and 
their former colonies in each instance. 

2. In origin, it is the product of thG rc;lations of Britain with a particular 
group of ex-coloniGs, the so-callGd "~<hi to dominions". 

3, In operation, it is characterised by : 
a. certain symbols (Queen, Prime Ministers 1 meetings, use of High Cornmissio

ners, 'Commonwealth system') ; 
b. minimal rules (relating only to initial mombership and to conversion to 

republican status) ; 
c. minimal obligations (merely 'to consult'); 
d, lack of a secretariat ; 
e. informality of discussion ; 
f. special British machinery through Commonwealth Relations Office ; 
g. the possibility of expulsion, 

4. In its background, it must be seen against the network of contacts between 
Britain and the other members, in trade, investment, language, education, reli
gion, administrative practices, legal systGms, etc. 

5. In the context of world politics, it show cohesion in 
a. occasional pronouncements from Prime Ministers 1 meetings 
b. informal dis cussioilS at the U. N. ; 
c. trade and financial links, through Commonwealth preference and remains 

of Sterling Area ; 
d. schemes for educational and economic aid 
e. various bilateral military connections. 

6. In the same context, it sho1vs lack of cohesion in 
a. the Cold War context ;' 
b. membership of blocs and alliances 
c~ action in wars ; 
d. the colonialism issue. 

7. Thus, it is essentially a loose association, hold together by a degree of 
common experience, largely dependent on promotional efforts by the former colo
nial power, capable of comrnon action but normally undesirous of ~ t, with few 
recognisable common institutions but with certain symbolic connections. Note 
the differences from the UN, OAS, S~ATO, ~CAFE, etc. 
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RESUME 

1. Quant a sa nature, le Comrnom<eal th est une association entre d' anciennes 
colonies et l 1 ancienne puissance colonisatrice; il presente des analogies a
vac les structures etablies entre la France, les Pays-Bas et les Etats-Unis et 
les anciennes ·colonies de chacune de ces puissancese 

2. Quant a son origins, il est le pro dui t des rapports .:mtre la Grande-BrGtagne 
et un groupe particulier d 1 anciennes colonies 9 lGs 11 dominions blancs 11 • 

3• Quant a son fonctionnement, il est caracterise par : 
a. certains symboles (Reine, reunions des premiers rninistres, Hauts Comrnis

saires, "systeme du Commonwealth") 9 
b. un tres petit nombre de regles (conc,srnant seulement l'admission et l'a-

doption d 1un regime republicain) ' 
Co des obligations tres re dui tes (unig_uemGn t celle dG "consulter") 9 
d. l'absence d 1 un secretariat ; 
e. le caractere non-offi ciel des discussions ; 
f. un appareil administratif bri tannig_ue, le Comrnonweal th Relations Office 
g. la possibili te de l' exclusion. 

4. Quant a son arriere-plan, il faut prendre en consideration le reseau de 
contacts existant entre la Grande-Bretagne et les autres mernbres du Commonwealth 
en mati6re de commercer~ d'investissemonts, de langue commune, d 1 enseignement, de 
religion, de pratig_ues administratives,de systemes juridig_ues etc •• 

5· Dans le cadre de la poli tig_ue mondiale, lG Commonwealth rnontre sa <Johesion 
dans 

ao des textes 8manant des reunions des premiers ministres 9 
b. des discussioi1s non-officielles aux Nations Unies ; 
c. des liens commerciaux et financiers, tels g_uo les prefercmces dans le 

cadre du Commonwealth, et ce g_ui subsists des mecanismes de la Zone 
Sterling ; 

d. des plans d 1 aide en t1atiere d'education ot d'econornie ; 
e. divers liens rnilitaires bilateraux. 

:Of 6. Dans le m~me cadrG, le Commonwealth rnontre son mangue de cohesion dans 
a. le contexts de la Guerre Froide 

( b. 1 1 appartenance a des bloCS et a des alliances 
c. les attitudes vis-a-vis des guerres 
d. le problems du colonianisme. 

7. Le Commonwaal th est done, pour l' ossentiQJ., uno association tres lache, dont 
les liens decoulent d'une certaine experience commune, dependant en grande par
tie des efforts faits par l' ancienne puissanc,3 colonisatrice. Il est capable 
d 1 actions communes, mais ne las souhaite normalement pas, et ne poss8de qu 1un 
petit nornbre d'institutions communes, tout en conservant certains liens de va
leur symbolig_ue. Le Commonwealth presento ainsi dGs differences avec les Nations 
Un.ies, l'Organisation d0s Etats arnericains, l'OTASE, l';~CAFJ:, etc. 
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THE COJiJHONiiEALTH OF NATIONS 

. by J .D,B,c iiJILLER 

Professor of International Relations 
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The Connonueal th of Nations is difficult to discuss in precise terms 1 

since.no date ca11 be set for its inception, it bns no secretariat or other staff, 

it has no written constitution, no member pays dues, and the members admit to 

hsving very little in common, Nevertheless, although there are arguments about 

whether it is important or effective or being distorted from its orii;i.nal pur

poses or a means of colonialist domination, no-one· disputes that it exists. 

BASIC CHARACTER 

In basic chcc.rc:cter, the Commonwealth of Nations (formerly calle.d the 
. ..,,' . . ~ . 

. British Commonwealth of Nations:; the adjective "British" was tacitly dropped when 

membership was >videned to take in India, Pakistan and Ceylon) is an association 

of ex-colonies with the country tvi1ich was once in charge of them, It is generally 

recognized that only sovereign states can be members of the Commonwealth, and that .. . . - . ' 

self-goyerning colonies, such as Southern Rhodesia, CM be admitted to meetings of 

Connonweal th Prime hinisters only by invitation as. observers, The British Common

w~alth Relations Office was set up specifically (as the Dominions Office) to handle 

Britain's contacts with former co:J.onies llhich, having gained sovereign status, were 

no longer properly the concern of the Colonial Office, Since iJorld Uar II, an in

vitation to attend a Commonwealth Prime ~h11isters 1 meeting has been one of the 

symbols of independence for ne'" nations on their ceo.sing to be colonies. 

_As ruJ. a~socintion betv1een ~ formGr i~p.e~ial :pm.;er and its ex9-epcnd.encies, 

the nearest comparisons one can fincl ui th the Commom<eal th are with the arrange

ments made between other impericcl povrers, such as France, the Netherlands, and the 

U,S,A, 1 and their former colonies, Taking these in reverse order, we can sa:y thst 

the existing arrangements .between the U,S,A, and the Philippines are not unlike 

those between Britain 011d so~e (but not all) other Commonwealth members : the sys

tem Of favoured :trade in certain CODnnOdi tieS and of special nJiii-fary arran,iments 

is similar to that which exists between Britain and }lalaysia, though not between 
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Britain ru1d Ghana. Houever, whereas the U,S,A, has only one ex-colony in this 

sort of relationship, Britain has_ 15 or 16, The U,S, system is essentially 

bi-lateral, the British multi-lateral, with a variety of complications and special 

arrangements which are necessarily absent from the U.S, one. Also, the US-Philip

pines relationship is essentially a treaty relationship, Nith all its details 

-stated in black and white ; in this it differs from the informal Commomreal th 

system, in l•rhich certain relationships of Britain w"i th particular ex-colonies 

are governed by treaty, but much else is left to informal consultation. 

The Dutch-Indonesian Union was too short-lived for comparisons to be made effecti

vely with the Comrnomrealth, though the idea of h10 sovereign states joined by a 

single constitutional monarch and enga5"ing in periodic consultation clearly owed 

something to the Commom18al th model, The Cormmxni ty set up in the Constitution 

of the Fifth French Republic had rather less in common with the Commonwealth, sine~ 

;,hile it envisaged considerable autonomy for- the overcoas territori-es, it still_ 

kept them Nithin the close control of- a variety of institutions designed to empha

sise French hegemony. The actual relations ;,hich exist no>r beween France and the 

former French colonies in Africa south of the Sahara have a good deal in common 

with the way in ;,hich British relations are carried on with recently independent 

states such as Kenya and Sierra Leone ; nevertheless, the degree of dependence 

upon France for finance and favoured trade nnkes the general relationship very 

different from that ;,hich exists behreen Britain -:'. the one hand and C2.1i.ada or 

Australia or India_ or Ghcna on the other. 

It can be said, then, that, while the fact of association betueen a 

former colonial power 1md its ex-colonies provides the basic characteristic of the 

Commonwealth, the actual form of the association is different from what has eventua

ted in other similar cases. i!oreover, the Commomreo.lth example is the most subs

-tantial in terms of the number of states involved, and the most successful in that 

very few ex~colonies have not accepted it (they include Palestine, Jordan, Iraq, 

the Sudan, and Burma) 1 while only the Republic of Ireland and South Africa have 

--1.- Here I have useda fctirly free definition of "colony". Jordan and Iraq, which 
Here British mandates, 11ere ahrays envisaged as independent Arab states, though 
this ~10ulcl "ot necessarily have prevented their becoming -Corwuomrealth members. 
The politics of the Arab erorld ensured that they, the Sudan and Israel, for 
different reasons, did not enter the Common;,ealth. Burma was formally included 
for a brief period, but never took part in the general Commonwealth system. 

• 
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given up their membership after participating in the general system of Commomrealth 

relations. Some sixteen states remain members, spreading over ·aU 

cepf South· America.· 

ORIGINS-

continents ex-

I 

Given the special chare.cter· of the Collllllomrealth, it may be appropriate 

to indicate hovr it began, It is the product of the relations of Britain vrith 

··a particular group of colonies, those vrhich ~rere settled by vrhi te men and knoVlll 

···as' "self-governing". In the latter part of the nineteenth century this descrip

·tton applied to the six colonies of Australia (Nevr South \/ales, Victoria, South 

Australia, QUeensland, Tasmania,· and,· to a lesser extent, Uestern Australia), to 

Ne'W Zealand, io CaM.da, to Ne1d'oundland, to Natal and to the Cape Province in 

South Africa.' The potitical:. condition of these colonies-vras One of full internal 

self-govenunent, subject to a rarely-used veto from London. In external affairs 

tiiey had no independent status ; for purposes or' international law they vrere parts 

of the British Ewpire, which in turn vras regarded as part of the unitary United 

· ·Kingdom. Each 1ras hungry for people and· capital from Britain ; each .had problems 

on its borders or around its shores vrhich demanded special attention from the 

·British government in its relatioi1s vri th foreign countries •. Thus, while e.~ch was 

· subordinate to B:ritmn and could not assert a foreign policy -of its own (except 

in the sphilre of. trade policy), each was developing its own view of the world and 

was an:xi<lus that the British government should knovr, and if possible adopt, this 

View' in· appropr{.ate situations, Neans of consultation were found in the Solonial 

: C'anference of the 188b' s; After the turn of the 20th centUry, vrith ·che consolida

tJ:on of 'the Australian and South African colonies into single states; the arrange-

.· merits became foi'Illillized i!l a body called the Imperial Conference, which met regu

larly to discuss questions of defence, trade 1· fOreign policy and ·mutual_co-'opera

tion in technical matters such as communications. This body is the lineal ances

tor of the present meetings of Commomrealth Prime lV!ini,ster:s. It c.ontinued to meet 

until 1937 ; a further meeting in 1946 may be regarded as its final expression, 

So fa~ as .f~rm is c6nce~ecl, the Impenal Conference ~eetings were very 

like those of today : they were held. in London, the Bn tish Prime II!:Lnister presi

ded,- they were attended by the Prime l'linist~rs of the ''Doniinions" (as the self-
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governing colonies_ began to be called in 1907), and the emphasis was placed \lPOn 

discussion rather than decision, In the matter of status, however, changes occur

red during the period of the Imperial Conference vrhich altered the relative posi

tion of Britain and the Dominions and enabled the post-Horld \Jar II expansion of 

the Comruonwealth to take place smoothly, The participation. of the Dominions and 

India_ in Horld vlar I, and their consequent signature of the Versailles Treaty and 

membership of the League of Natioll.s, emphasized the anomaly of the orthodox view 

that, as legal entities, they were simply portions of "the British Empire", which 

was an extension of the British Crown. In the 1920's opposition to this orthodoxy 

was particularly strong in South Africa, Canada and the Irish Free State. In con

sequence, the British_ government enunciated at the 1926 Conference, and put in 

legal form in the Statute of 1/estminster of. 1931, the new doctrine that the Domin

ions and Britain, 1-rhile portions of the British Empire, vrere equal in status, in 

no 1-1ay subordinate one to another in any aspect of their domestic or external 

affairs, though united by a comon allegiance to the Crown, and freely associated 

as members of the British ComrGOmJealth of Nations, Such an interpretation enabled 

Ireland to be neutral in \lorld \Jar II, Canada to declare 1mr at a different time 

from Britain, and Australia to declare vrar on countries with t<hich Britain was not 

at ~<ar. There could be no clearer demonstration that the condition of a D.omi1'lion 

was one of independence. Thus, when Pakistan and India became independent in 1947, 

their leaders were prepared to accept the legal status of Dominions. It only rem

ained thereafter to do some juggling of the doctrine in order to acconmodate repu-

. blics within the Commomrealth (by accepting the British 11onarch, not the Crown, as 

.a syml:>ol of free associeotion between members, not as an object of allegiance), and 

.·the way was clear for. the membership of more and more African and Asian states, as 

. the.se gained their independence. 

THE COMMON\IEALTH SYSTEJI! 

As the Commonwealth operates, it is characterised by hi1rdly any_ rules 

and obligations, but also by the presence of symbols and practices which serve as 

indications that the 1isso6iation exists. The list ·is roughly as follows : 

. a) The Queen is the symbol of the free association between the members, 

•. ~· 
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Acceptance of this symbo·l is necessary for membership, The Queen has no legal 

responsibility r'or: the Commonwealth as a ;rho le, and no pe.rt in the constitutions 

of those members ;rhich e.re republics or electoral mon2xchies, "The Crown" ·has 

·no meaning in relation to the Commomrealth as a >rhole. 

b) Meetings of Commonwealth Prime !-!inisters and Presidents are held ir-
' regularly, So far, all have been held in London and been chaired by the Bri'tish 

Prime Ninister< The meetings issue commuaig_ues about the members' joint views on 

the world, decide on the entry of new members, and sometimes agree· to the setting 

· up of schemes for co-operation in such fields as education, 

c)·· Commonwealth member-states do not accredit Ambassadors to one another, 

but call their envoys High Commissioners; these enjoy ambassadorial status, 'The 

·practice, which began because of the re·luctance of proponents of the' theory of a 

unitary· Crown to agree that the l~onarch could accredit ambassadors to himself, is 

now retained as a sort of badge of Commom;eal th relations. 

d) The British government is the only one· in the Commonwealth to operate 

a special department for Conunonwealth Rel2tions, although some other members have 

corresponding sections in their.departments of External Affairs, The Commonwealth 

Relations Office in London sends out a flood of telegrams to Commonwealth members, 

to· appraise them of British policy and seek their vie;rs, Ther c is nlso a good deal 

of consultation between Prime lhnisters, without the intervention of their l'hnisters 

for External Affairs, In general, it is claimed that· Commonwealth members have a 

less formal relationship with one ~.nether thail >rith no-Commonwealth states, This 

varies from mmber to member, But it is clearly the intention of the ·British· go

vernment to encourage such a practice aherever possible, 

e) The rules are rr.inimal, I can discern only three : that initial mem

bership of the' Commom;ealth does not become automatic· upon a former British colo

ny's obtaining independence, but must be requested from the existing members ; 

that the Queen must be' recognised e.s a symbol of free association ; iuid that, when 

;, membe/ changes from monarchical to republican status, the fact must be notified 

to the Other members, 'rli.ere .is a vague obligation to inform other members of ac

tion~ >ihicli might nff~ct them, At various times it.has been asserted thnt Coinmon

>realth members ought to be distinguished by their observance of democracy or. of 
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the rule of lm;, "but these .are pious hopes, not rules. The feeling ngainst South 

Africa in 1961 suggests that members practising blatant racial discrimination may 

not be welcome. 

f) There are no obligations, except to observe the rules just mentioned. 

g) It is customary for Commomrenl th members to meet informally at the 

U.N. headquarters in New York, in order to discuss events and tell one another what 

lines they propose to follow. 

There is no Col!lillom;ealth constitution ; no secretarir1t. exists betvreen 

meetings and the operation of the relationship depends very much upon the cir

CUlilstances of the time and the inclindions of the various members. Such a state 

"of affairs should be credited not solely to British pragmatism, but nlso to the 

fact that, since the Commonwealth entails no onerous oblig2tions in money, men, 
' 

promises or time, it is easy for nev1 members to agree to. It v1ould probably have 

~cen impossible to pers~~de so many Afro-Asian states to join the Commonwealth if 

this had not been the case. However, one final point of orgru1isation is that the 

example of South Africa suggests that a member could be expelled from the Common

wealth if its behaviour displeased a large majority of other members."" South Africa 

left of its own accord, but the possibility of its expulsion was a real one. The 

expulsion would have taken place, not because any known rules had been broken, but 

because"the balance of political forces amongst Commonwealth members had tipped 

against uhi te domination. 

"BaCKGROUND 

"'The durability of the Commomrealth is not unclerstm1dable si;nply by refe

rence to"its symbols '"'"d practices. It must be seen against the background of a 

network of contacts beh;een Britain nnd its former dependencies, .Some of these are 

matters of language : apart from the United States, the Commonuealth"countr:i,es are 

"the principal speakers of J<)nglish, vli th all that this implies in terms of litera-

tur~ and distin,cti ve we.ys of expression.. Others are llla tter$ of law and government: 

British legal, parliamentary and civil service practices have made a deep impression 

"on" all the other members. Some relate to religion, sport and .relaxation : such 

institutions as cricket and the Anglican church are widespread, Others again are 
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matters o:f ·education : Britain had a considerable impact upon the systems of school, 

universi-Gy and professional education of 'all the members, and numerous ties still 

exist. ~'here are also substMti.~.l economic ties,. By far the greater part of Bri

tish overseas investment is in ~ommonwealth cotmtries, which are accustomed in the 

main to hold their international reserves in sterling. Trade with Britain is signi

ficant in. all cases, being underpinned in regard to certain products by the remains 

of preferential arrnngements entered into at Otta~Ta in 1932, \Jith the exception of 

·•· Canada, all Colll!ilonwealth countries look first to Britain for development capital 

from abroad, 

·Such contacts as these reiriforce one another, Political consultation 

fits easily amongst them, It is aided by meetings of of:ficials ·to discuss vil.rious 

technical mitters, by meetings of the Colll!ilonwealth Parliamentary Association, and 
.. : 

by the activities of a great many voluntary bodies,· As with all Commonw·ealth relat-

ionships, the' system is bi-lateral ro.ther thm1 multi-lateral; in the sense that 

·each member hns more to do with Britain· than vrith any other pnrt of the Commonwealth. 

It emphasises the. f:cct that the Cominonwealth liD.s il.risen because of the members' past 

connections with ·Britain, and survives largely· bect1use of the ·continued strength of 

these connections. It should be noted, ho;rever, that the relationship is at no 

·point thaJc ·of master nhd ·serVe.nt. Tl1e ·British -are toO conscious of the other forces 

at work in the ;rorld to 'c:ctempt to dor'linate· their associates in the Commonwealth. 

·.Referenbes' to "nee-colonialism" in this connection ·are wide of the mark, - The Brit-

.isli 'goverrunent Nishes to pccserve the Commonwealth as an :institution,- beccmse to do 

~o· is' to. underline the imporknce of the Dritish com1ection vr:ith each member, and 

also to. stress the free association 1;hich they have Hi th one another, If former 

coloai~s refused consistently to joi;~ the Cor:!lllommalth, dr left it i:-, a huff, this 

:would rebound .severely upon the British reputation for peaceful and sincere de-cola-
' - ' ;";'' '•' 1 - .. 

. nisation, Britain's status in internatiorul politics depends to sonie extent upon 
.''· ' ' . . . ' - .. 

its ca?acity,to ke7p in intimnte toubh Vlith countries in Asia 'arid Africa; if they 

. do .not Nish to continue iq such a relationship. Britni~ has little or no means of .... " . ' 

altei'ing their vieviSo The point can be illustrated from the examples of BUI'Illa, 

haq_, and the Sudan, with all of 11hich Britain .hcd military agreement~ on their at-
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tainment of independence ; none of these agreements has survived, and none of the 

three colUltries is in in the Commonwealth, But British relations with each of the 

three colUltries, while tenuous,~have not been embittered, and there has been no 

attempt to apply any sort of discipline to them, 

COHESION OF THE CO~TIVIONUEllLTH 

It is a matter of discussion >~hether the Commonwealth possesses any "unity" 

or"cohesion", and, if so,_ hov1 much, On the 1<1hole, little effort is nov1 made to· 

assert a unity of outlook amongst Conunonwealth colllltries, although vestiges of the 

assumptions of the early Dominion period are occasionally to be folUld·, However, 

it is possible to find evidence of occasional cohesion on particular matters, The 

Prime_Ministers' communiques sometimes include questions of substance on which agre

euont has been reached, as with .their references to disarmament in 1961, These 

are cases in which the intere:sts of Commonwealth members have coincided for the 

time being, Again, there are the informal discussions at the U,N,, in 1;hich, while 

no attempt is made to achieve agreement, there is an implicit lUlderstanding that 

·the U,N, should be kept going cJld that Commom1ealth members, while disagreeing, 

. shouJ,d notify one another of their disagreements before annolUlcing them in public, 

There has also been considerable cohesion in the ~ast.in financial matters, espec

ially during the period of dollar shortage in the 1950's, when the gold and dollar 

reserves of the sterling area had to be husband.ed by. joint action between central 

banks, The fact that Britain .give~:: the first ple.ce to Commom1ealth countries and 

colonies in organising its foreign aid and its export of capital is a source of 

cohesion, as is the technical help ~1hich Britain extends to a number of members, 

Once the effort to establish a common foreign or defence policy haa been 

given up (as it had beeri, iri the CotlillOnvlealth, by about 1949), it is not difficult 

for colUltries with unofficial and traditional ties to find things to discuss in an 

amicable fashion, This is now the case with the 'comL10nwealth, It would be fair to 

say that the British government seeks ·opportunities for co-operation wherever these 

might exist, either as general Commonwealth schemes (as in the current scholarships 

scheme) or as bi-latersl arrangements v1ith individual ColDilionwealth colllltries, In 

the latter category fall the defence agreements which Britain has with some of the 
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members. These· range from a full-scale treaty 1 as in the case of r.lalaysia, through 

co-operation for defence research and training, as >~ith Australia, to occasional 

help with specific problems, as with India, Actual alliances can be said to exist 

only with Canada; Austrillia, New Zealand, Pakistan and Nalaysia.; but of these only 

the l1a.laysian aireement (which Australia and New Zealand endorse) is capable of 

being called rJ Common~1ea1th agreement, since all the others involve other countries 

as >lello Britain's alliance 1n th Canada ·is in NATO, >1i th Pakistan in CEliTO and 

SEATO, and with Australia and Ne~< Zealand in SEATO, 

My point in mentioning the mi~itary arrangements which Britc~n has with 

'" . .': :: certain other Commonwealth members is m t that there is general agreement on mili ta

ry matters throughout the association (this is not so), but that there is little, 

if any, objection from other Commonwealth members to these arrangements, 1·Jhere 

Conooonwealth members have objected to others taking part in alliances, it has usual

ly been on grounds of involvement in the Cold \lar (as iJ?- the case of Indian objec

tions to SEATO) and particularly in regard to alliance ;1i th the U,S,A, Even the 

neutralist members of the Comm9nwealth have seen little to complain about in Bri

tain's military.connections with their fellows, 2 It is a form of cohesion that 

bi-lateral military connections within the Commonwealth are regarded with less sus

p:i.cionthan those made by other state's with France, the U,S,i,, or the Soviet Union. 

LACK 0}' COHESION 

The lack of cohesion bet;,een Commonwealth 'members I foreign policies is 

apparent to any observer.at the U,N. The Commoilweal th displays n:c:rthing like the 

same customary yruulimity as the Latin American bloc. Britain; Australia, New Zea

land ruid Canada are usually on the same side, though some may abstain >~hile others 

vote in a particular direction, These four countries 1;ill nearly al>~ays be found 

in opposition to the Communist states, The remaining members of the Commonwealth 

are usually to be found in >lhatever posture distinguishes the Afro-Asinri bloc on the ·, . 

particular issue, , No Commonwealth country consistently \rotes ;rith the Communist 

states, The two major issues on >~hich. Comrnon~<ealth me~bers have differed have been 

the Cold fiar (1n th its lir:eup of blocs and alliances) and colonialism, .· 

2.- India and Pakistan, and Nigeria alld ·Ghana, are· examples of Commom<ealth members 
>~hich live in a stc.te of mutual suspicion. In both bases each is concerned 
about British aid to the other, The British policy, on the ,1;hole, has been to 
try not to discriminate in practice bet>leen them, 
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The normal posture of the Afro-Asiari members is neutralism, though this 

has become rather less absolute since the Sino-Indion conflict began, India, the 

member which set the tone for later t'lembers' enunciation of neutralism, has become 

less downright about it. Nalaysia, a newer lisian member, has remained firmly anti

Communist in any context involving Commu,"list China. Sierra Leone and Nigeria have 

been moderating_ forces upon the anti-c'clestern declamntion of Ghana, Jamnica end Tri

nidad a~e not automatically neutralist. Nevertheless, no Commonwealth member .except 

· Britain, Cllilada, Australia and New Zealand has ranged itself wholeheartedly upon the 

American side in Cold vlar· issues, This si t=tion arouses little concern within the 

Comnonwealth, The members have been living with it for much more.thana decade; it 

has become a fact of life, There has been little inclination on the part of Britain 

to adopt the Dullesian ldnd of demand the.t all Comm01weal th members stand up and be 

counted on the enti-Communist side. Instead, inuch has been made of tile fact t.c'1at 

the Commomreal th contains not only countries from different· continents with diffe

rent etlmic backgrounds, but also countries which are neutralist and those Vlhich are 

strongly committed. A bruJiC lack of cohesion has thus become an opportunity to ex

tol the Commonwealth as something different from, end by implication either additio

nal to or better them, more cohesive intern.:ctio!12l nssociations, 

On the colonialism issue ( 11i th which we may link the issue of racial dis

criTiination in South Africa rind else1·1here) the situation hns been somewhat similar, 

The Commonwealth countries have us~~lly been divided into two groups on the same 

lines as on Cold Har questions, with the exception thnt Canada hns been less- firmly 

attached to Britain, Austrnlia, nnd New Zealand ; each of thes·e three has dependen

cies _of its own, and hBs had to r~ the gauntlet of criticism in the Trusteeship 

Council as well as in committees of the General Assembly, '.'ihile South Africa ~ras 

a member of the Commonwealth, it suffered even more criticis~ than the other three, 
. . 

since its ·position 1ras much more Uncompromising and it showed no readiness to take 

advice, Its assertion of its sovereign rights was a constant source of embarrass

ment to the other three. Since they were pursuing policies of gradual de-colonisa

tion, they did not wish to be identified ~rith such on unpopular partner ; at the 

same time, they felt obliged for their own purposes to make the same assertions 

about domestic jurisdiction QS South Africa. The other Col!lClonwealth countries could 
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. afford to d,nounc" British colonialism in the conforting knowledge that it. would 

not' last ; their complaints never achieved the same concentrated force as similar . . - . 

complaints against France,. Portugal, . the Netherlands and South Africa, 

On most issues of foreigri policY ncit involving the Cold tlar or tbe. colon

ial issuei Britain has usually had either the tacit support or the tacit abcte.ntion 

from criticism of most othe·r Commomreal th merubers; This was not the· cas.e in. two 

special instnnces the Suez affair of 1956 and the proposal for British entry into 

'·the E;E,C. of 1962, The first found the Commonwealth countries bitterly divided, 

while the second found all the·overseas countries criticising the British decision, 

In neither case, however, 1;ere there any withdrmrals from the CommomTealth, 

A SU\II!IJARY 1\ND S0!1iE . COMPLRISONS . 

The Conuaomrealth is essentially. a loose .association of st~tes, held toge

ther by the effects of past experience.. and demanding 'ii ttle of its members; 1t is 

doubtful whether the association wou:Cd continue if Britain did not give such atten-

tion to promoting it and persuading the members that it is worth retaining. v/hile 

no ,;,emb~r is dependent upon Britain either politic ally or mili tarily, 3 all "except ... -- . . . . .. 

Canada are e_conomi~ally dependent to some extent, in that their prosperi iy arid the 
"~ i ,r 

pattern of their trade can be influenced by British action •.. All rC.iaih the neb10rk 

of contacts with Britain mentioned ecrl:i.er ; these constitute· hot so much depe:ndency 

·as: unOfficial reinforcement of·existing instHuticns,' Nctional leaders find the Lon

donrileet:i.hg~·' congenial. Some (notably the Canadians) vielcome the opportunities 

·"which Ccmiinohwealtb membership gives them to make effective contact with n81; nations 

in other bvrit:i.nents • ;' others seem net to oare much about this, but to stay in the 

Conunonwe'ahb. from habit ;· others again (notably .Pakistan) seem to· remain in order 

to coUnteract the i,;fluence of other members of >~hich they. are suspicious. Since 

"···no attempt i's Illllde to swing· all members into line behind particular. policies• on 

· · 'di Vfsi ve issU:es, it is possible for these various groups to remain in concert with 

one another; It suits 'their convenience to do so. 'The Commonwealth could; if its 

.. 3.- llith the exception·of Malaysia, vrhich is at present heavily dependent upon 
Britain for military d'efence against Indonesia. However, this situation is 
·not necessarily permanent, 
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members ;rished, take common i'!Ction ; but there E!ust be few things which the members 

could achieve, and. would wish to achieve, only by common action in the Commom~ealth, 

Each is involved in a network of other c.ssocie.tions from which it can pick the ap

propriate venue for n particulu aim, There is in feet little need for common act,:.. 

ion, if we are to take the purposes of the individual members as the test of need, 

But if we take the preservation of the Comruonwealth itself as the test, it is pos

sible to argue that, unless conrnon action is taken sometimes and succeeds in drama

tising the Commomvealth as an entity in its o;m right, the Commonwealth may die of 

inanition, So far, the member states have shown little inclination to take common 

action on any other ground than their o;m individual interests, 

Some comparison has c.lready been made between the Commonuoalth and other 

examples of post-coloninl relationships, Hmvever, such comparisons are ·probably 

relevant only in the immediate post-colonial situation, in ;rhich SOl!'ce mchinery is 

needed to adjust_relations at the level of sovereign status, and to restore connec

tions which uay have been strained during the independence period, Once this situ

ation is established (as it has now been for r.Jany years for uost CotJDonwealth neu

bers), the foruer colonial relationship is not politically iuportant, and connec

tion between the foruer colonial p01·rer and its ex-colonies rmst be judged in the 

sane terns as any other foru of international association, As an organisation, 

· how does the Cownonwealth coupare 1;ith other international bodies ? 

Couparison with the U,N, involves uuch contrast, The U,N,, envisaged as 

a general security agency, has now becowe a forur.1 for the pursuit of international 

political issues and a neans of recruitnent of support when particular issues arise. 

It is also a neans of tackling avrbrard international problens, such as the Congo, 

when no clear responsibility falls upon one or uore of ihe najor powers,· It is 

also distinguished by a rmssive secretariat and by a U.N, "presence" which CM be 

nanifested in a given part of the world. The COl:o:tonvTealth lacks all these charac

teristics except that of a means of recruitnent of support for particular countries' 

policies. In this regard it operates indirectly and without the publicity of the 

U,N, The tv10 are not the sane kind of body. 

There are, however, sone U,\ll, bodies 1vith 1;hich conparison mght be closer 

than with the U,N, itself, ECJJ!'E, for exanple, has sooething in comaon with the 

< 

·.)~ .~~-~;'·: 
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Comoom;ealth in its enphasis upon mutual discussion rather than joint action, and 

its adoption of the occasional joint project (such as the Asian Highvmy) as a 

means of drar1atising its existence (cf. the ConrJonwealth scholarships schene and 

the Cor.uJonwealth telephone cable links). Nevertheless, the existence of a subs

tantial ECAFE secretariat, which attenpts to steer the Coowission in particular 

directions, oilitates against a parallel with the Colilrlonwealth ; vthile it is true 

that the C.R.O. in London discreetly attenpts this sort of role, its activities 

are not coaparable. !~ore over, the presence in ECl<FE of powers on different sides 

in the Cold liar has given it a different tone fron the Co!ilrlonwealth' s. 

There is little advantage to be gained fron cooparing the Cor.~onwealth 

with alliances such as NATO or SEATO : its purpose (if one can be divined) is not 

military action, and it is not eet up with any particular enemy in mind, as allian

ces are. To the extent that the term "entente" stands halfway between an "alliance'' 

and "good re:Cations", 4 it might be applied to the Counonwealth, except that 

India and Pakistan can hardly be said to enjoy even "good relations". 

Perhaps the nearest comparisons with the Cormonweal th are provided by 

such bodies as the Organisation of Ar1erican States and the Nordic Council, which 

are essentially consultative in their operation. But, apart froo the problea of 

comparing an association Vlhich has no obvious constitution with others of which 

this is a characteristic, there is the difficulty that these others are essential

ly regional in character, arising frorJ the needs and aims of states in a geographi

cal area 1<hich provides theu with cor.mon dangers and probleus from neighbours, with 

certain co1:1L1on economic probler.1s, and ;;ith si1:1ilari ties of cultural and economic 

developuent, These particular 2,spects i:>re absent fron the CoOLJon;;ealth, l'lhich is 

emphatically non-r.egional in its operations. Certain CoLllJOm;ealth meubers in the 

sarae regions, such as India and Pakistan, and Ghana and Nigeria, display the very 

opposite of the >lish to co-operate on regional issues. The Cor.monwealth, it seeLJS, 

is sui generis, 

4.- Harold Nicholson, Diplouacy (London, 1952), p. 235. 
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1, In basic character, the Commonwealth of Nations is an association of ex-co
lonies with the former colonial po>r8r ; as such, its nearest comparisons are 
with the arrangements attempted between France, the Netherlands, the USA and 
their former colonies in each instance. 

2. In origin, it is the product of thG rc;lations of Britain with a particular 
group of ex-colonies, the so-callGd "•<hi te dominions". 

3, In operation, it is characterised by : 
a. certain symbols (Queen, Primo lvlinistors'meetings, use of High Commissio

ners, 'Commonwealth system') ; 
b. minimal rules (relating only to initial m.ombership and to conversion to 

republican status) ; 
c. minimal obligations (merely 'to consult') ; 
d, lack of a secretariat ; 
e. informality of discussion ; 
f. special British machinery through Commonwealth Relations Office; 
g. the possibility of expulsion. 

4. In its background, it must be sGen against the network of contacts between 
Britain and the other members, in trade, investment, language, education, reli
gion, administrative practices, legal systems, etc. 

5. In the context of >rorld politics, it show cohesion in 
a. occasional pronouncements from Prime Ministers 1 meetings 
b. informal discussions at the U. N. ; 
c. trade and financial links, through Commonwealth preference and remains 

of Sterling Area ; 
d. schemes for educational and economic aid 
e. various bilateral military connections. 

6, In the same context, it show'S lack of cohesion in 
a. the Cold War context ; , 
b. membership of blocs and alliances 
Co action in wars ? 
d. the colonialism issue. 

7. Thus, it is essentially a loose association, hold together by a degree of 
common experience, largely dependent on promotional efforts by the former colo
nial power, capable of common action but normally undesirous of :C t, 1<i th few 
recognisable common institutions but with certain symbolic connections. Note 
the differences from the UN, OAS, s:~TO, i:CAFE, etc. 
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1. Quant a sa nature, le Comrnonweal th est une association entre d' anciennes 
colonies et l'ancienne puissance colonisatrice ~ il presente des analogies a
vec les structures etablies entre la France, les Pays-Bas et les Etats-Unis et 
les anciennes colonies de chacune de ces puissances. 

2. Quant a son origine, il est le pro dui t des rapports .3ntre la Grande-Bretagne 
et un groupe particulier d' anciennes colonies, lGs "dominions blancs". 

3• Quant a son fonctionnement, il est caracterise par : 
a. certains symboles (Reine, reunions des premiers rninistres, Hauts Commis

saires, "systems du Comrnonweal th") ; 
b. un tres petit nombre de regles (conc&rnant seulement l'awnission et l'a-

doption d 1un regime republicain) ; 
Co des obligations tres redui tes (unig_uernent cello de "consulter") 9 
d. l'absence d'un secretariat ; 
e. le caracterG non-officiel des discussions ; 
f. un appareil administratif bri tannig_uG, le Comrnonweal th Relations Office 
g. la possibili te de 1' exclusion. 

4. Quant a son arriere-plan, il faut prendre Gn consideration le resGau de 
contacts oxistant Gntre la Grande-BrGtagne et les autres membres du Commonwealth 
en mati8re de commerce, d'investissemonts~ de langue communG, d' ensGignement, d~ 
religion, dG pratig_ues administratives,de systemGs juridig_ues etc •• 

5. Dans le cadre de la poli tig_ue mondialG, lG Commonwealth rnontre sa <30hesion 
dans 

a. des textes emanant des reunions des premiers rninistres ; 
b. des discussions non-cfficiellos aux Nations UniGs ; 
c. dGs liens commerciaux et financiGrs, tels g_uo les preferences dans le 

cadre du Ccmmonweal th, et ce qui subsiste des mecanismes de la Zone 
Sterling ; 

d. dGs plans d' aide en matiere d' education ot d' econornie ; 
e. divers liens militaires bilat8raux. 

6o Dans le m8me cadrG 9 le Commonwealth montre son manque de cohesion dans 
a. le contexte de la Guerre Froide 
b, 1 1 appartenance a deS bloCS et a des alliances 
c. les attitudes vis-a-vis des guerres 
d. le probleme du cclonianisrne. 

7. Le Commcnwaal th est done, pour 1' essenti&J., une association tres lache, dont 
les liens decoul0nt d'une certaine experience commune, dependant en grande par
tie des efforts faits par l' anciennG puissanc'' cclcnisatrice. Il est capable 
d 1 actions communes 1 mais ne las souhai te normalem·ent pas 9 et ne poss8de qu 1 un 
petit nombre d'institutions communes, tout en conservant certains liens de va
leur syrnbclig_ue. Le Commonwealth presents ainsi des differences avec les Nations 
Unies, l' Organisation des Btats americains, l' OTASE, l' ;~OAFs, etc. 
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'FrlS EXECUTIVE HEAD: AN ESSAY IN TF..E 
CO:.:PTlR!--:T"i'VE STUDY OF HEADS OF INi'ERllATIONLL 

ORGANISATIOiJS 

by Robert :T. Cox 
Graduate Institute of International 

Studies, Geneva 

The underlying difficulty of all coaparisons of political behaviour 

is that historical distance oakes superficially sinilar phenonena strictly 

spertlting non-cor.1parable. What is sought, however, is not o.n unattainable 

rigour of accuracy in coc~~rison, but sone singling out of those factors of great-

est i~2ortance in trying to understand the role of the executive head of 

'In intern~tional crg:misation - the str:1tegic factors which, as well as 

being an aid to understanding by the scholar, tmy also be of ·practical 

;.;nidance to the practitioner. 

First place r1ust, however, be given to the historical context. 

\'!hat a.\'1 executive. head of a particular international org:::nisation can do 

at any particul~r tine is constrained by linits iaposed by the general 

configuration of intern~tional. ~elatiortship. There are times for initiati-

i ve and for cho.nge; and there are ti:.1os for patience and consolidation. 

While searching for paxins of broad alJplication, the find should never 

• allow itself to becone divorced fron the particular concrete situation 

and fron the assessncnt of the lioitntions and opportunities peculiar to 

that situntion. 

This paper is concerned with the set of intellectual tools 

which both scholar and practitioner ooy use in order·to .. understand and 

'\'rork upon the concrete si tu:ltions in which executive heads of internn.tio

rcal or::;anis::.tions find thenselves. These should be such as to enable ·the 

behaviour of the executive head to be ai!alyse.:l. rri thin the context in 

which he operates; o.nd should as ouch as possible preserve the conplete

ness of his concrete situation. 

In the following paragr~phs, three factors ::.re given special 

attention ~s i~)ort~Dt conditions for an internntionnl orgnnisntion to 
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exerci-se o.n autonooous poli tico.l role. 

First, is the definition of an ideology giviag the organisation 

a cle~r wissian ~ld method. This oust respond to major expcctat~ons end 

decn.nis froo the cooostituents; but it m~:st hav0 its mm interno.i consis

tency. It oust enable the constituents, or oo.ny of then, to. identify then

selves with the purposes of the international organisation. 

Second, it oust develop a bureaucracy co=itted t·o th~ orgn.nisa

tional ideology and having a sense of its own independent interrntional role. 

Third, it nust have a firn and stable political base of support -

a firm core, froo which the organisation. can fan out to attract l:lore wi<l<>- · 

spread support. H cannot easily afford to be everyone's friend eose of the 

tine ~ut nobody's friend all of the tioe.
1 

The ways in which the executive head can attenpt to 7lay a poli

tical!:' o.ctive role 2re worked out within the context of certaii. typical 

problens which confront hin. It. is therefore pro;.:>osed to consider how these 

three strategic fQctors nay be handled within the context of three such 

typical ;oroblens as th<: following: 

{i) the leadership and control of the international bureaucracy; ... 
{ii) the relationship of the executive head with the oeobership; and 

{iii) the potential conflict between his role in "quiet diplooacy" 

and his personal political initiative. 

Leadershit> and Control. of the International Staff 

The first probleo of the executive head is to establish his lea

dership of the staff of the organisation. In doing this he has to deal 

with tl'io related sets of problerJs. The first concerns the relationship of 

the· staff to outside pressures frorJ tl1e constituents of the orgnniso.tion. The 

second cOncerns the executive head's relationship to the top officials of 

his own staff. It is convenient to deo.l with these sepnrately. 

The Staff ana·the Constituents 

Out of the inter-war experience of international orgniso.tion 

~rew a set of o:Jinions broadly :>ccepted onong international officials · 
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concerning the ideal of a.n international. civil service. A. Loveday's 
2 

Reflections on International A&:linis_tration , for exan;ole, enbo.:lies this 

orthodoxy. ·The staff of an interna.tional orq".nislltion, in this conception, 

should be an autonouous e"tity, having no links with national adninistrations; 

and its neobers should cultivate a distinct "international" viewpoint. In order 

to achieve this, the international civil service oust be a career service; nnd 

n career service c~n be built securely only on the basis of irillividu~l nerit 

and unifornly :i'air treatoent under regulations which allow for no arbitrary 

intervention. 

The career service, while placing the prinary enphasis on diplorJUtic 

skill, would shun involveoent in politics. rhis orthodoxy exalted the notion 

of an eurcmch-like detachr.oent froco politics. A mnjor concern wa.s to protect 

the staff" froo political intervention; a.nd in this cmmection Loveda.y views 

the head of an international a<klinistrntion with sooe suspicion. "rhere is 

no a priori reason", he warns, ·"for asstiDing thnt the bend of nn internatio

nal orga.nisdion will prove con;oetent nnd judicious. In all probnbility he 

will have been appointed as a result of .a. political coDprooise and will not 

be the strongest can1idate available". A11d further: "When the org:mis::ition 

is a reflection of n. divided ,.orld ••• he nay endeavour to in~;ratinte hioself 

with one ca.op or another, nnd the 

oindod the Secretary-Genera.!, the 

staff 6o.y suffer ••• The oore politically 
3 

greo.te_r the danger •" rhe attitude be-
tra.yed by these lines is worth stressing because it has been chara.cteristic 

of =ny intern:ltioml civil servnnts. 

rho career service thesis has not, however;··had n·-nonopoly. rhe 

N.A.T.O. intern~tionnl staff was cor~~osed largely of officials on short-
4 

tom secondcent froo national acloinistrations. rhis practice may incrorc-

se the intensity of inter-governnent~l co-operation, by faoilinrising a 

growing nunber of nation~! officials with tho •rorkings of N.A.T.O. It is 

cleo.rly oore appropriate to an organisation in which there is a relatively 

;:;Te::tt cor.JDonness of pur_L)ose ru:10ng its members than to one oore heterogeneous. 

It also produces the least peroanent organisation~! effect, since it creates 
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no institution~! interest concerned. exclusively with the perpetu~tion and 

development of the org~nisation itself. 

In a nore bro~dly based international organisation 1nth greater diversity 

a.:J.ong its ne:::bers, this secondment system would tend to produce a.n unmo.n::.gen.

blo cacophony. It is in this more universal context that the development of 

a career service cultivating a distinct loyalty to the organisation seens 

oost·necessary. Short4err1 secondoents are not conductive to this concept of 

internationc.l loyalty, since each totr;>orary official would natur~lly be in

fluenced by his own long-tern career prospects in n:~tional service. Thus, 

the univers:'ll organisation have introduced the practice of pemanent con

tracts of er~loysent for internation~l staff; and of carea~ development 

in intern"tional service as a means of strengthening.the staff's capacity 

to resist outside pressures. (The only country to apply the "N.A.1' .0. 

syste::1" to its nation::.ls ecr;>loyed by the United Nations and specialised 

agencies has been the Soviet Union). 

Within the secretari~ts of the European Coomunities, these rival concep

tions nre engaged in debate: those seeking to enhance the "supranational" 

role and the develo)ment of a distinct "European" viewpoint favour ~ long

term ll;:>?ointGJent policy; while those favouring the oore inter-governoental 

concept of .!_'Europe des ..P.'!:.t.ries advocate the oethod of short-term second

:o;ents fror.1 government s·ervices. 

A long period of gradual growth under qvnamdc leadership can 

enable an organisation to assinilate officials of widely diverse origins 

into n cooro:on pattern of behaviour and outlook. I.L.O. officials in the 

iocedinte ;:>ost-war period sooetimes exhibited a distinct feeling of their 

own organisation's superiority in this res;:>ect to the nffi7ly-established 

United Nations whose larger staff had perforce been quickly. assenbled. 

Indeed, strong organisational tradition would seen to be a. oore potent 

influence towards staff discipline and confomity than is a oo.rked degree 

of ideologicc,l hooogeneity aoong the GJerJbership. 'J'he relatively strong 

sense of undty within the post'-war of t:1e I.L.O. {which was working in a 

world of sharp ideological divisions,.especially prooinent .=ong tho labour 
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ooveoents with which it had to deal) contrasts with the international divisions 

present now within the secretariats of the European 

which follow n·1tion::tl, iJoliti.cal party and pressure 

Coa:lUni ties, divisions 
. . .· . 5 

group lines . The narro...; 

wer range of ideological divergency within the Euroj>e of the Six seems to 

have encouraged n franker policy of rei_)resentntion of interests 1rithin the 

secretariat, with consequently a greiter mens9Xe of diversity than exists 

where an est~blished tradition exercises its foroative power in the education 

of newconers in conformity. 

The conce;:>t of loyalty· to the internati'onal organisation calls for 

sone.further cooEOent. It is a general principle enshrined in the regulations 

governing intcrnation'll staffs that no interndional official should seel< or 

accept instructions froo any external to the orgo.nisation. That is the hw; 

and every official is bound to it by onth of· oflice. But there is a political 

reality which oodifies the law• k)~ointoents are made so as to effect n cer

tc:in b'llance within the staff as· between different nationalities, geogrnphi

cccl areas and sectional interest· groups. This applies both at the very toi' 

level of officials and at lower levels as well. Each. oe!!lber country (and in 

some cases oujor interest groups as well) considers itself entitled to · 

"rej)resent::~tion" on the staff. 1m ex~cutive head will normally ti'y to give 

satisfaction to these pressures (and sb!!letimes a government nay irrvose its. 

choice of officials u;oon hb). In pr.rt he is rriotivnted by. a desire not to 

alienate by a negative attitude. any inportant segnent of OJJinion within the 

orgg.nisation. But, -in a nore positive serse, part of the value to the execu

tive head of a diversified staff is as a sounding board for national, regio

nal or sectional reactions to his jJOlicy ideas. 

The "representative" ·function of the stafr' no=lly does not tnke 

the form of a crude violc.tion of the pledge not to seek or accept outside 

instructions, thowrh someth,es it oust cone very close tc that. Certain of

ficials ,riil enjoy the c·onfidence of the official national re::oresentatives 

of their country cir of pressure· ·grou;>s such as international trade union 
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org:miso.tions. They oo.y ho.ve access to infomo.tion of o. confidential or ser.ll

confidentio.l no.turc fr.om trro sources: the internal network of· the interno.tionol 

org:miso.tion and the externo.l national or pressure grou-2 network~ The wo.y 

in which they o.djust their conduct in the light of what they !mow, and the 
' . ' 

extent to which they reveo.l information frora one netlrork to the other, raeo.

sures the balance of their loyalties. Even officials'froo the raost monolithic 

of.Sto.tes o.cquire some degree of cocmitment to the otganisation; and even 

the most disciplined of loyo.l intern8.tiono.l offici·o.ls ho.s to give some soall 

change to reto.in the confidence of his outside conto.c'\.s. 

Thus "conflict of loyalties" is ro.rely nowo.days a dro.nm of personal 

consci,mce. At one time, perho.ps it was; in the case, for example, of Leo.gue 

officials of Gemo.n or Ito.lio.n nationality confronted with Nazi or Fascist 

reaction to the League. Yet in ~ore recent ye~rs, one c~n,sense a tendency 

of the universal organis~tions of the United Nations systeb to o.bandon grc

dually their normative content. Staff members are nore eo.sily able to espouse 

a V'lriety of persono.l ideologies, knowing that each ho.s the degree of respec

tability. conferred upon it by sorae nationo.l or regional interest represen 

ted in th'e org:miso.tion, while none has ::m it:J]?erative universal sanction. 

This condition night be regarded with equanilirity as but the usual 

derogation in pro.ctice from the ideal, were it not for the interr>ittcnt 

attitcks led by the S;viet bloc against the concept of o. conforcity ,of. out

look and a distinct "interno.tional" viewpoint on the part of international 

bure,ucrc.cies; an:l fo.vouring a direct representation of different ideological 

or geogrc.phical interests on sane proportionnte bcsis. This.attack has under

scored the ,it!port::mce of the political role of internntiono.l burc::ucracies; 

and it dro.ws attention to the political base for their o.ction. The Soviet 

Vieir_:_)'oint considers that the normative "objective ", "intern.:?.tion:l-1 11 view

point tends to be ::m ideological expression of the interests of so.tisfied 

western industrial powers •. The dilcrnr1::. posed for inter:p.n.tirJnn.l org::misc.tion 

by this o.ttack c::n be resolved neither by co.pitulo.ting to Soviet pressure 

and institutionalising ideologico.l caczy;?hony within the secretnri~ts, nor 
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by reasserting the old orthodox ideal as an absolute princi::_Jle while resisting 

all change and so tending to confiro the element of justification in the 

Soviet ch~rge. The only \VnY the issue can be resolved is by seeking a broader 

political base for the work of the international burea~cracy. Here two ave

nues are possible: one is alignment with the'Third '.ilorld"(giving 'che confort 

of majority votes with the weakness that these votes do not always correspond 

to a power or \rill to give effect to them): the other is to place the nain 

stress upon rnximising co,JJcoon interest between the western industrial nations 

~nd the Soviet Union. 

The Loveday conc.eption cited earlier represents the secretariat as 

an automatic-ally functioning and self-regulating machine in which attenr,;>ts 

by an executive head to assert leadership are to be discouraged. Once the 

problem of adaptation of the secretariat is posed, however, it is the exe

cutive head who r.mst give the leadership and direction. And his efforts 

towards redefining the ideology of the or~nisation and towards adjusting 

its political base will encounter the resistc.nce of bure~.ucrc.tic ir.]!JobilisrJe. 

The executive head faces a proble6 lvhich is typical in any bureaucratic 

situation: his orders vrill not be carried out in the vro.y lie inten:ls them; 

they will be twisted in the course of execution to conform lri th the prior 

intentions of subordinate officials. The executive head may t~ke special 

-,recautions in ]?articular instances; but his personal influence cannot be 

everywhere all the tir.w. 

Tlie very factors which are supposed to strengthen the international 

char::tcter of the staff - long-tem tenure of apj)ointEJent, judicially inter

preted adL:inistrativ~ regulations, etc. - reinforce this icxoobilisr.::e. The 

executive head h~s very little latitude to disniss officials who are patent-

ly undisciplined; he will often bG reluctant to take o.ny sanctions ag_ainst 

then for fear of displeasing particular menber States or pressure grmr,;>s. 

His only recourse is to place recalci tr::nt officials as far as possible i~ 
positions \rllere they can do little harm to his plans and to nanoeuvre then 

out of· ef~'ective circuit ·of cor.ii:JU11ications within the bure:mcracy; but even 
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in doing this he must often be careful to avoid arousing the protests of 

outside interests. 

A direct consequence is the greo.t difficulty of dislodging special 

lid.tod goals and progr::.mnes {what Hoa.s calls ·"sub-goals") once they have 

been iticor)orated into an organisation's regular actirlties. Such limiteJ 

goals are served within the. buren.ucracy by tech;.,ical specialists n.nd are 

supported outside by ;oarticuhr pressure groups. This.combination.of po.ired 

internal resistance to changes n.nd externn.l pressures for the maintenn.nce 

·of existing go::~ls n.nd nctivities makes it very difficult for the executive 

head to ef.cect real adjustuents. in the work of n.n internationn.l organisation 

in line with his redefinition of mjor goals· nlld :,;>riorities. The changes he 

:oakes in the ideology tend to remain verbal only;. and the "back-scrtltching" 

tendency of international conferences makes delegt1tes reluctant to oppose 

individual projais which are det1r to the hearts of others for fear ·af a 

hustile attitude towards their mrn• Thus it is rarely ndvis::~ble or profi

tc,ble for ·'-n executive head to. risk a co•1front::~tion with the membership 

and with a sep,ment .of his own staff in order to elioinctc redundant activi

ties· These activities tend to continue but to atrophy slmdy to the extent 

the executive head is able to deny them the ir4oetus of fresh and renovating 

thcught. This is one re~son lrlly international ngenCies carry so ouch dead 

wood. 

Thus if st!'.bility and confomity in outlook aoongst the staff are 

elements in strengthening its internntion:ll loyalty to the organisation, 

these same qu~lities ::~re in latent antithesis with the desire of the exe

cutive. head to ·lead in new directions, redefining the major ~bjectives of 

the org~iusc.tion ~nci ~e:ldjusting its political b~se .. T'uis is n:n instance 

of a oo;e general conflict bet~Vecn innovc.tors and established bureaucracies. 

In ~ti~nal setti.ngs,. r~·ico.lly. new policies usu:oily h01ve ~een put into ef

f~·ct by an irtrlux of new adnin:l;trators. This was, for ex::nple, the case 

of the N~w .. Dea'i in the United S~utes in the 1930s. It is also the case today 

of countries ini tin.ting the new policies of econoolic planning where conflict 

develops between the estc.blished bure~:.ucrncies o.nd th0so seeking to put 

into effect the n~w policies. The snoe tyJe of conflicts is to be antici-
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p~ted in internntion~l bureaucracies led by innovating executive heads. 

The only practical way an executive he~ can coob~t these tenden

cies towards stabilisation of progratll:les and inertia of policy is to sur

round himself with new staff coiJCitted to his objectives and to give this 

new staff as far as possible the initiative for prograr.oe innovation within 

the bureaucracy. He must therefore consciously inject conflict within the 

bure~ucracy and throw the weight of his influence, to the extent the poli

tic~! constraints upon him perr"it, behind the innovating group. 

Relations with Top Officials 

The second set of prob·;ens referred to concern the executive head's 

rel~tions with the tap· officials within the organisation. Two difficulties 

arise froo a tendency tmrord·s "feudalisn" characteristic of international 

secretari2ts: there are conflicting poles of authority ~t the top level 

of staff; ·and a corresponding division of loyalties into clusters of infer

nal iro~ps wi thin1 converging on top staff nembers. While these Day be fac

tors i;, any large organisntion, ·they are given specii:ll- weight in inter-
- . . 

national bureaucracies ·when se;,ior officials base their position upon sup-

port froD outside constituencies. . 
Internal opposition or passive resistance to new policies by the 

executive head ~Y thus origin1te within the bureaucracy. Such internal 

opposition will be fortified by the ability of the top officials concerned 

to activate a group of the organisation's constituents to put pressure on 

the executive head. Conflict within the bureaucracy can thus spread to the 

constituency. Within the staff it is based not only upon the fact th~t ~he 

"opposition" is hierarchically in co=nd of a sector of the staff; even 

cor~ it is based u;:>on info=l networks of 

loyalties which top officials can build up 

. " 
cocEUUication~ and_personal 

around theDs~lves (apart fron 

the nobler sentiments of identification with specific policies or goals, 

subordin:lte officials look to the top officials to advance their own 

careers). 

N~w it is in the nature of the politicaili position of these top 

·offiCials to be closely identified with sub-goals, in the sense Haas uses 
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th~t tern. There are occupatio~l and political reasons for this. Occupatio

nclly, each t~~ official is re~;onsible for a limited sector of the orgcnisa

tion's activity; his interests will be inclined ink> this sector and his 

contacts will be with those oast concerned with the sub-goals characteristic 

of that sector. He nay cooe subjectively to consider these.sectoral sub

goals as the cain purposes of the organisation. Politically, he will look 

for sup?ort to a limited group of the organisation's constituents; and oust 

therefore give special prominence to satisfying the expectations of these 

constituents. 

There are legal-insti tutionnl differences ar.1ong organisations in 

the relationship of the executive head to his top level subordinates. For

Dally, in the United Nations and sp.ecialised· agencies, \'ach orgcnis;ttion has 

one executive head- the Secretary-General. or the Director-General- and 

other ofi'icials usually have status only as his a;1pointees. In fact, proce

dures have no~lly becooe established and accepted whereby the executive 

head consults .foroally or inforoolly with a politically representative body 

before oal-ing top appointoents; and understandings exist as to the regions 

or 11ressure groups to be given satisfaction. in such. appointoents. The execu

tive head 1 s freedoo in such a)pointnents is· always l,ioited. Sectors of the 

bureaucracy's work will have to be allocated to these top officials. 

At the other extreoe, in the legal sense, are the executives of 

the European Coor.mni ties which ere collegial bodies, on which provisions is 

oade for the. representation of separate national and.political interests. 

In fact, these executives cannot work on all questions ns a collegial body 

and so they operate on the principle of a· division of labour, each oeober 

of the executive body being responsible for a sector of work. 6 

Thus, underlying differences in legal foro, there a?pears to be a 

cor~on resemblance in the internal political processes of international bu

rec.ucracies. 

There are, in theory, three ways in which the executive head oay 

seek to control the top staff so as to onintnin his political initiative. 

These are : 
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( 1) Cor.r,Jlete docoination and centralisation of power in his own hands 

This would nean effectively overcooing the "feudal" tendencies by 

reducing the top officials to a position of depenJ.ence on the executive head, 

holding their appointoents at pleasure and carrying out subordin~te technical 

functions. It is hard to think of any exarr,_:>le where. this has been successfully 

atteopted. Albert Tho=s seens .to have ained at sol:lething like this when he 

first refused to accept Harold Butler as Deputy Director, offering hir.1 instead 

an appointnent as a chief of one of the divisions he intented to create. But 

Thooas was soon convinced th~t the confidence and sup,,ort of .m oortant necober 

governments - and in particular of the British Government - depended tr,_:>on his 

appointing Butler as ~puty Director.
7 

(2) Presiding over a cabinet of top officials 

Us~L'>lly :m executive head will want to neet with his s<mior staff 

periodically to_ discuss natters of general concern to the Organisation. This 

wi '-1 be a ne::ns of pulling individual top officials out fron under their 

preocc.upntion with sub-go:::.ls bykeeping thqn infomed about hr,_:>ort:mt nntters 

cutside their own p:trticubr ·sphere. It will also oblige conflicting elements 

anong the top staff to have at least a t:dninun of contact with each other. 

And it r~y help the executive head- if-he is skilled at this- to sooke out 

differences acong his staff about which he is not adequately inforr.Jed. Collec

tive discussion cc:n be us.ed o.s an instrur1ent favouring a certain conforni ty 

of policy~ But it would be an unwise executive heo.d rmo did not take his mjor 

decisions on policy~ consulktion rather than~ consultation with his 

top officials. The Cabinet technique is, at best, an instrtuent of cor.::J::unicn

tion and of ·liciteJ control over the top-level officials. It .has not :,oroven 

to be an effective instruwent of decision-r~king. 

( 3) The "reserved. nre:-.n of ·Jolicy 

By this is cennt that the executive head reserves cert~in tyJes of 

decision to hir.lSelf; .end equips hinself with n :,oersonal staff so ns to be 

able to act within this are~ of :Jolicy. The questions which. an exocutive .head 

'vouLl nvncc.lly reserve in this way inclu:le: 
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(a) those relating to the definition of the oo.jor goals and policy orientntion 

(including progrnrJDe priorities) and the develo"onent of ·org::misntionnl 

·ideology; c.nd 

.(b) natters of direct concern to the executive heud' s buse of p·oliticnl 

support and his coalition policy for the construction of alliance to 

SU"f'.~)ort his progrn.r_-;:-::e. 

Everything else he would delegate to his top officinls, und interfere as lit

tle ns possible with then; but to the extent thut he nllmrs· top offici::lls to 

encrouch U?On the reserved nrens he underoines his· own cnpacity for lender

ship. This is the nost usual oethod for executive heads to follow; using it 

in s01:1e coobinntion with the C:>binet systeo, as described, for cor::uunicntions 

and goner~l supervision. 

The "reserved o.reu" ir.i)lies th.'lt the executive"heo.cl q.cquiros his 

own stuff distinct·froo the staff controlled, in fact, by his senior offi

cials (while the lutter staff is, theoretically, under the executive head's 

supreoe control, in fact he is inhibited from exercising· his authority over 

it). This personal stnff co.n i'rovide an executive head with several es.sential, 

effective cor1ponents to his job: 

A few people in whoo he has virtuully coo;::>lete confidence, with wboo he 

cc.n t:>lk frankly about all the issues arising within the organisation. 

With his top officials, because of their political position, he is 

nlwnys in a posture of negotiating. 

Channels of intelligence providing accur:>te assessoent of the expecta-

tions and der.Jands froo the tleobershi:;:> of the org~.n.:iso.tion. His top ,,fficials 

provide a sounding .. board for sectionul reactions; but in 

addition the executive hend needs his own research and intelligence 

network to assess the possibilities and lioits presented by the 

world situc.tion in terr1s of the policy objectives which he deteroi

nes to pursuo. 

Cor1petent advisors to help him redefine ns necessary the r.Jajor nit~ 

which the organisation is to pursue; and to explain these in such a 

way as to gain the necessary political supi>Ort. In other words, the 
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staff to effectively cor.nand progran"e and policy developQent and avoid 

deterr.Jinntion of the prograone by specialists committed to specific li

rJited goals and subject to. the special influence of particular outside 

2ressure groups. 

Relations with Meober States 

Apnrt fron his relationship with I1i s own. staff the source of his 

cavacity for initiative - the other politically vital rebtionshi;:> for tl.Il 

executive head is his relationship with the national constituents of the or

gCLnisation. WitC.in this relc,tionshi;o the executive head tries to secure the 

political base for his action and to negotiate the broader consensus needed 

to sustain the work of the organisation. Certain factors i;,. this rebtionshi]? 

can be studied in the history of the I.L-.0., particulary by exaoining a ntt':

ber of crises between its Directors and certain najor powers • 

. ~bert Thor~s co.oe to the directorship of the I.L.O. With the ac

quiescence, though not with the wholehearted political SITJ:lport, of the French 

Governroent. The French Governoent wanted a Frenchnan as Director ; it could 

hardly have desired Thooas who was politically in opposition to it. ThOI:.-as' 

a:ppointrJent was secured on the initiative of the western European trade ·llllions, 

supj;>orted by Err,Jloyer representatives, . n.t a tioe when the governoents had no 

concertGd policy on the directorshi]?. Thonas Uentified the I.L.O. with his 

ideolog:r of reforroist socialiso, stressing educationo.l action aDong workers, 

the developoent of trade unions, and vieceoeal reforr.m such as worker parti

ci:pation in oanagenent, social 'insurance, nationalisation and so forth. He 

wade the trade unions of the I.F.T.U. (Aoste:rdoo) hi~ politicai base. 

Th.Gr1':.s soon becnr.1e erJbroilod in a controversy with the French 

Goverm:1ent before the International Court, in the course of which he a:ppeared 

in person to contest the French Governnent 1s ;.>osi tion. This conflict betwoon 

the Director and the Governr.1ent ·of his country has to be seen within the 

conterl of French dol!lestic politics. Thoms never gave w2 the intention of 

returning to ~ctive politico! life in France. He c~intained his political 
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affiliation with the Socialist Party (S.F.I.O.); and, ;:;ore ;oarticubrly, 

retainod the su;o;JOrt of Lean Jouhaux and the C.G.'i', It was this doncstic 
gave 

political SlrJOJOrt which Thonas his freedorJ to criticise his political oppo-

nents who were occupying the seats of power in tho Governoent. 

Harold Butler, Thonas' successor, contributed to the developrJent of the 

organisational ideology of the I.L.O. in the 1930s. He redirected I.L.O. 

thinking along lines si>:ubr to those of the .Aoerican Nmr Deal, advocating 

o. broader role for the I.L.O. in the field of internation:::l oconodc policy 

particulary as regards neasures to fight the depression. This najor contri

bution to I.L.O. ideology prepared and solidified his P!incipal political 

success : the acquisition of United St:.tes oeobership. 

Nevertheless, Butler's position had political weaknesses. To sooe 

extent those may have been a question of personality. Ten~erarJentally, he was 

an intellectual and a civil servant, closer to the nen of governoent - parti

.culacy to upper "-iiddle class reforners such as tho New Deo.l brought to the 

foro - ro.ther than to the trade unions; closer, indeed, in ~ny ways to sane 

of the ~~layers than to the trade unions. 

Butler's last I.L.O. battle brought out these we~esses. It was over 

an appo.rently trivial natter of an appointoent to the I.L.O. staff. ·Four con

s~cutive French Gover~en~during the period froo the autunn of 1937 through 

the spring of 1938 - the Chauteq>s Popular Front GovernrJent, the Chauteq>s 

Radical Go:vernnent, the short-lived Bl= Governnont of March 1938 and the 

Dnlo.dier Governnent of No.tional Union - pressod Butler to appoint as his 

representative in the Paris Office of the I.L.O. a person in whoo Butler had 

no confidence. The incident, which lr:>S considered at the highest level in 

Franco. involving neobers of the inner cabinet, appears as a rooarkable tes

tioony to the constancy of will of the French o.uthorities during the period 

of Hitler's annexo.tion of Austria and Munich. 

Butler, in this situation, had no political leverage within Prance, 
' ' . 

such as Thonas ho.d enjoyed through the favour of the C.G.T. The French eo-

players, lvho ap?eared to share Butlor's views, oither could not intervene to 

chc.ng0 tho official position or dU not consider it worth their while to do 
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so when they had oore vital interests ut stake. Butler's only weapons were the 

threat to resign und the possibility of ~obilising outside pressure. He tried 

both and both failed to change the French position.
8

. Butler first threatened 

to resign over this issue in March 1938, ut a tine when on the broader inter

national scene Hitler was menacing Austria. Though Butler himself rJight not 

h'we corJe so well out of it, the French Governoent night equally have,been 

ioplicated in a blow at the renains of the Geneva edifice of international 

co-operation. Butler was persuaded to withdraw his resignation at this time, 

on the understanding. he would be sup;"orted ·by the offices of the Governing 

Body and by the British Governroent in resolving the issue which had brought 

hio into conflict with the French Governnent. This atteopt to "internationa

lise ., a conflict betlveen the Director and a major nenber State was resented 

in French circles. Butbr agnin pressed his resignation, advancing personal 

grounds, as ·the only way out for hin. His purely diplomatic position, lacking 

a solid base of political'support, left hin powerless in a crisis with a 

ne~ber State. 

John Winant, Butler's successor, was a leading lu:1erican political 

personality, having been several tines Governor of New Haopshire and holding 

the respect 'and confidence· of Pranklin Roosevelt. 17inant was only for a brief 

period Director of the I.L.O.; but he had to handle the major crisis into which 

the outbreak of war plunged the Organisation. Winant was deterrJined, con-

trary to the decision taken by the League, to remove the I.L.O. f;roo the thrQJ.t 

that its resources eight be seized or its capacity'of action destroyed by 

the Axis pmvers'; un:l he decided to transfer the· Organisation to North !>rc:erica. 

In:leed, destiny seerJed to have given him this rote to play. In June. 1940, as 

the Nazis advanced into France, Winant nppealel to Cordeli Hull, and through 

hio to Roosevelt, to perdt the removal of the I.L.O. to the United States. 

He net ,.ith their refUsal; the I.L.O. was lmr on their list of preoccupations 

and they were unprepared to face isolationist, anti-League hc·.·stility in Con

gress. As things worked 'out, the result was politically satisfactory for the 

I.L.O. ,which went to Co.nada with the support of Price l''iinister Mackenzie 
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King, onJ became thus locntod in a belligerent country froo the very earliest 

phnse of 'the wc.r - a cnjor fnctor in the I.L.O. 's survival into the post-wnr 

world. But the refusal of the Roosoveit c.drunistration was a blow for \Vinant, 

who resigned shortly thereafter. It underlines the point that :;>ersonal rela

tionships of confidence between a Director and the bend of the goverru:1ent of 

a oajor Stnte are not a sufficient guarantee of sup:,ort when do::1estic politi

cal currents, to which no.tion::.l leaders will be rJore sensitive·, are working 

ag.:tinst the policy of the Director. 

David Morse, the present Director-Gener::tl, has had to d.eal with a 

series of crises, in all of which the I.L.O.•s relationShip to the United 

States wcs crucial. Shortly after he assuned office nn anti-I.L.O. caqpo.ign 

bocaoe active aroong right:..wing business circles in the United Stntes allied 

with the forces advoco.ting the Briclter OJ:1en&nent to the Constitution of the 

United States. 

This attack re:>ched its critical ph::se in 1956-57. Tho I.L.O. had 

the Syt:Jpnthy of the Eisenhower adoinistration; yet the Whi to House, while 

teldng a :1osition :>gainst the Brickar =endoent, did not risk n.ntagonising a 

large body of Congressional opinion by actively su:;>porting the I.L.o., e.g. 

on the question of the ceiling fixed by Congress on the United States' 

contribution to the I.L.O. budget. 

Morse had, however, the support of certain dooestic forces which 

could independently influence Congress. These included ·liberal businessoen 

(David Zellerbach, Paul Hoffb~ and others), certain Catholic grow~s (e.g. 

the National Catholic Welfare Conference) and, above all, the A.F.L .... C.I.O. 

The dooestic attack on the l.L.O. within the United States became 

accentuated in renction to the Soviet Union's re-entry into the I.L.O. after 

195t,, The fact that i,iorse was able to arouse sufficient dooestic supl1ort for 

the I.L.O. within the United States enabled hirJ not only to counter the threat 

of reduced p~rticip~tion or.even withdrawal of the United.St~tes froo the Or

g:.nis::ttion, but c.lso to D·'lint:1in personally the conffdencG of both the Uriited 

St~tes and the Soviet Governwents. The key factor in the situc.tion was the 
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support Norse. had, not fron the United States adJJinistration (which while_ 

favourable would not actively support the I.L.O. in the face of any major 

challenge from public opinion or influential pressure groups), but froo the 

dooestic groups, principally the trade unions. 

This position has certain inherent difficulties, particularly that 

of n possible conflict bet>Veen the primry aios in the internntional sphere 

of A.F.L.-C.I.O. and those of the I.L.O. rts nrticubted by its executive 

he~.d. During the United St'>tes doroestic crisis on I.L.O. m'>tters in 1956-57, 

the policies advnnced by Morse conformed >Vith those of the A.P.L.-C.I.O. :

not~bly, the abolition of forced l~bour and the pronation of freedon of as

socintion for trade unions, both of \Vbich were seen nt that tine prioarily 

in terms of a challenge to the Cor10unist world. Hm<ever, the gravity and 

extent of the probleos confronting an international organisation and the 

perspective frm:J which an executive head has to de'1l with thetl oakes it in

cre~singly difficult for hin to oaintain a firm dbctrinal alliance with 

particular donestic interests in a oajor nenber _State. Yet lacking _such 

donestic support, the executive head may find himself defenceless in a ma

jor crisis, since governoents will be f.'1r less responsive to the appeal of 

an executive head than they will to powerful dooestic pressure groups. 

Froro this uutline of the rel:ltionships bet>Veen executive hei>ds 

:md oeober Stctes, the following propositions may be drawn: 

the issues which are oost important to _the executive head are se.ldom · 

of the sane order of i~Jortance to national governoents; 

strong local pressure groups or local political factors are oore likely 

to influence a governoent's attitude to\Vards an international orgnnisnticn 

than any sense of commitment to the personality at the head of the orgn

nis:ltion; 

the interests of internation"l org:misntions have to be o.dvnnced within 

the do;:1esti~ 'context of its ronjor metlbe~ States by wking use of such 

f::>vour2ble currents of domestic opinion ns present _themselves, i.e. the_ 

executive he~ must exercise the sailor's skill in using currents to 
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ndvance in the direction of his choice; 

thus, .the executive head needs to fortify his position by ::~llbnce rrith 

clonestic pressure groups; he oust not linit himself to "foreign" politics, 

but !mow hew to nnke dooestic J_:JOlitics work in favour of his policies. 

In order to be able to work in this way, the executive head nust 

hnve grec.t ')Olitical skill. He needs a pGrsonal coirl'idential intelligence 

network roo.ching into donestic politics of key countries. Of necessity; these 

networks of contacts 1vill be lini ted for :i.ny single iruli vidu::tl to o. very few 

cou.~tries; and to.ldng this into o.ccount, the ide::~l executive head is one who 

is ::tble to· engage in political confrontation in those countries which ::~t the 

pnrticul;ir tioe $-re crucinl in the evolUtion of the orgc.llis=..tion·. 

Finally, the executivo heid, because this is inherent in p:olitic<>l 

conf'ront:::.tion, must be able when necessary to cor:!~)ronisG on non-essentials 

in his ;_:>rogr=•e =d_ his definition of· the ains of the org=isation. This is 

a difficult oatter of judgnent, since he must be able to reconciie =Y cor.J

pronise with the need ·for ideologic-o.l clarity in his leadership of the burec:u-
. :.: 

cracy :md the org"ollisation' s constituents. Wlwn coopronising he cust a;_:>pcnr 

to be o._ctiilg on princij)le, consistent with his professed or~:lnisationnl aios. 

He DUst not ap;_:>enr to be too duch of a·bargainer. 

Quiet Diplonacy and Political Initiative 

The oldest =d nost regularly recurrent politicnl function of ·m 

executive head is to be a nediator i~ negotiating agreenent aoong.different 

interests represented· in the organisation. In order to do this effoctiveiy, 

the executive head t.'llst : 

acquire ~nd ncintn.in the confidence of o.ll r:Ktjc.,r segoents of .o:pinion; 

be identified with a definito, though to sonc extent flexiblo, ideology 

r0presenting a consensus within the organisation, i.e.· his suggestions 

r.:ust be. sGen o.s ·conforning t'fith the aims :1nd ,purposes of the orga.nisn.

tion ana not as seerung ncroly "::>greenent for its own sake and at any 

11rice; · ~nd 

have an adequ,te intelligence o.t hi". r1isposnl. so. that ho c= -roakci cons:.. 

tructive sug!.~estiC;ns n.rul avoid pitftl.lls. 
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.These conditions o.re not eo.sy to conbine. There is :1 potentiO:l con

flict between n::tintaining the confidence of no.jor powers or interests n.nd · 

standing forth as spokesnan of a cle~r orgn.nisationnl ideology. Furthernore, 

adequa.te intelli~ence cannot easily be acquired solely through the services of 

n.n intern:.tion~l organisation. Thus, the executive he:>d will ha.ve to rely on 

su:opler.1entnry intelligence fron the diplon:ltic services of mjor ;Jowers or 

other sources outside the organisa.tion. The extent to 'vhich he h~s to rely on 

P''rticular outside sources my a.dversely a.ffect confidence in his iopa.rtinli

ty on the pert of those· powers to which he is less close. 

Much grea.ter difficulty arises 'rllen the executive head is in the 

i'osition cf taldng pol:l.tico.l initia.tive for 'mich he and the organisation will 

be~r the full· responsibility. Such was the initia.tive of 1956 to create the 

U.N.S.F. in the Suez crisis. At this·point, the Secreta.ry-Genera.l emerged 

clr~na.tica.lly frorc1 the role of chief o.dninistr~tor n.nd "quiet cliplonc.t" to ta.ke 

on that of an indepenclent o.ctor in world af:c'ai'rs. The Suez initiative was 

carriecl through successfully, with consider:lble enhancenent to ·the prestig~ 

of his office. It wns the kind of initiative which oet with a.·broacl degree of 

srr~~ort or ncquiesconce. 

In the Congo, by contrast, atterrpting a second tine to bear the sO:Oe 

kind of politicnl responsibility, the Secreta.ry-General was not able to oe.in

tain the s::r.oe clegroc of consensus behind his a.ctions. He be cane a. poli tic:::l 

casu:::l ty before his .tro.gic dea.th in the air crash ·of Se;;>tetlber 1961 • 

HarJJ:Jarskjold had a keen sense of the risks of his position. Five 

yea.rs before his death he. had written in a. personal letter to. illax As coli 
9

: 

"It is one thing that, in the va.cuun which suddenly developed in the 

Suez crisis, I had, for lffint it was worth, to throw in everything I had to try 

to tide us over; it was one of those irratioml and extrenely dangerous situa

tions in "hich only something a.s irrational .cm a different level could break 

the spell. But it is an entirely different thing, every tine the big powers 

run into dea.dlock,. to place. the problem in the Secretary-Genera.l's hands with 

the sonewhat. naive expectr:ction thnt he c::~n continue to turn. U? with sonething. 
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It is a ontter of course that the continued use of the office of the Secretary

General in th~t way sooner or latter leads to a P?int where he oust break his 

neck, politically. If, ~s in the Suez situ~tion, the very facts, as establi

shed by the )Olicy of the various big powers, force the Secretary-General 

into a key role, I ~n perfectly willing to risk being a political casualty 

if there is an outside chance of achieving positive results. But if the Secre

tary-Gener::tl is forced into a sinilar role through sheer escapisn froo those 

who should carry the responsibility, there is a place for solid warning. 

Politically, the Secretary-General should be, and- is; most ex-;.:>endable, but he 

shoul<l not be expended just because sot:iebody does· not want to produce his own 

coney." 

An .initiative-taking Secretary-General cannot becooe a substitute 

for a Security Council that does not work becO:use no consensus exists. When 

the oajor powers are deadlocked, the·Secretary-General may try to plo.y o. role. 

In fortuitous circunstances, such as the Suez crisis, he may succeed, but it 

is_a risky forrJUla. The Secretary-General can be the oost.significant contri

buting fnctor towards building up a working consensus within tho United 

Nations; but his success in this depends upon maintaining the confidence of 

. all the major pmvers "nd groups of countries. Once a risky c.ction has led to 

this confidence being withdrawn·. by any najor p1lrty, then - even though the 

others may fee 1 honour-bound to ~u:c-:::>ort hiu - the Secretary-Gener'>l 's ability 

to be, the architect of. consensus is expended. 

The executive he'>d needs to be able to count upon a working majority 

of the org'O.nisation's constituents in support of his j_)Olicies. In order to 

build majorities he may, as su~:gested earlier, have to engage· quietly in do

.oestic .. )oli tics in key countries. But he cannot rrfford either to appear as 

.,the spokesman of a coalition of countries or its the instigator of donestic 

f'lction. He ho.s to lir.rlt his coc.lition·policy at the ;:.oint where he risks 

·alienating a t1ajar power ·Ol' interest within the org:misation; and he has to 

lioit his personal political initiative :>t the s:IL:le point. C'!lce he becomes 

the prisoner of any particular coalition which divides. the organisation, he can 

no longer perfom his primo.ry function of consensus fomation. The potentio.l 
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conflict between his function ~s cat~lyst of consent nnd his powers of per

sonC\1 political initiative constitutes the executive head 1 s t1ost troublesone 

dilet1Ll~, and th::ct most likely to lend to his downfall. 

* 
* * 

The potenti::cl conflict between consensus-seeking and initiative

taking has to be resolved within the particular hi'storical power context 

of intern~tionnl relations. The definition of organisational ideology and 

the establishment of the political bnse"for an organisation's action has 

to be deterr.rl.ned ir, the light of the executive head's reading o£"'the cons

trains ir:rpo"sed nnd the opportunities opened by the world sHuntion." 

Three years ago the then Secretary-General of the United•Nations, 
10 " 

in the Introduction to his Annual" Report, set forth ideas whi'ch il.p;oeared 

to suggest the political base for"U,N. action would be the emerging n::ctions 

of l~ia and Africa. He atteopted subtly to reconcile the notion of a univer

s~l rule"of law iri international relations with a notion of the ''-'11 of the 

international cor.=ni ty reniniscent of Rousseo.u. This" ideology - though one 

should not" iopute to Haor.mrskjold personally vrhat is not explicitly stated 

by him - can lead to a concept of the use of l~sembly ~jorities as a ne~ns 

of putting pressure upon the industrialised countries, while the United 

Nations plays little or no role towards bringing about consensus anong the 

r.!nj or ?<>wars except insofar" as the eroerging mtions co.ll upon them to di

sarm. The United No.tions, in" this conception, would become the gad~fly of 

the great ?~vers, an international pressure group of the. poor used to secure 

concessions -·rrotl the rich. 

kl alternative policy would be to rest the ·poli ticnl baSe ·of the 

syster.o upon vrestern ~JcMers, while using it as an instrument of building 

consensus with the Soviet Union. The corresponding ideology would·seek to 

expand areas of corr.1on interest between· East and West and to extend fron this 
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base to~rds arriving at a concerted policy of industrialised powers to fa

cilitate economic developrient of the poorer nations. This policy i~~lies a 

core nominalistic pattern of thour,ht, less appeal to the notion of ~ general 

will of an international co~mxnity. It is a less demagogic policy, more 

sceptical of majorities unless they are oajorities which represent negotia

ted agre;ment. 

Within the United Nations, there is little evidence of a disposition 

'to move in the direction of the latter policy.. It would also imply a oajor 

reversal of the attitude tn.ken by United States Governcents, though there is 

now perhaps sufficient disenchantment with U.N. majoritarianism.in the United 

States to warrant such a reversal •. It would move closer to the views of both 

the Soviet and French government leaders on the UN. system. But the distinc

tion to be brought out in the context of this ;>aper is that, while the poli-··. ·-

cy of alignment with the emerging nations calls for continued use of initia

tive on the port of the Secretory-General at the risk of o growing impatience 

of the industrialised· countries of both East and West and o growing disillu

siol1t1ent of the emerging nations :.t the hiatus between aims n.rid· results, the 

policy of East-West reconciliation gives the primacy in the Secretary-Gene

ral's role to quiet diplomacy and consensus foroation. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. I am much indebted to Professor Ernest Hans of the University of Cali
fornio. for the stioulus cf ideas contained in his forthcoming ·'ba.ok 
Beyond the N~tion - Functionalism and International ~~anisation, an 
extract from the theoretical part of which wns pr-esented as-.a paper to 
the Conference on International Organisations convened by the Carnegie 
;};ndownent for International Pec.ce at Bellagio, June 1964. My own. :maly
sis, like tho.t of Professor Haas, is based largely on the OJq:>erience 
of the I.L,O. I should add that I would not llold Profess.or Haas in any 
way responsible for the way in which I have used some ideas suggested 
in his book. 

2. Oxford, Clo.rendon Press, 195G. 

3. o-Jh cit. pp'. 118..119. i,\y italics. 

4. Cf. Lord Ismay, N.A.T.O. The First Five Yeo.rs, 19-54·, 2• 64. 

5. Jean Siotis, "Some Problems of European Secretariats", in Journal of 
CorJI:Oon illarket Studies, vol. II, No. 3. 

6. There is a. "1rritten procedure" ~n force in the European CorP.ission· whe
reby files with decisions by each member are circulated to all the others. 
Anyone with experience of official bodies would assume thnt the principle 
of non-intervention would become the rule. Rarely would any oember of the 
executive college interfere in the work of another member for fear of 
others crossing his o•m jurisdictional boundaries. 

7. E.J. Pheltm, Yes and Albert Thonas, l'P• 28-33. 

3. It is, of course, difficult to disentangle at this distance in tine the 
person~l ~otivas of Butler ns regards his resi~tian. But these ootives 
do not materially enter into the political analysis of the use of resi
gnation as a weapon. 

9. The Reporter, New Yorl<, 26 October 1961. 

10. United Nations, Introduction to the Annu::tl Report of the SecNtt1ry-Gener::~l 
on the Work of_the OrRaniz~tioa, 16 June 1960-15 June i961, General Asse!4-
bly, Official Records : Sixteenth Session. SuJ?plement No. 1 A (A/4.800/ 
Add.1). 
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The most common approach to study of the role of Secretaries
General or Directors-General of international organizations has been 
through the u~e of comparative categories, such as (1) the. legal
institutional position of the executive head (conditioning e.g. the 
extent of initiative allow·ed to him) ; (2) personality and personal 
background (e.g. whether he is of the civil servant or political 
tJ~e) ; and (3) the style of leadership he adopts (whether stressing 
a self-effacing administrative role, "quiet diplomacy", or the crea
tion of a public personality and doctrine). 

These comparative categories, while yielding some useful in
sights, do not lead very far towards understanding the nature of the 
executive head's job. This method tends to treat him as a disem
bodied spirit, out of the context of his organization, its member 
countries, the pressure groups concerned with its work, etc. It 
may thus be useful to look for a method· which tries to examine the 
executive head fully within the context in which he operates lfhile 
also permitting comparative reflections. 

It is suggested (following out some ideas in recent >mrk by 
Ernst Haas) that the key variables in examining the role of an 
executive head are : (1) the·extent to which he develops an ideology 
giving clear guidance as to the purpose and activities of the orga
nization ; (2) the extent to which he develops a bureaucracy com
mitted to this ideology under his leadership ; and (3) his success 
in following a coalition policy giving him a secure base of politi
cal support and from this base being able to carry a majority among 
the organization's constituents. 

This paper accordingly attempts to focus upon the way these 
variables are dealt with by executive heads in the context of cer
tain typical problems with which they are confronted. These pro
blems are : · 
( 1) how to establish leadership and control over the staff of the 

organization so as to be able to use it as an effective instru
ment for political action. This in particular involves how to 
master the tendencies towards "feudalism" (competing poles of 
authority within staffs) in international secretariats ; and 
towards these secretariats becoming subservient to particular 
outside pressures or limited goals. 

(2) his relationship with the membership of the organization.and 
the way in whi eh he deals with national and interest group pres
sures. Especially significant in this regard is the executive 
head's relationship with his own country, when he is a national 
of one of the major powers ; 

(3) the potential conflict between the executive heads role in "quiet 
diplomacy" and his powers of political initiative. The executive 
head must acquire and maintain the confidence of all major seg
ments of opinion in order to work effectively as a catalyst of 
consent. Strong political initiatives on his part, however, risk 
the withdrawal of confidence by a major power or group which would 
preclude his performance of the negotiating function. This poten
tial confli et between his need for universal confidence and his 
function of political initiative is his most difficult dilemma; 
and that most likely to make of him a political casualty. 
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RESUME 

L'etude du r8le des Secretaires Generaux ou des Directeurs Ge
neraux d'organisations internationales a ete faits le plus souvent en 
utilisant des categories de comparaison telles que 1) la situation 
juridique et insti tutionnelle du chef de l' executif (situation qui 
conditionne par example 1·3 degre d'initiative dent il dispose) ; 2) 
sa personnalite et sa carriere (p. ex., fonctionnaire ou homme poli
tique) ; 3) son s~le de direction (role essentiellement administratif, 
"diplomatic discrete~ ou creation d 1une personnali te et d'une doc
trine publiques). 

Cos categories, qui permettent certes d 1 arriver·a quelques con
clusjons utiles, ne nous conduisent pas tres loin lorsque nous cher
chons a comprendre la nature des fonctions du ch.ef de 1 1 executif. Cette 
methods aboutit en effet a le traiter comme un esprit desincarne, hors 
du contexte de son organisation, des pays qui en sont membres, des 
group ss de pression interesses par son acti vi te, etc.Paut-· ~tre est-
il done utile de chercher uno methods tendant a examiner le chef de 
l'executif dans son cadre d'action, tout en permettant des reflexions 
d'ordre cornparatif. . 

L'auteur suggere (reprenant des idees presentees dans ses travaux 
recents par Ernst Haas ) que les principales variables utiles pour 
un exarnen du role d'un chef de l'executif sont : 1) la rnesure dans 
laauelle il construit uno ideologie perrnettant d'orienter clairernent 
les objectifs Gt lGs activites de son organisation ; 2) lG degre au
quel il assurG la formation d'une bureaucratic qui se sente engagee 

par cette ideologie, sous la direction du chef de l 1 executif; et 3) 
son degre de succes dans l'application d'une politique de coalition 
lui fournissant uno base politique slire, et lui perrnettant de cornpter 
sur uno rnajorite des rnernbres de l'organisation. 

Le rapport cherche done a examiner la fa9on dont les chefs de 
l 1 executif traitent ces variables, apropos de certains problemes ~
piques qui se posent a eux. Cos problemes sont les suivants : 
1°) l'etablissmnent de l'autorite et du controls du chef de l'executif 

sur le personnel de l'organisation, de fa9on a pouvoir l'utiliser 
comrne uil instrument efficace d' action poli tique. · I1 s 1 agi t en pa.r
ticulier de maitriser les tendances a la structure "feodale" des 
secretariats intornationaux (poles concurrentiols d 1 autorite a 
l' interieur du personnel)' et lour ten dance a so soumettre a des 
pressions oxterioures, ou a se referer a des objectifs limites ; 

2") les rapports avec les membros de l'organisation et la fa9on de 
repondre aux pressions des guuvernernents ou des groupes d'inte
rets. Partieulieremont significativo a cot egard est la relation 
entre le chef de l'executif et son propre pays, lorsqu'il se trouve 
appartenir a' l'une des grandes puissances ; 

3°) le confli t pot<.Jntiel ontre le role du chef de 1' executif dans la 
"diploma tie discrete" et ses pouvoirs d' initiative poli tique. Le 
chef de l'executif doit obtenir et conserver la confiance de tous 
les secteurs irnportants do l'opinion pour pouvoir fonctionner 
comme catalysts du consentoment. Des initiatives politiquos impor
tantas risquent de lui alienor la confianca d'une grande puissance 
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ou d'un groupe imPortant, et de l'empecher de remplir sa fonction 
de negociateur. C0 ccnflit potential entre son bosoin do confiance 
universelle et sa fonction d'initiativo politiquc est son dilomme 
le plus difficilo, celui qui a li.ls plus fortes chances .do f.:oire de 
lui une victime de la poli tique • 
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REGIONAL COOPERATION OF THE NORDIC COUNTRIES 

Goran von Bonsdorff 

University of Helsinki 

A - General considerations -

The regional cooperation between the five Nordic countries (Den

mark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden) is in several respects 

similar to the general pattern of regional cooperation whioh has 

been emerging both in Europe and in other parts of the world. It 

can be considered, therefore, that this cooperation is related to 

the diminishing of distances between different countries and to the 

need to rationalize and concentrate efforts in the economic as well 

as in other fields of activity, for which the material prere~uisi

tes have been provided by the advance of modern technology. At the 

same time, however, the Nordic cooperation is .distinguished by cer

tain special features, based on the historical background of these 

countries, their standing in world politics, population structure, 

economic and social conditions, cultural life and their political 

systems. 

It can be said that, ·as a whole, the basis. for the current coope

ration between the Nordic countries is a community on interests. 

Since these countrie.s can be considered to form one unified region 

in spite of the dividing waters(the Baltic and its bays, the North 

Sea and the.Atlantic Ocean), the cooperation is international

regional in character. Taking into account the relatively low popu

lation figure of the Nordic countries (approximately 20 millions) 

it is justified to ask if we are, after all, dealing with an inter

national region proper, especially since the Nordic countries 

(Greenland excluded) are a part of the same continent, viz. Europe, 
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and politically c-<: its weskJ:r. :r•?:Sior.. TJ1.e me>st app~·opriate pro-

cedure, perhaiJSf wo1..1.~d. bP ·t::c-.1 c.'-:!,l.l "t112 NorCU.c C'.)c_nt..·r·Les a stibregional 

community and to reser,!e the t e:!'."m "~reg~1 c~-:-.a~H for· tht-:; ::ao:r:: t::x-G·e."J.si ve 

forms of European. community, which would include this scc"b.:~egion. 

This distinction is given relevance by t"'e f:1ct t~nC; oe.rta:in aims of 

cooperation appear to be ILo:.':'e eP.sy to r:::J?.c;:~·- wit:-:i~ th-:;; f-rar,e·~·iork of a 

regional, other aims ag-aill of a s:.~.b:r-?.gJor:-·11 sronp of st-~t.es. 

of the Nordic society has teor, th·2 1'e:'.ac;:;_,rely stnme;· pcc:d tion enjoyed 

by the free peasant class which subsec;ucnUy haS ac·:,i.\GJ.y contributed 

to the introduction of political democracy in tha co~'~e of the so

cial changes taking plaoe in the 19th and 20th centuries. 

In the field of foreign policy the dissolution of the union resul

ted in a competition for the leading position within the Nordic re

gion between the two dominating countries ; Denmark, to which also 

Nor~ and Iceland wer~ annexed and Sweden with Finland. The competi

tion ceased only at the beginning of the 19th century after the oc

cupation of Finland by Russia and the conclusion of a union between 

Sweden and Norway. Ibnoark and Sweden, however, maintained a certain 

pre-eminence up to the time when all the Nordic countries had won.· 

their independence (Norway 1905, Finland 1917, Iceland 1944)• The 

Nordic countries emerged from the Second World War as :five fully 

equally sovereign states, while two Nordic regions with special 

characteristics, the Aland Islands and the Faroe Islands are en

joying political autonomy. 

The Nordic cooperation in the modern sense has been developing 

simultaneously with the weakening of political rivalry and the 

-

I 
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achievement of self-determination within this area. During the last 

decades of the 19th century cooperation was started in different 

fields, initiated primarily by the academic circles and this left 

its imprint particularly on the drafting of legislation in the Nor

dic countries -it is often pointed out that their laws are more 

alike than the state laws in the United States. These contacts, howe

ver,did not result in any closer political cooperation until the 

first world war, when a joint proclamation of a policy of neutrality 

was made by ~enmark, Norway and Sweden. During the inter-war period 

the development of cooperation was particularly promoted by non

governmental organizations, such as the Norden Association with 

its national branches in each country, which had a certain resem

blance with the European movement but was based more on the promo

tion of personal contacts between the citizens of these countries. 

The attempts made. before, during and after the second world war to 

establish closer political ties have failed because of divergent 

positions vis-a-vis world politics. 

. ; ~ ; 

Since the second world war the Nordic countries have been· pur

suing emphatically a policy of "status quo", without any expansive 

tendencies. Nor have there been any territorial disputes •Qthin the 

Nordic area since the disputes between Denmark and Norway on Green

land and between Finland and Sweden on the Aland Island were sett

led in the 1920s. The questions concerning the southern boundary 

of Denmark and the eastern border of Finland .can .. "be considered as 

solved also from the point of view of these countries. In spite 

of the different orientation of the Nordic countries in respect of 

the Great Power groups, they have one important common interest : 

the maintenance of peace on the·Nordic borders to the b"enefit of 

the whole region. From the standpoint of all the Nordic countries 

it is therefore important that Denmark maintains good relations 

~~th Germany, Finland with the Soviet .Union and both Norway and 

Iceland with the great powers of the western alliance. As a matter 
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of fact it is these good neighbourly relations ,prevailing at the 

Nordic borders that provide for closer cooperation and a stronger 

feeling of unity. As paradoxical as it may sound, it is nevertheless 

true that it is in the common interest of the Nordic countries to 

pursue somewhat diverging foreign policies, at least as long as the 

current world situation prevails. The different orientation in fo

reign policy contributes to the regional strength only in the condi

tion that Sweden, which is geographically centrally located, adheres 

to a policy of neutrality. 

In contrast to m0st other regional organizations the Nordic coun

tries de not ain at a common policy in respect of the power blocs, 

but at the IJaintenance of relations with the great poue:rs on the. basis 

of the prevailing situation with mutual understanding. Tr~s is 

achieved in practice by refraining from seeking a domineering.posi

tion; and no competition for a leading position is in .evidence. In 

the central organ for the Nordic cooperation, the Nordic Council, 

this principle of equality is exem!J;Lified eg. by the fact that every 

country has. its own national secretariat while there e:x:i.sts no .se

cretariat for the Council as such. The neetings of. the Council are 

convened in the different Nordic capitals in rotation. The neutral

istic position of the Council in respect of the current world polit

ical situation is 'evidenced by the fact that in the delegations of 

the member countries all the political parties are being represented 

in the same ,proportion as in their respective national parliaments, 

inclu~ing also communists and other groups with strong leftist ten-

dencies. 

The observance of equality is facilitated by the fact that all 

the Nordic countries are small countries of approximately the same 

size, although certain problems have been created by Sweden'e some

what larger population and especially by its position as the. econo

mically strongest country with the highest standard of living of the 

Nordic countries. For instance, the Swedish labour market has attrac-
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ted labour force, some of it highly skilled, fron the other No~·dic 

countries. In the course of discussions on a Nordic customs union 

or on ext'ensive cooperation between private companies both Norway 

and Finland have expressed concern for one-sided "Swedish domina

tion", which can create at least passing irritation. From the stand

point of expanding~ the Nordic cooperation, it appears, called for 

that no country should assume an undisputed dominating position in 

the economic field; this naturally does not hamper specialization 

in different fields and their domination by the different states. 

Another circumstance which greatly facilitates Nordic cooperation 

is that the Swedish, Norwegian and Danish languages ·are so 'closely 

related that at Nordic meetings everybody' can use one's native ton

gue and count on being understood by the others. As to Finland and 

Iceland;· the situation is somewhat different in that Fi1~ish and 

Icelandic carinot be understood by the other Nordic peoples~ In Fin

land 330,000 people or 7,5 per cerit of the population have Swedish 

as their mother torigue and Swedish is being taught in· secondary 

schools and to-day also ·increasinFlY" ip ·primary,schaols. In Iceland 

instruction in Danish i's being given corrllspondingly. Novel:''theless, 

Nordic cooperation on wide base faces a language problem, and an 

attempt to solve it was made in the 1962 convention on Nordic coope

ration ·along the following lines (Art.8) : "In every Nordic. country, 

education and training given at ·school shall include, in a ·suitable 

degree, instruction in the language, culture and general. social 

conditions of the other Nordic countries". Hereby also the study of 

Finnish and ·Icelandic is being encouraged in Denmark, Norway and 

Sweden, but .for the instruction to be really effective it requires 

also a keen,interest in the cultural life of the other Nordic 

cO]!n tries. · 

The language problem appears to be· of increasing importance in 

view of the universal development towards greater unity and the 

smaller nations" chances to preserve· their national identity. The 

two extreme alternatives are either to forsake their own language 
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(and with it the indigenous culture) in preference for some major 

language or to resort to national isolationism with the consequent 

cultural stagnation. The middle course which should include both uni

versal, regional and national points of view would consist of preser

ving one's language and learning, in addition, either one or several 

major languages as well as one regional language, the latter keeping 

in mind that the representative of minor language groups stand to 

gain nothing by mutual competition but should cooperate and by mutual 

support safeguard the further development and vitality of their OWn 
regional culture. 

As the preceding examples show, the Ncrdic cooperation is not 

without its problems, especially in respect of expanding the scope of 

cooperation from its current forms. Sometimes one cannot help think

ing that the appropriate authorities caref·ully have avoided touching 

on these problems instead of subjecting _them to a thoroughgoing stu

dy which might have shown some way to solve them. This attitude can

not but have caused misunderstandings and disappointments, especially 

among those-who have set as th~ir goal the· gradual extension of the 

lfordic :•cooperation to incltude the most important governmental agen

cies or even a· confederation or a federation.· The development has not 

taken this course because the Nordic states have been able to consoli

date .their cooperation in minor matters, but have taken divergent po

sitions in respect of. the main problems. Since these minor questions 

are so numerous and cover such a wide range and extend into so many 

different fields, it is justified to ask, if this kind of coopera'

tion is.not, after all; of greater significancefrom the standpoint 

of the Nordic community than the achievement of an understanding on 

eg. foreign policy or defence. Furthermore, there is often the ten

dency to forget the fact that although the actual conduct of foreign 

policy takes different :forms it is, nevertheless, based on mutual un

derstanding, which again further promotes unity• Such is the case 

when eg. the Nordic countries vote differently at the United Nations, 

but it is done only after the reasons for this have been elucidated 
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at a conference of the Nordic delegations. It most likely serves the 

interests of cooperation better to be. able to cast a different vote 

at free will than to be forced by some external compuLsion to cast 

a bloc vote. 

Not only on the questions of foreign policy and defence but al

so on the establishment of a customs union and adjunct to it of a 

common market, the Nordic community has not be.en able to come to 

terms. The principal reason for this failure has perhaps been the 

fact that the economics of the Nordic countries to a very great ex

tent are mutually competitive and that they only in a smal.l degree 

complement each other and as a consequence measures taken in this 

direction would avail nothing •. Possibly the Nordic countries consti

tute too small a market to form aneffective unit from the stand

point of foreign trade. It is also an interesting fact tl;la.t the 

trade within the Nordic market .. area has b.een increasing since the . -, ' . . - ' : < :; ._:,<_, 

. establishment of the EFTA and that the EFTA has. indirectly con-
•. '. :~ "!'·. 

tributed to the Nordic cooperation: .. in·.·this. ;r:espect. 

It can be said that the· No-rdi,cc coopera·tion ·has .incrcEised. in . 

intensity by the year ever· since the end of the second world war. 

The main courses pursued .. in this work have been codified in the 

Treaty of cooperation of 1962. In it the Nordic countries express 

their desire to promote "the close connections between the N.ordic 

nations in culture and in juridical and social conceptions". The aim 

is to "create. uniform rules in the Nordic .. countries in as many .res

pects. as possible" and a wish ·is also expressed "to achieve in all 

fields where prerequisites. exist an appropriate division of labour 

between these countries". The fields for -cooperation are designated 

as. "ju_ridical, cultural, social and economic" as well as "questions 

of communications". No reference is made to. poli-tical cooperation 

and the economic cooperation rates only fourth place, which of cour

se does not foreclose the possibility that it can be of very great 

significance. 
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The general aim of the Treaty of cooperation can be c::msidered 

to reach practical results by means of concrete legislative measures 

without special attention to the creation of new regiona~ organs .of 

cooperation or the establishment of any permanent type of superna

tional community. Of course there exists the Nordic Council as a cen

tral agency for the development of the cooperation, but its work is 

being complemented by a great number of more or less permanent agen

cies. The nature of the community is mainly evidenced by the efforts 

to achieve as great as-possible equality in the legal· status of the 

citizens of the different Nordic countries, to further ease the requi

rements for the acquisition of the citizenship of another Nordic 

country, to standardize the criminal codes and the treatment of offen

ders, to grant mutual recognition to the study at and degrees of any 

N o:;-dic university or institute of higher ll)arning and by common social 

bene~its.·In the economic field special reference is made to the co

op_l)ration between Nordic enterprises and between the .Nordic govern

.ments on questions of· internatipnl;ll:.trade. and relations w.i.th the under

developed countries. Emphasis is also being given to the benefits to 

be derived ·from the division of labour as far as "production and in

vestment" are concerned, as well as from the free movement of capital 

within the Nordic countries. 

According to the Treaty of coop.eration the central agency for the 

Nordic cooperation, the Nordic Council, shall "be reserved an oppor

tunity to express its views on questions of Nordic cooperation -that 

are of importance in. principle" (llrt. 36). Otherwise questions on co

operation are to be dealt with by ministerial meetings, withih the 

Nordic Council and its.agencies, through special organs of cooperation 

or .between the authorities concerned. It is significant that Nordic 

questions are no.t considered as questions of foreign polioy'proper. 

Consequently·"the authorities in the Nordic countries may engage in 

direct correspondence_ with each other on all issues except those 

which by their nature or for some other reason must be dealt with 

through foreign service channels"• 
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B - ~nta of comparison with other types of regional cooperation-

In the following discussion certain points of interest are tou

ched upon by way of comparing the.Nordic regional cooperation with 

the forms of regional cooperation as found in the other parts of 

the world. 

rirst, as far as its political character is concerned, the Nordic 

Council is more pronouncedly neutral in its orientation towards great 

power politics than the OAS, Comecon and the West European cooperati

ve organizations. The small size of all the participating countries 

might be a factor contributing to this, and consequently they have 

no ambitions to utilize the Nomic cooperation to enhance their. 

political position. No internal struggle for power or "leadership" 

is in evidence among the Nordic countries. 

In spite of the fact that the views on foreign policy and de

fence are divergent, they are not actually opposed either. Whil.e a 

policy of close liaison and cooperation between the Nordic foreign 

ministries and ·at the United Nations and other international orgillli

zations is being purst1ed, .it does not per ·se oblige to a conunon::.s:our

se of action. In this respect certain similarities can be found bet

ween the·cooperation within the British Commonwealth and .within the 

Nordic countries. 

Nordic cooperation is not considered as part of the actual con

duct of foreign policy and to a great extent it is being carried out 

o.utside the foreign ministries. Nor is the .. Nordic Council based on 

any agreement valid within international law as is the case with the 

Council of Europe or the Benelux countries, but on national deci

sions taken individually ·by each country cooperating·within the 

framework of the· Council. There hardly can be said to exist apy 

controversies b.etween the Nordic Council and the United Nations or 

between the·Council and o.ther regional· organs. Also ·the· ·soviet· 

Union h9.s adopted a benevolent attitude towards the Nordic ca'lpe

ration -'.at least since 1955· 
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From the orga~izational point of view the Nordic Com1cil is dif

ferent from other parliamentary organs of cooperation in that cabinet 

members participate in the meetings of the Council. The function of 

different committees is of greatest significance and since they are 

composed of cabinet ministers, members of parliament, civil servants 

and experts, the issues will be considered from a number of different 

angles. 

There were many contacts between the governments already before 

the establishment of the Nordic Council but the Co~cil has made the 

contacts more permanent in character. Cabinet ministers meet at regular 

intervals and draft proposals are being prepared by committees of civil 

servants or independent organs of cooperation. In certain fields also 

the representatives of interest groups participate in"the ;-;ork; 

Because of the great importance which the work of experts has 

gained it can be said that the Nordic cooperation directly influences 

. governmental decisions. It will be difficult for a government to follow 

a policy different from the one agreed upon on the Nordic level, es-
~ '-i 

· P~dially if the agreement was unanimous. It might happen that a poli ti-
''j ..)· 

. 'ciari may adopt a certain line at the Nordic coll:ncil on a certain ques-

.tion a.11.d reverse his position in his own country, but this very easily 

results in criticism which is detrimental to the politicians's standing. 

The evaluation of the results of the Nordic cooperation may vary 

widely depending on the evaluator's own political views and his over

all interest in community affairs. The decisions made by the Nordic 

Council ·are recommendations by character but the member states are 

at all events bound by them either to report on them or to take pre

paratory action •. From 1953-1964 the Council adopted 279 recollimenda

tions. According to an estimate made in 1962, over half the approved 

recommendations have been put in practice, one quarter were~being 

worked on, and less than one quarter had been rejected • 

. According to Christian La.nge the results of cooperation may be 

divided roughly inte three categories : 1) measures aiming at making 
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a unit of the Nordic countries in juridical and social respects 

either by means of Smilar legislation in all countries or by ex

tending the rights of the citizens of one's own country to apply also 

to the citizens of the other Nordic countries; 2) the establishment 

of joint projects or the coordination of national proj~s with a view 

of division of labour and specialization; 3) liaison in matters con

cerning the interests of the Nordic countries with the rest of the 

world. 

In looking for the distinguishing features in the Nordic coopera

tion to achieve these results, it should be especially .emphasized 

.that juridical conformity is being achieved by means of concerted le

gislative action taken by each individual country and not by means 

of a joint declaration of human rights or by the establishment of su

pranational executive organs. Although some common undertakings have 

taken the form of institutes and special high schools, the most com

mon form of the cooperation is the convening, at.regular intervals, 

of conferences and inter-Nordic b~ards or committees. Also in.the 
. . ' . . 1 

sphere of the Nordic countries relations with the outside ~orld there 

are certain permanent institutions - eg. the Nordic schools in Tanga

nyika~ but more common are various forms of consultation and coordi

nation.The emphasis is definitely on the practical results of coope~ 

ration,not on institutionalizing and formalizing it to any pattern. 

C - Concluding observations -

So .fa:r the Nordic cooperation has not been made the subject of a 

penetrating scientific analysis, although its .natu~e has been at ti

mes the· topic of discussion,· eg• at the Nordic seminar on interna

tional relations held at Hiisselby (Stockholm) in June 1964. At this 

seminar an attempt was also made to evaluate the nature of this co

operation from·the standpoint of the ·different theories on inter

national integration. 

The regional cooperation of the Nordic countries cannot·be con

sidered as a separate problem but must be seen in a universal con-
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text. The relations of the Nordic countries with the outside world, 

to other states, other regional communities, the leading power blocs 

and the United Nations must also be studied. 

As a community the Nordic countries meet the requirements by Karl 

w. Deutsch for a "security-community", ie. its internal conflicts are 

likely to be solved ~.thout resorting to force. This,however,does not 

say much about the actual degree of integration which has been achieved, 

The characteristics of the Nordic coop~~ation show that interna

tional integration can be carried out in a: number of wn.ys. The Nordic 

countries have experienced both progress and disappointments in their 

cooperation; the pessimists' prophesies of the total failure of the 

cooperation have not eventuated any more than the optimists' wishes 

of a steady uninterrupted progress towards Nordic unity. 

In the study of regionalism within international cooperation Nor

dic cooperation might be well worthy of closer attention than it has 

received to date. 
' . 
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SU!/il~ARY 

The cooperation b.etween the five Nordic countries is distin
guished by certain speo:ial features. In the questions of foreign 
policy and defence theJe countries are not members of the same group, 
but .they are pursuing a somewhat different policy in mutue.l under
standing according to the common interest of the whole Nordic area. 
This is possible because there are no internal territorial disputes 
and no struggle for power or "leadership" among the Nordic countries. 
The observance of equality is facilitated by the fact thnt all the 
Nordic countries are small countries of approximately the same size. 
Also the trade relations are not promoted on a purely Nordic basis 
but in the framework of a bigger organization, the EFTA • 

The conclusion is that Nordic cooperation is of more subregional 
than· regional ·character. This means that the Nordic countries are co
operating in minor questions but not questions of major importance. 
The dominating national interests of the different countries are 
accepted as common regional interests of "the North". A regional in
tegration and a regional-international policy will be possible be
cause the dominating interests are alienated as separating factors. 
Thus the Nordic cooperation does not appear as a part· of the foreign 
policy of the countries or as a method for creating supro.national· · 
institutions. The cooperation is therefore integrating in practice, 
in the daily life of the ordinary citizen, who is in more o.nd mcire 
respects at the same time a citizen in his own country and in the 
whole Nordic region. The character of the Nordic cooperation cannot 
be understood as a separate phenomenon, but only against the.back
ground of the whole system of individual, national, regional and 
universal interests in the modern world community. 

So far the Nordic cooperation has not been made the subject of 
a penetrating scientific analysis. In my opinion the Nordic co
operation in the study of regionalism within international coope
ration niight be well worth of closer attentiori'than it hns received 
to date. 

I 
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La cooperation entre les cinq p~tys nor<'i auA8 rres'mte certains 
traits partiCuli'3rs. Ces ~e.yr. r. f l<-·~>o: L·tic.c.- _ ~-.:. t ~; ~~.:::: 2~ :.iL g:.:cu:pe U.cligr:.e 

ayant une polit_;_qi.le et:car::.g~rd uc..L.,\·_!.e 1 m:tlo i.l.:: p~,·a.~J.g_ue:at chacu11 une 
poli tique etrang8re qlJ.8].1J:18 1)8U (r;_ ff ~r:~0f'!.t-3_,. 8Io a cr.'l<!:.'d lGS UnS a,v:~c leH 
autres, et d?.:n.s l~intD:rf.'>·i:; cc;;·'~li.':ll. (3.-:: ~:.c.~-:·.~ ln. ~;(~.:_~~-' ;)ll :;.o;:Ci..c:_'J.e~ Cala est 
possible parce qu.Z·il n:e.:;d.;;:;ta eni:i.L"e P•X},_ :n.i C•,Jr_,_~·::_J._t.s t8J:.'.I'i-lioriau.x, ni 
lutte pour le pouvoir oU pcl:tt' le 11 J.2c..r:~;-'t:f·:.l~J):v • .Le respGot de l 1eg:-:-1i
te est fac5 lj_ te :9ar le, ta~.J. ·:.e e. ~-.a f:)::_ ·3 f:::~.L:,l-~ et r...r:;::y")}'::!.nati ?e·:1c1·~ 
€gale de toc:.s l;..~s pa.~.;s ncr~·:-.;p.:c.c;.:.:& Dd .ab.n"-::;- l~u.~..·s :.:e::.a ~i.V:ils O'J8i...,-:.j.·cia.

les ne se d8veloppe;:J.t pas sur UIJe ·ba.-se l;)Gl'P.me··i.t. nor6.J . ..--;_'.l9l m8.:1 s J ~:::::s 

le cadre d 'uP-.e organ:isa tion plus vast2· J le. zone c~ro::_:n§ ')r.;:'lc C.G li l;~·e 
a change (EFT!l.) • 

La cooperation entrP les peyR nord·i \U 0 S p"l"'Gse~+.e d.oP.o un r;a--:-a--:-
tere moins r8gicn.:1l qu-:=, :.1..:~:-·~·~·-·G~.o.;.:..ai., I·~-o~ ~':'<:._;~ ~-. !.',._:.~:i·d~ CJ.:.<.·S;3 co.:·}-8:_·s.lt 8. 
propos de problemes seoun~lsi:r.:~o~ ma.is paf:; & py~;;JuO des .probl8:wes les 
plUs importants. t·1 int9.---·~·:-. ''1at~; ("):·>.al p.;r6po:r:.rJ! . .:.:···~:-·t. n.~ r:;b;~c-.1..1!. c~s -::e..:rs 
est accepte coTI12:1e l 9ia·:arat cc.,tL.'..Ul. 11 de la r8t;i .. .::c>: z,.o~ .. i·:.q,:u:/f.) 1~-n r-vr

tain degre d' intl~f:"-~~a. tion l"~fS-~ 1.JJ..o.e.'~ e et U::1\?- r.Jol:J. t =.c~ ·-h~ J :•:. ,: • .-~ c,._l::..·d.u":'•d-:te 
regionale devienr:r:nt p08s:J::\·:.::os :pco· .. r-:.e q_:.!..P: ~.'38 i:c ~.-2-.AJ-c,,~j ChY:l.:l ',:_ :.1..\·:·~ E:ont 

elimines en tant 1J.l:.'3 fa;;t.o:.:..·;-3 de G2~=Ci.'.:'a~iJ!J.o .A::.:::..L.i' 1<.... OVJ1_:.~: .. :a,.:;.i.vn 
nordique n •apparet:l t pas comlile un &.B:t;ec t de la poJ.i t5. ':!_t:'J .. 8 .. ~·T3..ng8re 
des divers pays, ou co!IliTI.e une w8thc~d'1 de 0r6a:tion C !·.-~-~JR·G:Vtu+i.ons 
supr"a.-nationales. EJ.l::: ccnsiot? :;?l a:-0~ er.. 1~:1s in~{,~::.;d·~i:Jn pratique, 
dont est conscient dans sc. vJc. q:.<y,,-; cd .,;,_,;.,; J.e simpl.e ci toycn, qui se 
sent de plus en plus non sen.]J:."u'G:r.t; _,;·~.· . .;y.::m de son :rays, mais o.uBsi 
citoyen de la region nct·'~i~.~.t~'} "'.;( .. _~: cnLiJ::.?.·. !.a n.J.·:·-1::-e de la. coop6r.J.
tion nordique ne peut fh .. .r2 ,·cn1.'.;_:;;';_,_:d si on lb. cc:~]~)~:..L.e~:·e C(>r:lille un pil8-
nomene separe,. mais seule,,;(JO:'!' f'o.J: rapport ,_, h•\•'-• le syo;t;8roc d'ir•.-s8rllts 
individuals nationr,•:x 0 r-"g'or-.aux et universel.s d:: la co·:un:mautc in
terna tionale conteutpCJL:>ine. 

La cooperation :rl.O"!:'di~UB n'~ ~J?.S e~C')TG 8":"8 S')U:r:5sn a unc 8-J.'"'laJ.yse 
scientifique app:~o:c .. lC:.Lt.. ... I)· e.~lL:'.-.I ~-· .. d•. · ,··.:·. ~. J.w. ,JvJy8:...:::. ':i:Jr1 no:cdi-
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SOME PROBLFl!KS CONNECT~TH THE ORGANS OF 
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The attempts unfiertaken, first and foremost, by international 

law specialists, in order to define an international organization 

(1) emphasize a variety of features which distinguish 'that social 

phenomenon (2). So far, however, there l1as been no agreement, in 

scientific litera~re, as to the significance, and the necessity, 

for an international organization to possess any such specific 

features. as, e.g., having been created on the basis of an inter

national agreement, having a distinct personality with regard to 

its members, of its organs exhibiting a relative autonomy of will 

as compared with the will of the total of its members, etc. 

It can, e.g., be demonstrated, that there are no bases for par

ticularly bringing out, as a supposedly indispensable feature of 

such an organization, its possessing a separate personality and an 

autonomy of will, as is done by certain French authors (3)• If there 

were a need for providing a definition of an international organiza

tion, one could rather define it as "a form of collabor:>.tion of 

sovereign States, base~. on a multilateral international agreement, 

and comprising a relatively stable range of participan·ts, the fun

damental feature of which is the existence of permanent organs with 

definite competences and powers, acting for the carrying out of 

common aims" ( 4) • 

All definitions have but a relative value as instruments of 

research, and are construed for a definite research purpose. This 
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is why it is permissible to assume the possibility of there existing 

various definitions of one and the same phenomenon, all of then cor

rect from a given point of view. The more characteristic , however, 

is the fact that all the authors of dafinitions of an international 

organization agrea on ona point : that an essential faaturc of such 

an organization is that it should possess permanent organs. 

This, to be sure, is not the differentia spec~ of intar

national organizations only, but, it would seem, an essantial feature 

of·any organization. Nevertheless 9 that particular·feature nmkes its 

appearance in international organizations in a way peculiar to them 

only. It may be asserted that tha set of problams connectad with or

gans concerns the very essence of an international organization, and 

this is why it ought to constitute one of the prinapal subjects of 

scientific research on international organizations. And there can be 

no doubt that, within that set of problems, the question of the con

position of such organs takes pride of place. 

The organs of international organizations may be· classifHld ac

cording to various criteria. If we assuma such a criterion to be tha 

character uf the members of the organ in question (which appears to 

be considerably·nore essential that the lagal basis or else tha mode 

of setting up such an organ), then tha organs of international or

ganizations may be dividad, in a most general way, into administra

tive and inter-govarnmantal organs (5). 

The administrative organs are composed of officials, who.se legal 

pos'i tion guarantaes to them, in the ·carrying out of th(lir service 

functions, a formal independence of any authority apart from thG in

ternational organizations whosa servants they are. Hera belong,first 

and foremost, the secretariats of international organizations (6), 

The traditional, typical functions of the secretariats of in

ternational organizations consist in providing technical services 

to oiher organs af such organizations. 
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In the practice of contemporary international organizations, 

however, a pronounced tendency has made its appearance to entrust 

the international administration with occasionally momentous executi

ve (.operational) functions. Functions of that kind.are carried out 

by an international organization directly on the ·territory of the 

States, or else with regard to .certain persons (e.g. the assistance 

to refugEes), .and consist in providing, out of the material means 

placed at its disposal, financial, technical or social aid, in car

rying out·research or control, or indeed even police and military 

operations. To be sure, at the present moment functions of that kind 

still are an exceptional phenomenon in international organizations, 

and make their appearance in them but on a small scale. Nevertheless, 

such functions appear to an ever-increaeing extent, and, in accor

dance with the practice which had prevailed so far, their execution 

is, as a rule, entrusted to_ administrative organs. 

The increasingly important role, played by the-administrative 

organs of international organizations_in this field may probably be 

considered to be an objective development trend of suoh organizations. 

In this connec.tion the question of an appropriate adaptation of 

· such organs to their new and momentous role demands serious inves

tigation. For, indeed, it is· a fact ·that the present-day structure 

and principles of the secretariats of international organizations 

have been shaped so as to correspond to their typical, traditional 

functions, of a technical character. Their new,.exe.cutive functions, 

on the other hand, have an altogether different, largely political, 

character. The fact of such functions being taken over, to an ever 

wider and wider extent, by the secretariats, causes the latter no 

longer to fit into their framework and to burst their institutional 

facilities, based on traditional principles. When the conflict bet

ween the old forms and the new contents manifests itself in a 

glaring form, it can lead, in concrete situations, to an acute 

crisis of such forms, as was· the. case e.g., with the Secretary 
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General of the United Nations in the years 1960-61 in connection 

with the U •• operations in Congo._ 

This is precisely why an indispensable condition of the expansion 

of such executive (operational) functions, for the carrying out of. 

which the administrative organs seem to be, to a considerable extent, 

predestined, is the proper adaptation of both the structuze and the 

principles of action of such organs to the new role which they are 

expected to play. The absolute necessity·· of such adaptation is dic

tated by considerations of securing the international character of 

such organs, and of weakening the risk of their· becoming transformed, 

in particular cases, into an instrument of the interests -and policy 

of but one of the groups of member States. These are the very same 

considerations which also make their appearance with regard to the 

other political organs of international organizations. This is also 

why the means which are to serve the appropriate preservation of 

their international character ought, in principle·, to be sinilar, 

and will be jointly dis.cussed be,low (7). 

The international organs-are composed of States, represented by 

their representatives, nominated and provided with instructions by 

their resp.ective gove=ments. Hence it is that they may a:).so be 

described as representative organs, since it is the members of the 

organizations in question that are directly represented in_them. It 

is from this, as well as from the kind of. functions exercised by them 

that their political (in the wide sense of the world) character 

results (s). 

It ·results from the vGry essence of a contemporary international 

organization and of contemporary in-ternational relations; that the 

fundamental organs of such an organization are·inter-governLlental 

organs. They correspond, as_ to the character of their members, their 

manner of acting, the process of the formation and manifestation of 

·agreement, the process of decision making,·etc., to the structure of 

the contemporary international community and to the character of the 
relations proper to that community. 
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At first the international organizations· possessed but ono inter

national organ (without taking into consideration auxilia~Jr.organs). 

As their tasks went on increasing, however, it appeared that a such 

single organ was not sufficient to ensure a proper management of 

·the aoti vi tics of the organization in question •. In tho contemporary 

international organizations it is mostly a system of two inter

governmental organs that has taken shape. 

One of them is always a plenary organ, composed of all the mem

bers of the organization• Consequently the composition of the or

ganization finds its full reflection in it. It preserves the charac

ter of the hierarchically supremo representative organ, and the 

matters of greatest importance are reserved for its conpotonce·. The 

member States are represented on it by representatives of as high a 

grade as possible. In connection with'this, among othe·r things, it 

me·&~s relatively rarely and for brief periods of time~ Consequently 

it is unfit for settling current natters or for carrying out func

tions of a more continuous character. Such an organ is mostly 

described as the Conference or the .ll.ssembly• It may be described·, in 

a most general way, as .an organ of the conference type. That plenary 

organ, in the universal organizations, has kept increas.ing its 

numerical streng.th to such an extent that nowa·days, with several 

tens or even above one hundred monbors, it has become to,o inert and 

thereby rather unfit for efficiently transacting .business 17hich 

demands more operative decisions. 

Under the circumstances, an absolute necessity has arisen of· 

appointing an organ which would·meot·more frequently, or indeed even 

deliberate in permanence, for the purpose of transacting the current 

business of the organization and of deciding matters in a more ef

ficient ·way. Such an organ is composed of representatives of the 

members States· of a somewhat lower grade, from a political point of 

view, but·who, in return, can devote more of their time to the bu-
J 

siness o:f the organization; and who are, moreover, more competent in 
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the matters under discussion. Neither can the numerical strength of 

such an organ, occasionally incorrectly described as the executive 

organ (9), be too great, since. this would jeopardize the efficiency, 

indispensable in its action, and could also prove to be too onerous 

and costly for some of· the members of the organization~ This is 

precisely why, in organizations with a large number of mcmbcrs,first 

and foremost in the universal organizations, organs of that type are 

not plenary organs, but organs of a more restricted composition, 

limited to some of the memburs only. Such organs are mostly described 

as Councils or Executive Commi ttcws. They may be defined,· in a most 

general way, as organs of the Executive Committee type. 

One of the essential problems which arise in connection with the 

existence of two representative inter-governmental organs is, of 

course, the division of competences between such two organs, as well 

as their mutual relation to one another. 

The division of competences, as far as the most essential mat

ters are concerned, is done by· the Constitution of the orgD.nization 

in question itself, which enui:lerates the matters which arc to be 

dealt with by either of those organs. Apart from ·that, however, the 

Constitution frequently authorizes the organ of·the Conference type 

to delegate, by resolution, matters not reserved exclusively for it

self, to the organ of the Executive ·committee type. il. deliriitation, 

as precise as possible, between the coi:lpetences of those two organs 

is necessary in order to avoid doing the· same work twice, and pos

sibly even taking contradistory decisions in the same matters. 

In the practice of the contemporary international organizations 

we may notice the .fairly clear taking shape of the trends in the di

vision of labour between both types of international organizations~ 

For the organ most representative, which is always the organ of 

the. conference type, are mostly reserved decisions in the matters of 

fundamental importance for the organization, such as J:lattcrs.of 

membership admission of new members, suspension, exclusion, revision 
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of the Constitution, adoption of the budget, ratification of the 

agreements concluded with the States or with other organizations. 

The principal, typical functions of that organ, however, as a- rule 

consist.in fixing general progranmatic directives and linos for the 

policy of the organization in question, as well as in exorc5sJ.ng su

pervision of the most general character over the activities of the 

remaining organs, first ·and foremost on the basis of periodical re

ports from their activities and by way of fixing their COill)Osi tion. 

For the organ of a more operative character, such as the organ 

of the Executive Committee type, there are provided ceupetences 

which consist in transacting current business during the periods 

between the sessions of the Conference, in exercising uo;:e strict 

and concrete management and supervision over the work of both 

auxiliary and administrative organs, in preparing and elaborating 

suggestions in prograDUatic matters, and in other questions. which 

belorg to the coupetences of the Conference. As results fron the 

above, such organs, in ,spite of the fact that th.ey occupy a hierar

chically lower place in the systen of organs of an international 

organization, may play a decisive part in so far as its practical 

activities are concerned. By preparing cases which are .to be placed 

on the agenda of the Conference, they become the principal platform 

for the consultations conducted for the .purpose of adjusting· the 

attitudes of the several member States and their groups • They are 

to elaborate solutions which would be acceptable for the Conference 

and, in this way, the.role of the latter may thereby be.rcduced 

merely to the issuing of a final approval. Consequently,· organs of 

that type may occupy a key positi.ori, from the point of view of the 

process of the shaping of the will and taking decisions in an 

international org&~ization. 

The general development trend .of international organizations 

also seems to·tend in the same direction. The burden of tho prin

cipal responsibility for directing the organization nnd for rendering 
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its tasks more concrete clearly shifts into_ organs of tho Executive 

Committee type. This may be seen with _especial clarity of the exanple 

of the specialized organizations associated with the United Nations. 

This is proved by the fact that the plenary organs of the Conference 

type relatively rarely meet in ordinary session. The periods which 

elapse between such sessions amount to five years in tho _oases of 

UPU and ITU, to four years in WO, to two years in IMCO. The consti

tutions of such organizations as FAO, UNESCO and ICA.O, which at 

first provided for the sessions of those organs to take place once 

a year, have subsequently been amended, and the formal n.ncndme;:ts 

introduced into them have increased those periods to two years in the 

cases of FAO and UNESCO, and to three years in the case of ICAO, At 

the same time we· Illiy state the existence of a clearly visible develop

ment trend with international organizations, which aiDS at fo~ally 

increasing the rights and cempetences of organs of the Executive Com

mittee type. This has been done by amendments, formally introduced 

into the constitutions of some of those organizations (e.g. UNESCO), 

The constitutions of such organ.izations. as ICAO or IAEA formally 

grant the role of supreme organs of the organization in question 

precisely to organs of that type, of a more limited composition. It 

is worth while to note the fact that the amendments, introduced into 

the Constitution of the Council for Mutual Economic Aid in 1962 

obviously tend in that same direction. Moreover, it. becomes a fre

quent occ~rrence in practice for organs of the Conference type to 

delegate their competences to organs of the Executive Cor~ttee type. 

That development _trend of the institutional for!>! of inter

national organizations undoubtedly _tends to increase_ the role played 

by them and the effectiveness of their activity. 

The postulates of substituting, fo~ the principle of unanimity 

the principle of majority in the procedure of taking reSiutions and 

giving to the resolutions of the organs of int'ernational organizations 

the binding force of a decision also may seem to tend the same way. 
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They find exaggeratedly enthusiastic propagandists in certain in

tellectual circles of Western Europe and the United States. 

One should, however, realize, what is the sys.tem of reference 

and the social milieu, in which this development trend., which we 

may consider to be objective, makes headway. 

Under the presen t~day conditions of the .·social, economic and 

political structure of the contemporary world international organiz

ations cannot constitute a kind of super-State authority; which 

would decide of what the States are to do, fix binding norms of 

behaviour for them and apply sanctions in the event of such norms 

failing to be observed. If they achieve any ·degree of authority at 

all with regard to the member States, it is only with the consent. of 

those States and within a range limited, 9.S a rule, to matters of 

lesser importance" This j.s particularly true of. the universal organ

izations, which include States belonging to different, and indeed 

even opposing, camps; 

No State and no nation is in a position to agree that foreign 

authorities, independent of it, should decide of its destinies, or 

even of matters vital for its interests. Consequently the objective 

limitations of the role, possibilities and effectiveness of operation 

of an international organization rosult from the very structure.of 

the international community, from the fact that this is a community 

of independent States, and that its development takes place, first 

and foremost, within the framework of the existence of nations as 

States. This results from the fundamental principle of solf-· 

determination of nations. It is they themselves and each of them 

individually that will decide .of the choice of such or such other 

social, economic and political system, of the forms of its collabo

ration with other nations and of the degree to which it will unite 

with them. It is on that principle also that the fundamental his

torical problem of our times, that of the superiority anct victory, 
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in peaceful conrpeti tion, of one or the. other of the opposing sys

tems : Socialist an~ Capitalist, will be decided. 

Under the circumstances, both the possibilities and thcaffective 

role of an international organization may appear as the resultant 

of two different trends .• There seems to appear a need for .;increasing 

the importance of an international organization, as a form of col

laboration between States, while, on the other hand, there appears 

a legitimate. tendency and need for States preservin15 the indispensa

ble range of sovereignty to ensure a correct deve,lopment process, 

which corresponds to the interests of their own nations. 

If we look at things from that other side, there can be no doubt 

that the membership of ~n international organization, which frequent

l·Y is a vi tal necessity for the States, and which· brings to them 

definite advantages, is at the same time connected with a certain 

amount of risk for them. Vihen acceding to an ordinary international· 

agreement, a State can, generally speaking, fairly accurately es

timate, whether the rights and advantages which the agreement in 

question grants to it, are worth the obligations and burdens which 

it must assume in return. The access to an international organization, 

howev.er, does not only mean the acceptance of obligations already 

known, because provided in its Constitution• An international or

ganization is a .living creation, one which goes in for practical ac

tivities, from which there may flow new a~vantages for a member Sta

te, but the result of which may also be new obligations and burdens. 

Both the scope and the kind of both advantages and burdens which may 

result from subsequent activities are things which cannot be exactly 

foreseen by a State at the moment of its access to the organization 

in question. 

The activities of an international organization find their 

principal expression ·in .the passing of resolutions. Their substance 

will depend on the composition .of organs, on. the set of forces 

within. them•· That set of forces may change with time; it may assume 
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various forms with regard to various matters. It may bo advantageous 

for a· given State or group of States, but it may just as well be 

disadvantageous for them, depending on the question on whose side 

shall the majority indispensable for passing a resolution pronounce' 

itself• It is obvious that the question of 'whther and to what a de

gree its activities will result in new rights and advantages for a 

given member State, or group of member States, or else in obliga

tions, burdens or political disadvantages, may depend on that set 

of forces, on the formation ·af an appropriate majority in the organs 

of the organization. 

By the very nature of things the States and groups of States 

which take part in the creation of an international organization and 

which shape its institutional framework, will try to mininize the 

risk, described above, and a danger which consists in tho possibi

lity of the organs of th~t organization passing resolutions and going 

in for activities which run contrary to the interests of such States. 

At the same time, however, we ought to remember that the same 

risk means a serious danger for the international organization as 

well· It is the danger qf such an international organization be

coming transformed into_ the tool of the interests and the policy of 

definite States, and, to an even wider extent,of groups thereof, a 

tool aimed against other State~ or groups thereof. As results from 

the structure of the international community under present-day con

ditions, an international organization can only be a forn of col

laboration,b'etween States, _and aot on the basis of their having 

come to an understanding for the purpose of carrying into effect the 

common aims of the member States, and of satisfying their conver

gent interests, and not the aims and interests of but a certain 

group of member States. For, indeed·, in the contrary case an inter

national organization would lose its connection with its ·social 

basis and its truly international character, and, as a result of 

this, it would be doomed to decay. Consequently, the interests of_ 
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the member States and those of an international organization are not 

by any means contradictory, as they might appear to a superfie:!.al 

observer. 

This kind of risk and danger, lJoth to the member States and to 

the international organiza,tion itself, may be minimised by the ap

plication cf the appropriate institutional solutions. 

One of the means of diminishing the risk.described above is the 

limiting of the importance of resolutions in more important matters, 

so.as to make them merely recommendations, without· legally binding 

force. Such means are made use of by the overwhelming najority of the 

contemporary international organizations, and exceptions to· this rule 

are few in number, in so fa~ as resolutions· concerning matters other 

than· the internal matters of the organization a:re conoerned (10). 

The most efficacious safeguard from that risk, in an inter~ 

national organization, is undoubtedly the requirement of unanimity in 

passing resolutions; Such means had been applied by almost all the 

international organizations which existed.in the period preceding the 

Second World ·war. The requirement of absolute unanimity, however, 

caused a possibility of the activities of an inte.rnational organiza

tion bei.ng paralysed; in extreme CllSBB; even by' the ·obstructionist 

attitude .of a single member. The principle of unanimity was par-

. ticularly burdensome, and. weakened the efficiency .of action, in the 

international organizations with a large number of members, and those 

which, moreover, exhibited a relatively big divergence of interests 

between the member States. This is precisely why the development of 

universal international organizations has gone, more particularly so 

after. the Second World War, clearly in the direction of giving up 

the principle of unanimity. 

The latter, however, has survived in the organizations with a 

smaller number of member States, and those which exhibit.a greater 

degree of coherence and of convergence of interests, and, more par

ticularly so, in such regional organizations, to the competence of 
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which belong oatters connected with the more vital interests of 

States, viz. in the military and economic organizations (e.g. the 

N~TO, SEATO, the Warsaw Pact, the OECD, the Council for Mutual 

Econo:;Jic Aid) • It is an obvious truth that the need, for the meober 

States·, of safeguarding their interests from the risk which may 

flow, fer the le,tter, from the activities of an:international or

ganization, is particularly acute then, when such activities deal 

with important matters which have a serious political aspect. This, 

also, explains. the fact. that those organizations which depart from 

the principle of unanimity always reserve for the more important 

resolutions the procedure of a. qualified majority of two-thirds or 

even more of the votes. 

It may, therefore, be formulated as a general rule, that the 

requirements of the voting procedure increase the more, the greater 

the importance of the resolutions about to be taken .: the greater 

the mooentum of the matters which they. concern, and the sharper 

their legal effects. 

The procedure of appropriately fixed majority undoubtedly may 

have the purpose of preventing the passing of resolutions in the. 

teeth of the opposition by a fairly munerous minority0 and the 

rendering more difficult, or indeed even downright impossible, with 

a given set of forces within a certain organ, the outvoting of one 

group of member States by the remaining ones, or, in other words, 

the imposing of resolutions upon such a group against its will. 

Thus, e.g.; a group which has at its disposal, within a given or

gan, a number of· votes superior to one-third is in a position to. 

prGvimt the passing of any resolutions which should run contrary to 

its interests, whenever a· majority of two-thirds is required for 

the validity of resolutions. Such a group has at its disposal, as 

we might put it, a "defensive" number of votes or seats in a given 

organ, which is tantamount to a de facto right of veto being vested 

in the entire group. 
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The possibilities of manoeuv~ring the pro~edure·af.majority voting 

for the purpose c:! diminishing, or indeed elimi:1ating, the risk of 

more important groups of member States being outvoted in an inter

national organization are, however, limited. They might,. in all pro

bability,· be larger, if. the procedure of weighted. voting nere applied, 

a ·procedure ·which consists in assigning different nurr:::,.ars of votes 

to the several member States, and thereby a different voting power, 

depending oh their importance and role in the organization. Considering, 

however, the -fact that the. system of weighted voting is in glaring con

tradiction with the principle of sovereign equality of the States ar.d 

that the fixing of an appropriate.formula of allotting votes is a 

difficult ·matter (with the exception of certain financial and commer

cial organizations), and, first and foremost, because that system is 

altogether inacceptable for the immense majority of medium and small 

States, there does not exist any real chance of its being adopted on 

anything like a wider scale. 

With a given procedure of majority voting, it is tho composition 

of an organization and its inte·rnal set of forces. that decide of 

both the content of the resolutions and the trends of activity of 

that· international organization• The composition of the plenary or

gans is identical with the membership of the organization. This is 

why an analysis of that composition is of fundamental importance for 

an evaluation of ·the political character of an international or-' 

ganization. Changes in membership directly influence that character, 

and this is precisely why the international organizations attach so 

great an importance to the matter of the,admission of new members. 

It is the membership that decides the question of whether a given 

international organization may be des.cribed as a particular Capitalist 

or Socialis-t organization, or else one of a universal character. 

Under modern conditions, it is the latter category of inter

national organizations that. se·ems predestined ·to play the momentous 

role of the platform and mechanism for the peaceful collaboration of 
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the two main ·State systems now existing in the world : Socialism and 

Capitalism. In order that an international organization should be 

able to play such a role, it is not sufficient that its constitution 

should proclaim its universal character, and that it should be for

mally open for any State to accede to, whichever camp it belongs to.· 

The most essential condition which ought to be fulfilled by such an 

organization is that both its principles and its ·aims should be 

such as could be accepted by States of both systems, and also that 

its mechanism should ensure to both those systems an appropriat.e 

degree of influence upon its activities. The fulfilment of that 

condition is only then possible, when the interests and postulates 

of both systems are taken into consideration as early as the very_ 

beginning, at the time of drawing up the constitution of the or

ganization in question, and when subsequently they are respected in 

the course of its entire activity. In the contrary case such an 

organization tdll not be able to serve as an instrument of peaceful 

co-existence and collaboration between States with various social 

systems, and will be deprived of a universal character. 

It ·must be stated that it is not all the "specialized insti

tutions" of the ·united Nations· that fulfil the conditions ·enumerated 

above. In this connectlon sot:le of them w0re unfit for the States of. 

the Socialist group to accede to (e.g. the Internatione.l Monetary 

Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,, 

as well as its affiliated organizations of IFC and ±DA). Consequent

ly it is doubtful whet'her they may be regarded as having the charac,

ter of universal international organizations; they are rather just 

particulal' organj.zations. of the. Capitalist world. 

With regard to the problems here discuss.ed by us, peculiar 

interest atta.chcs to the problem of organs .of the Executive Commit

tee type of.a narrower composition. Such organs are created in the 

organizations with a large number of metabers, first and forcnost 

in the universal organizations. 
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The limitation of their membership to certain member States only 

has been dictated .bY considerations of ensuring tn then ereate~ ef

ficiency in functioning. 

As has already been. said before, the :role played by that type 

of organs of international organizations exhibits a tendency to in

crease. In this connection the question of an appropriate selection 

of the members who are to sit on such organs becomes particularly im

portant, since it is not all the member States that arc to be directly 

represented. in them. 

We ought to consider to be correct such a selection of the mem

bers of those organs, which would ensure, and indeed even, in a cer

tain sense, strengthen, their character of being representative of 

the entire organization, while at the same time securing en appro

priate correlation between those factors which safeguard a correct 

operation of ·those organs, as the mechanism of collaboration between 

States. 

The appropriate selection of the members of organs with a limi t·ed 

composition is carried out, in the contemporary international or

ganizations, by means of various methods, and on the basis of various 

principles. Both those methods and those prineiples arc applied in 

a combined way. 

One of the most essential postulates which preside the carrying 

out of such selection is to ensure,. in those organs of na=ower coo

position, places to some extent privileged for those member States, 

·which.are of the greatest importance in the domain of the relations 

that lie within the competences of the international organization in 

question, and which, in that connection, may be described as being 

Great Powers in that particular field. 

Even the very constitutions of international organizations re

serve permanent seats on such organs with a narrower coHposition for 

such great Powers. The U.N. Charter does this nominally, with regard 
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to the five Great ?ewers (in a political sense) in the composition 

of the Security Council and the Trusteeship Council. The constitu

tion of the International Labour Organization reserves permanent 

seats on the Administrati.ve Coi.lacil for ten of the most inclus

trialized member ·States, appointed on the basis of objective in

dexes. The constitution of the International Atomic Energy Agency 

reserves such seats on the Board of Governors for States ~hich load 

in the field of atomic energy, on a scale of both the world as a 

whole and of the several geographic regions. The Constitution of the 

U!CO grants pennnent seats, both on the Council and on the ~lari time 

Security Committee, to those States which have the largest merchant 

navies, The financial organizations, such as the IBRD, ll.iF, IFC and 

ID.ii., grant permanent seats to the largest shareholders of their 

ea pi tal fund. 

Even in those cases, however, where the constitution of a cer

tain organization does not provide for that, in practice it is the 

Great Powers. that are elected to sit on the organs of such organs 

with.a narrower composition. For, indeed, it is both an obvious and 

a universally recognized fact that those States, on.whose co

operation and support the implenentation of the tasks of an or

ganization actually depends in the first place, ought to have 

ensured to them an appropriate and adequately increased influence 

upon the r"soltitions which define and make concrete such tasks. 

Otherwise. such resolutions would not be realistic. 

A universally applied guiding principle for the plenary organ 

in deciding upon the election of the members of the organ with a 

narrower composition is the principle of just geographic representa

tion ... 

An appropriate division of the States into regional groups may 

serve as a basic guide for reflecting the convergence of certain 

interests of suoh States, a convergence created by history. For, 

indeed, it appears that it was geographical proximity, neighbourhood 
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or the fact of belonging to a definite geographic rGgion that 

constitutGd thG basis for the formation, in the process of historical 

developmen~, of closer relations between nations, of a certain con

ve:cgence of economic interests, of a community :of destiny, of a cul

tural, and even a constitutional a.."ld political .coomuiJi ty. 

An assertion of that kind only approximately corros~onds to the 

actual reality, which, by the very nature of things, is more com

plicated than that, and exhibits a number of substantial exceptions 

to that general ru].". 

The division of States in to regional sets for ·purposes of an 

analysis of the system of international forces and of geographical 

representation in international organs is, therefore, but an auxiliary 

division, and is only then justified, if it does correspond, to some 

extent, to the political division of the world int? groups of States 

with convergent interests •. Consequently, when applying that. division 

one ought to remember. its .simplified character, and carry out the 

indispensable political corrections. Thus e.g. in the case of the 

~frican region such~ correction will concern, first and foremost, 

the Republic· of South Africa, which, as being a racialist State, has 

been quite formally eliminated from the African regional group by 

all the members of the latter. The case is similar with Israel in 

the Middle East region. 

The fact, however, remains that e.g. the African States, which 

have but recently liberated themselves from the fetters of colonialism, 

to a large extent exhibit a uniform attitude with regard to such in

ternational problems as the defence of their sovereignty and .indepen

dence, and the tendency to accelerate their economic and social pro-

gress. 

Similarly, until recently the Socialist system could be identified 

with the Eastern European region. The further and unavoiil.able develop

ment of the Socialist revolution,- however, l:ilows up, ·before our very 

eyes, the framework of a single geographic region, however elastically 
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it should be conceived (11) New Socialist States arise in both Asia 

and Latin America. 

\u1en supple~ented with the appropriate reservations and correc

tions, a regional division may undoubtedly serve as the basis for 

ensuring to international organs a proper degree of representative

ness. For, indeed, it may be assumed,· with a certain degree of well

foundedness, that one or several of the States which belong to a 

certain geographical region may come forward in the name of all or 

else of the definite majority of such States, in order to give ex

pression to the approximate attitude. of the whole regional set. In 

this way it would be permissible to speak here of an, as it were, 

indirect representation of the remaining States belonging to a 

given region, by some of the representatives of the latter. 

In the practice of the inte'rnational organizations the principle 

of just geographical representation is applied in such a Eay, that 

the non-permanent seats on an organ with a narrower composition are, 

more and more frequently, granted in advance (on the basis of a 

previous agreement, or of the resolution of the plenary organ, or 

else of the provisions of the internal regulations) to the several 

geographic regions, in quanti ties which correspond to the number of 

the member States of the organization in question which belong to a 

given geographical region and to their importance, while at the same 

time taking into consideration the question of whether that region 

is not. already represented on the qrgan concerned by virtue of 

another principle, e,g. occupying a permanent seat on it as a Great 

Power. Thus, in practice, the principle of geographical represen

tation on organs with a narrower composition. undergoes an ever 

greater formalization, while the appointment of the appropriat~ 

SRtes, which are to nepresent a given region, is left to the de

cision of the regional set of States concerned. 

What is particularly noteworthy is the principle of the parity 

of representation of groups of States with differing interests, 
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identifiable in advance. Thus, .e.g., ·it may in principle be assumed 

that there will be a contradiction between the interests of the Sta-· 

tes which export a given commodity and of those which import it, be

tween the interests of the States which administer the trusteeship 

territories on behalf of the U,N, and those of other States, the 

interests of the States which grant economic assistance and of those 

which are in receipt of it. In such cases the practice of contemporary 

international organizations frequently tends to create organs, on 

which both opposing groups of State are granted an equal degree of · 

influence on the activities of such organs. In the international 

agreements concerning raw materials this is achieved by granting to 

both groups, viz. to the exporters and importers, an equal number of 

votes (one thousand each), while applytng the system of weighted 

voting. In other organs, such as, e.g. the Trusteeship Council of 

the U.N. or the Governing Council of the Special Fund of the United 

Nations, the seats are divided half and half between the appropriate 

groups of States with diverging interests. 

The parity system of the representation of groups of States wi-th· 

divergent interests has the purpose of serving as a safeguard against 

organs of international organizations taking resolutions uhich would 

correspond to the interests of but one group of States only. Thus, 

therefore, under the conditions of that system, both the resolutions 

and the activities of the appropriate organ must, to a definite ex

tent, constitute an expression of an understanding between both groups 

and neither of them is in a position of imposing its will upon the 

other. This guarantees, in a fairly efficacious way, a correct func

tioning of the organ in question, since such correct functioning is 

only then possible, when there appears to exist a possibility of 

reconciling their various attitudes on the basis of an existing con

vergence of interests. 

For the same considerations, in the present-day system of forces 

in the world, particular importance would seem to attach to the 
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ensuring, in the universal organizations of a political character, 

of such a composition of the organs·with a limited number of mem

bers, that equal numbers of seats should be held by each of the 

three-principal political groupings of States : the Socialist coun

tries, the Western powers plus their allies, and the non-engaged 

States. Such a composition, o~, at any rate, _a composition which 

would give an equal representation to the group of Socie.list States 

and of the Western Powers respectively, would, under the c.:mditions 

now prevalent, be the most truly representative, since it would 

constitute a reflection, more or less correct, of the actual system 

of forces throughout the world. At the same time such a composition, 

together .with an appropriate voting procedure, would constitute the 

guarantee of a correct functioning of the. organ concernecl1 naking 

impossible .the outvoting of any· one group of States, and mal{ing it 

inevitable that the. resolutions of such an organ should be the ex

pression of an understanding agre13d upon by all the principal· groups. 

As it has been already said before,. it results .from the struc

ture of the contemporary world that international organizations in 

general, .and, more particularly, the universal ones, are called 

upon to play the important role of platform and mechanism for a 

peaceful collaboration between States which preserve their sov

ereignty, and more especially States which form part of different 

social systems• It is also a task incumbent upon the international 

organizations to ensure that the competition which is g<:>ing on 

between individual States, as well as between groups thereof, 

should preserve a peaceful character. 

Under the circumstances, both the efficaciousness of the 

functioning of international organizations and their success in 
. ' 

carrying into effect the purposes they have set themselves, depend 

on the possibility, for the member States, of achieving mutual. 

understanding, as well as on the .degree to which suc)l unclerstanding 
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has been achieved. The process of achieving an understanding between 

States, more particularly so between States which belont; to different 

social and econonic systems, concerning their conmon action aimed at 

carrying into effect th0ir connon tasks,· corresponding to convergent 

interests, is. a process both difficult and conplicatecl. 

It is precisely the international orga:r;.izations that are called 

upon to create such a framework and mechanism, as would favour the 

development of that process, facilitate its progress, fix th0 rules 

of its correct course, and rer.10ve or diminish the obstacles which 

obstruct its· way. This is what th0 principal and momentous role to 

be played by the international organizations in the oontenporary 

world consists in. To that role of the international organizations 

must be subordinated their institutional syste!:l, and the solution 

of such probletas as the legal significance of their resolutions, 

the procedure of voting, and, more particularly, the conposition of 

their organs. 

. ' 
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NOT1l..,2 

1) In accordance with the classification accepted in the U.N., two 
fundamental categories of international organizations are 
distinguished : intergovernment-al organizations and non-govern-. 
mental organizations (Art. 71 of the United Nations Charter). 
In the current sense of the term, it is the former, ·i.e. the 
intergovernmental organizations, that are identified with in
ternational organizations. For, indeed, it is they thct play a 
ccmsiderable role in international relations, and it is prin
cipally on them that the attention and interest of public~inion 
at large is _concentrated. The criterion of such division is 
constituted, first and foremost, by the character of the members 
of the organization. When those members are States, we have to 
6o with intergovernmental _organizations. Taking this into con
sideration, we ought to say that the term most ap:veopriate for 
such organizations is that of inter-State organizations. 

2) Compare, e.g., th~ definitions suggested within the framework 
of the International Law Commission of the U,N. : by Brierly, 
U.N. Doe., JJ.jCN-.4/23, P• 19; Hudson, U.N. Doe., A/CN.4, SR 52, 
P• 9; Fitzmaurice, U.N. Doe., A/CN,4/101, P• 16. 

3) E.g. Paul Reuter : ~-~tutions internationales, Paris, 1955, 
P• 292; Suzanne Bastid : Cours d 1Insti tutions internationales_, 
Paris, les Cours de Droit, 1955-56, P• 401. 

4) W. Morawiecki : Org,?Jlizac.je oiedz.ynarodowe (-International Or
ganizations), second edition, Warsaw, 1964, P• 25, 

5) ·A third ea tegory of organs, within the framework of this clas
sification, consists of inter-Parliamentary organs. They oake 
their appearance, as ~ relatively new phenomenon, within some of 
the Western-European Organizations : in the European Council 
(1949), in the European Communities : ECSC 1952, ECE 1958, 
Euratom 1958, in the Northern Council 1953, as well as in NATO, 
irt the form of the extra-constitutional Conference of NATO Par
liamentarians. StlCh Parliamentarian assemblies are composed of de>
legates of the Parliaments of the member States, in numbers pro
portionate>as a rule, to the number of the population of the 
·respective States. Their purpose, in principle, is to exercise 
certain control functions over the activities of the intGr
governmental and administrative organs. The powers enjoyed by 
theo, however, are very modest in scope. Moreover, their charac
ter is rather unrepresentative, because of the reactio=ry 
criteria applied in the selection of the delegates (the Northern 
Council constitutes an exception in this respect). In connection 
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with +1-tis, the role played by such organs is 1 in the large ·ma
jority of cases, illusory. 

6) .According to the criterion of character of the members the ca
tegory of adoinistrative organs should also be made to include 
the organs of international justice, as we;ll as the executive 
organs of the European Communities. Such organs differ, in a 
fundamental way, from secretariats (and,indeed 1 they thumselves 
have secretariats of their own). The fac.t, however, is worth 
drawing the r.eader 1s attention to, that the executive organs of 
the European Communities have been called upon to carry out 
executive functions which are, to a large extent, of the sil!lilar 
character as the new executive functions which are made over to 
the secretariats of other international organizations nowadays. 
The correctness of the carrying out of such ex.ecutive functions 
has been ensured in a definite way, by the peculiar structure 
and principles of functioning of those executive organs, which 
differ fundamentally from the structure and the principles of 
functioning of the international secretariats. 

7) Because of the political character of such functions; these will,by 
the very nature of things, be means which ensure the correct 
functioning of the political inter-governmenta~ organs. 

8) It would be most correct to describe them as inter-State organs. 

9) They are not organs which carry out executive functions. The im
plementation of both the tasks of an international organization 
and of the resolutions of its organs belongs, under contemporary 
conditions, to the member States. It is only quite exceptionally 
that the organization itself carries out executive functions, 
within a well-defined and narrow scope, but even in such a case 
it does so through the intermediary of its administrative organs, 
rather than through· that of inter-governmental ones. 

10) 11e may consider to be internal matters of an international or
ganization such questions as : the establishment of the agenda 
of both session and meetings, the election of the authorities 
of the several organs, the election of the members of such or
gans, the creation of auxiliary organs, the adoption of the 
rules (procedure) the adoption of the regulations concerning the 
administrative personnel, of financial regulations, but also the 
passing of the administrative budget and the fixing of the 
amounts of members' contributions ot it, and the admis.sion, 
suspension and exclusion of members. In all the above questions 
the resolutions passed by international organizations have the 
character of binding decisions. 
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11) After the Second World War, the division of Europe into 
Western and Eastern has been dictated, not so much by geo-· 
graphical, _as precisely by political and constitutional, con
siderations. For, indeed, it was exclusively the Socialist 
States that have been included in Eastern Europeo If the cri
teria of such division had .realiy been geog:raphical oncs 1 it 
would have been unjustified to include either Finland or 
Greece· in Western Europe. 


